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Introduction

Industrial Prep is a prevocational, interdisciplinary program.

It was developed in Hackensack High School because of the need to

provide a curriculum that would be consistent with the demands placed

people entering occupations in the 1970's.

Educators have jumped from one extreme to another during the last'

two decades. In the 1950's the magic word was 'gifted'', and now we

are becoming fully mobilized to meet the problems brought on by the

"disadvantaged." Along the way we have neglected to stop and consider

the majority of the population the so-called 'average' people, who

are to become the backbone of our nation's work and life forces.

This program takes these people into mind.as well as the others.

We believe that the development of manhood is more important than

the development of manpower. We also feel that our obligation as

educators is to help people prepare to meet all of their societal roles,

including work. That means that we should be able to help young people

get ready for a personally relevant vocational future. However, at

the same time we expend much effort in seeing that this program

includes materials and experiences that work toward the total development

of the individual.

When consideration and planning for the Industrial Prep Prcgram

began, a few guidelines were established. We based the program on the

following organizational assumptions:

1. That we would receive no money to help us for either salaries,
materials, or equipment.

2. That our then existing facilities would have to be utilized with
no hope for modification or addition to them.

3. That teachers for the program uould be recruited from our
present staff.



Essentially we felt that no windfell would find its way to us and that

we would have to use what we had, but in a different way.

The first year of preparation was devoted to the researching and

the gathering of insights so as to develop a relevant, logical

philosoft. Besides the reading of books, journals, and periodicals

of all types, we spent a good deal of time in the field. The field being

many of the major and smaller business and industrial concerns in the

metropolitan area. Frequently individual and collective groups of

employers and employees wore invited to the school for discussion. The

talk contemd primarily on asking these people, ',what are the basic

characteristics of a promising employee?' The responses gathered from

these interviews along with the materials read in the research wore to

become the fonndations of our program.

Some of the tenets that we adopted because of this preliminary

work are:

1. That a person should be able to apply his total education to

his daily living and In order for him to do so he must be

taught well, with useful materials.

2. That as Donald Super states, 'self-knowledge is prerequisite

to self-determination." Before either vocational or social

decisions are to be carefully nade a person must understand

himself.

3. That the technical world calls for a multi-faceted, fle4ble

well educated person.

4. That cooperation is essentially more important an attribute than

ccapetitiveness.

5. That the total community is the educator of a student, not just

the school.

6. That the interdependence of disciplines should be an essential

appreciation by each student as well as being a truly visable

moans of presenting teaching material by the staff.
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Taken one at a time, these are not earth shaking contemporary thoughts,

but, absorbed into a prevocatioral secondary setting, they become a

unique set of premises on which to found a program.

In meetings with the people who work in and hire, for industries,

we did not come across any who held that special skills taught in high

school were absolutely necessary for employment. Nobody told us that a

trade learned in school was the passport to instant industrial success.

/n line with this is an article that appeared in the April 4, 1165 issue

of the Hew York Times. It told of a minority report of an extensive study

by an eleven ran vocational education comission in Uassau County, Mew York.

A section of this study "pleaded for recognition that fewer occupations

than is generally believed, accept specific school-acquired skills as a

prerequisite for employment.." This 44 page report was never published

due to conservative opposition. What we found requested by employers was

a need for high school graduates who essentially could read, write, and

be able to apply mathematics and scientific fundamentals to work problems.

In developing the program, we bore Dr. Super's consideration in mind.

In the available literature that we were exposed to there was nothing that

corroborated the wisdom and stability of an early career choice. In fact,

everything cautioned against this. Therefore the industrial Prep Program

offers ample room for the exploration of vocations along with movision

for solf-understanding necessary to make such a decision.

So much has been said for the necessity for man to be educated for

change that to elaborate on this would be presuptvous. However, I think

that Robert Hutchins, former President of the University of Chicago and

the present Director of The Center For Democratic institutions advances

3
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an observation that ve Lnlieve in. 'The ^ost obvious fact &out society is

that the mre technological it is t!!.1 pore raoiilly it will chan7e. It

follows that in. en advance4 technoloricel society futility dogs the

footsteps of those who try to prenare the el:11d for a:1 precise set

of conditions. Pance t:!e most imnractical education is the one that

looks post practical, and the ore that is most practical in fact is the

one tltat is cor.dionly rarTardad as remote from reality, one dedicated to

corprehonsior oF theory and 7,minciples. In the Present state of

technology, And evin r.oro certainly in any 4'u:hire stets thereof, the

kind of trainina and inforpatien that is central in Araricar aducation

is obrolescent, if not ohsoloto. Low, thl only nossible adjustment

that ve can pivo t!%f, chat! is that which arises througl, putting him in

cornite possession of all his powers.' Our air is to provide as

colnre'emsiv,1 RS pcmuiLl: an amosnm to life and the tools of livinp.

and wornnr so that the Irdustrial Prep stuck:A rill bo equipped for

chens,41.

A quote from thc Miser Almirmx. Yews of hovorhor 1, 19C0 illustrates

the point to Lo We in proroting cooparation. -Ls the grade system

hes traditionally Ilm? used in the past, each studott is 7itted against

the othar. tit in thn *real. world Ln which he will live as an adult:

his most important ability will be his willinrness and skill in workinc

cooporatiwily t:ith othnrs. This is particularly trve in tha bUsiness

worle. nhich is predoninontly a cooperative entcrnrisa end not A

con.patitivq autalobile over rot dsirned, ca.:ins...rod, produced

and 4istributed without the cooperation of literally thousends of people.

Conpetition occurs only in the ultinata marlot place.

4
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The Industrial Prep Program reco:mizes the lirits and fallacy of

the school as bainr tho sc51c educator of a student and at the same time

appreciates the potential of the community at lame to take part in

't

education. Tapoine community resources in an integral feature in

presenting many parts of the provam.

Flnally, in reviewing the program foundaticns, we come to the

hmart of the means of irrlementation that being an interdisciplinary

approach to education. Dy correlating the efforts between core areas of

the propran we feel that we are better able to bring siEnificant meaning,

interest, and enjoyment to learning. In retrospect, this has for the most

pert been borne out. To identify thu natural relationships between

disciplines and use ther to enhance a learning situation is the key to

the plan..

1:hat we in Industrial Prop aro trying to do is to present what

Robert Ntchins maintains is a liberal education but with a flair

toward the occupational. He says, 'hliminate neither trainine nor the

imparting of inforration, but use them in a different fashion.ft This

we try to do.

The approach to the intordisciplinary scheme is similar to the

Richmond Plan, but includes a different series of teaching units for

.different paonle. The interdisciplinary team that we use is made up of

peoplelnam tha mathenaties. science English, and industrial arts

departments. Resource people from within the school that are integral

parts of the program come from the social science, guidance, and special

services areas. Our use of resource people from without tbe school

includns men and women from numerous specialities and fields.
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The nethod of correlation focuses on central nroblems. Each year

of the three year prorram contains units that have a commonality of basic

properties that ars relevant to the participating teachim. units. For

instance, in the first year (the sophomore year) the basic theme is

measurenont and the guiding subject is natheratics. In each of the years

there is a different guiding subject, one which sets the pace of

correlation by the depth and amount of work covered in that class.

Correlation in not done on a daily basis nor ever forced. If a natural

relationship exists between instructional areas in particular units it

is capitalized on to reinforce learnincit and to make it commonly relevant

to the total learning going on in the program.

For the measurement theme there are four Projects that are used

to explicity bring the taachinp areas together. They include such

disparate names as duct work, geometric patterns, properties of metals,

and packagini.

The first project of duct work is an effective opener for us. It

works out to be a scaled doen air conditioning duct system made out of

a few materials. Ve like it because it does a good job of introducing

the interdisciplinary approach to the students, it's good for the

developpent of mathematical fundamentals, it enables the youngsters to

achieve positive tangible results from their theoretical learning, it

'introduces the concept of cooperative work, and it permits the

development of an occupational plan. This is how it works.

The mathematics instructor brinls the boys to a point where they

can lay out a duct section ueing basic arithmetic. He has then fabricate

this with careboard in his classroom, giving them an opportunity to engage

6



-in manipulative work is an academic settinr. This is done on a group

effort with students of varying eighties intermingled. Mat happens in

that simpler pieces of the system are made by slower students and more

complicated parts, such as a transition piece, is constructed by a

more able person. The boys in the group must have their pieces fit

together and this affects characteristics of individual responsibility

as well as all-out cooneration.

In the drafting room the unit is simply dran giving the students

the opportunity to become attentive to precision as well as introducing

basic drafting techniques.

Besides developing a related technical vocabulary with the boys, which

is a common enough approach to interdisciplinary work and certainly

not an exciting part of it, the rnglish teacher creates an inter-personal

work atmosphere by utilizing a Tele-Trainer borrowed from the Bell System.

This device is used to role-play a problem condition eet-up between a

customer and an employee of a heating and ventilating company. Students

prepare and actout a situation that might sound like this; 1. the customer

calls to complain about lact of heat in a house, 2. complaint is accepted by

employee with tact and understanding, 3. employee tries to troubelshoot

over the phone, i.e., did you check emergency switch?, 4. employee

then evaluates and acts on disposition of compaint. All of this is

dramatized vith ruch side-play of conversation and is recorded and

played hack for student analysis as to not only diplomacy, effect of

communication, but also for speech and style of delivery.

Biology is a school required subject in the sophomore year, /t

lends itself to this unit by providing the students with an exploratory

7



series of experiences with the Wean circulatory system. Vothing in

depth, but just an overview is offered. Along vith this, a tree's

duct system is also discussed.

The metal shop is reserved for teese students so that they will have

some opportunity to fabricate the group duct systems in a shop. All

of the boys do hot take metal shop at one tire, they may elect other

industrial arts areas so other arrangements must be.nade. For instance,

the retal and drafting classes migItt exchange periods and thus give the

Industrial Prep students a chance to occupy the shop together. All

industrial arts instructors, that can be spared at that time, join

forces to give as much concentrated assistance as possible for the

project.

A Nksource person from the social science department presents a

proper.% on the Rays people heat and cool their buildings around the

world. This is done with a profusion of visual aids and delivered in

a relaxed atnosphere as a general interest program.

An occupations unit on sheet metal, air conditioning, and heating

trades is correlated to the mojor project. Representatives from

occupations in these fields are invited in to be interviewed by the boys.

No speeches are given but rather the students ask objective and subjective

questions of th3 visitors so as to obtain a comprehensive background

about each of the job areas.

Tp further make the total project more relevant, sbort, period

long field trips are taken to local business and shops that engage in

related tasks to the units covered.

This type of correlation is not forced nor scheduled eo as to prove

8
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inconvenient to the participating Vochers. If en instructor in a

particular discipline feels that he needs ::ore tire to develop somo

teaching material and that this might hamper the correlation schedule,

then at the weekly meetinrs other arrangement are rade. What we have

found is that tl-ere have been very few occasions where total involvement

was not possible. The extent of the interrelation of subjects in

any unit is dependent upon tha imagination and creativity of the team.

At weekly reetinp,s the instructors themselves receive a broadened.

education because of the necessity of each of thew knowing what is going

on in the other guy's class. In order for a prrson to preseet a

correlated unit he must have an idea of not only what is scheduled in

the other classes but should have a working understanding of the

instructional matter.

To f=ther demonstrate the methods used in relating all of the

areas we can summarize the next sophomore year units that of geometric

patterns. In this section the mathematics teacher develops, what the teachers

feel is the foundations for building the academic proficiencies and

methods of attach for further learning. Here tha math man combines the

abstract with the cognitive in having the boys sharpen their arithmetic

tools. The rnglish instructor, with the assistance of both the drafting

and matheratic's people takes tte., students on a world tour, using elides

and narration to see the designs and patterns of nature and those

developed by man in interestinf, settings. At the same time the frie

reading library in his classroom features books and magazines that

reinforce this unit, while a field trip to th2 Inlitney Vuseum in t'ew York

is arranged with a cuide to e-ow the boys the gezeznatric designs in art.

9
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Occupationally. the field of architecture fits very well into this unit.

Inter-class correlation is easily woven into a unity like this because

the technical nature of the material plus the abundant availability of

similar subject matter in various settings blend well together.

The junior year of the program features ehysics as the guiding

subject. This is an applied physics class. More work time is spent in

the laboratory than in a lecture room. The instructor of this class

has developed a detailed program gui4e for the applied physics work

that is especially geared to capitalize on the mathematical foundations

acquired by the boys during the sophomore year as well as their

increased abilities in problem solving situations. The physics class is

a practical, exeloratory experience for Industrial Prep students. Fatly

of tb: projects worked on in the labs have been designed by our instructor.

His msthods of teaching mechanical advantage and other areas of physics

are rest unique. He uses everything from surf casting rods to bottle

openers to get the youngsters to discover the basic, working theories

in physics.

Ile tie in second year mathematics very closely with physics and

also include directly related Ergilish units on the senses, critical

thinking hou to describe and define, and science fiction.

In the senior year, chemistry is the key subject. Again this is

an applied lab science witb very relevant units on foods and their

additives and anelied . everyday chemical exploratory experiences.

lie have found that because of applying theory to practical, relevant

experiences, both in physics and chemistry, that the students come away

from these classes with sound, fundamental science backgrounds. The

10
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chairman of the departnent takes a eeen sovse or pride in the Industrial

Prep science students and often speaks of tben as being better equipped

than an averate college nrop person in truly understanding science. Our

students are not rewarded for memorization; but receive their satisfactions

in learning how to apply their knowledpe.

Many of the Industrial Prep students enroll in a cooperative work

provam in their senior year. These younzste-rs receive an opportunity

to engage in on-the-job training experiences in an occupational area

of their choice. The cooperative prof:Fart provides them with one half

day in school and one half on the job. Beside the specific work training

function of the program it also enables students the chance to become

part of an adult occupational environment and to try out their various

strer;ths and characteristics in a new social situation.

I think that a glimpse into the teaching materials used by some of

owe teachers would offer more insights into what makes this program a

little different.

An interesting paragraph heading of tle introduction for our

second year English guide state that "The Automobile and Television Set

Probably Teach-the Student More Than the School Teacher," Based on the

observations and experience that our instructors have had with the boys

in the program they realized that an entirely different set of educational

experience were going to have to bc steadily developed so as to capitalize

on every changing student interests. !-!orking toward student interests

does not preclude teachers helping boys read, write, speak, listen, and

think with as much discernment and sensitivity as possible..

11



A mit aPproach Csat is developed for the junior year includes !

work preparation television, physics, economics, and prejudice.

A feature of the first unit (work preparation) is a boy spending

school time outside of the building wtth a representative of an

occupation of his choice. He almost literally becomes a shadow to

the person for a working day and in so doing gets to feel what the job

is all about.

Reading materials for our English classes include such items as

Consumer Reports, Voter Trend.. newspapers, and contemporary novels. Ile

have found the magazine's tests and surveys are of considerable interest

to youngsters and stimulate good reading habits as well as develop

critical think patterns.

The work of the Langston Hughes is used among other sources,

as material for the unit on prejudice. He is simple erough to read and

yet the boys can be touched by the sad, bitter-sweet humor of his

writing and can be introduced to more such work by this material.

A follow-up on this unit is offered in the senior year by a

series of small grow) sessions on occupational relations. These

sessions were developed hy an English and foreiel language teacher to

deal with possible sensitive inter-personal, situations a young

- employee might face in a work environment. The two teachers spent a

summer collecting hard-to-find factual materials about ethnic and racial

minorities and came up with a series of guides to the presentation of

modified T-sessions. A major part of the teachers' research and

planning time was spent with people affected by such confrontation

situations.

12
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The senior year's Ennlish prorra: has units based on work entrance,

the film eeristry, ea. and peace, arel leisure time activities.

Basing a philosophy on Cle suppositior that the imIge is more

significant to the student raised in the electronic age, than the Printed

word. the instructor brings into the program a study of filn after the

junior Year's uork in television. For this school year the class produced

a short filr study on the pollution of our environnant. Mat is interesting

aLout this is that these are supposedly limited, non-college bound

youngsters who are considered to have such limited Ability.

The war and peace section capitalized on a maturing boy's broader

interests. Tha titles of parts of this unit are: The !lany Faces of ?ar,

Ideas From thc: Great BoOks. Film Shorts, Full-Length Films, Short-Stories

and nozerds, itovels; and Poetry. Sounds very acadevic, but what the

teachen. does is to explore with the hays insights into why people

fight; through a sirele survey of the preeding madia. If this plus

the directly related material is presented, as Bruner says, on a level

that speaks the language to the individual it can be handled and understood.

Should you wonder About a unit on leisure tine as being relevant

sUbject for a pre-vocational program I would like to quote the following

from the Fehruaryrerch 1969 issue of Steel Facts. "During the next

five ytNers, each employee having continous service on January 1, 1969,

in the lower half of his company's seniority list will, for the first

time, be eligible for one extended vacation ceasistinr of his regular

vacation plus throe extra weeks. Lerloyees in the top half of their

companies' seniority lists will, as they have been in the past, be eligible

for one extended vacation of 13 weeks, including their reeellar vacations,

13
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during thc: fiv:i-year Period.'

The University of T4dlands in California did a study on the senior

group of steoluork-,rs mho wnre on such an eytereed vacation. They found

that for the nost part tha men did not travel, di0 not engage,in any

civic activities, nor read or go to the theatre. Uhat they found was

that rost of the time was spent in sitting in the yard drinking beer.

This is not an entire waste of time, but for thirteen weeks plus about

three or four for the nortal vacatiou (which is something like four months)

this can be a grossly unproductive period of a parson's life, both as

a contributor end as an ever developiny individual. It seems as if

schools have to do sonething about education for leisure time. The

unit developed by our men has sections that include comrunity involvement

as wiles introductory exneriences for individual enjoyment.

Thera is a sophomore year unit on simple psychology that combines

the efforts of the English. shop, and biology teachers as well as that

of one of the school psychologists. Students build mazes, buy mica, run

them throurh under test conditions and then engage in infornal,

exploratory discussions on behavior conditioning. Mothing elaborate,

but tLe unit is presented sinnly to the youngsters and it is very
.

well received. 'Ja have found that they are quite interested in human

behavior and haw a thrist for knowl,?.dge in this area.

A problem tItat we are starting to face is the fact that many of the

students have had a reawakening of academic stimulation because of the

way that they have been treated in the program. They have been provided

with opportunities to succeed in the sate areas that they had.previsously

been less then successful in. Sore have exprassed interest tn college

and must, although they can compete. with ilany college prep students on

applying t!le knowledge tl,at they have acquired in high school, pay a
14
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penalty :because titair classes had nra...:Is th-t con'ant14 industial or

rractical work. rowev:tr, with tl.c.; opering of a cor^ur.ity collerl in

our county this proiaer tow car 1 dealt wit!' oz, a positive basis.

The protaiar is a srall one. even thouth it has L'ar. safe thit it

was designed for 3 1-.r.Te nopuletion. Thr3 Pre a number of masons;

why it is snail. Like roost seools in the metropolitan area we leave

narents are children te:o think that there is nothimp many worthwhile

except a coll,;:e education. are still battling that concept. I

think that w.d ara nm in a position to crow because word of mouth

Aas spread anr! we find. nary nova peon12 interested all of th,t

tine. Another reason that are small in number is that because of

tha nature of the inte.rdisciplinery approach there is a dual

responsibility on tachers. They still belong to a parent department

and yet rust belong in eff7.ct to another department. hot all teachr...rs

would like that type of arrangement and ue would not like all teachers

to be in tie profrazi. Those that feel coll.w. nran oriented 374 find

littlu sntisfaction Li wcrkins with our stud.,:mts would not fit into the

plans that we hrtve.

Mat va are tryir r. to do is to look at tomorrow as Lest ue can

and to gat students ready for it. IN: as occunatioval rAducators must

considm: sonathir% that Dr . il Sullivan, ties Corrissionar of

Education of tLassachusetts recently said . "t7e an: in ar ar.a wh,abe wa

can no lolirer bury our nistakes in thc labor narket." They just won't

accept then:

15
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UNIT ON ARCIIITECTURE

I. Introduction
A. The following unit on architecture is intended to

offer the industrial bound student a greater awareness,
appreciation and understanding of his physical en-
vironment. This, for the urban dweller, is very
largely the many and varied buildings he sees around
him and which affect bin life in either acknowledged
or subtle ways. In all probability, the average
vocational student has paid little attention to
these buildings beyond a vague awareness .that they
are there. For this reason, his appreciation of
them (or rejection) on either functional cx *esthetic
grounds is limited, and his historical perspective
of them probably nill. The exercises in this unit
are designed largely to overcome this lick of
awareness, that is to get him to observe actively
and consequently to do some thinking about the
design, function and, to some extent, the history
of these structures. The suggested discussion topics,
factual maneriel and audio-visual aids to be found
throughout the unit.are intended pritrarily to pro-
vide the student with the tools to analyse and
evaluate whet he sees. These tools generally take
the form of basic architectural principles, end

I.

-1-
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3

termG for individual design elements and majcy design styles.

To some exten4, they also involve the sources for these concepts.

In this sense, the unit might be classified as a

"humanities" study but not in the traditional sense of that

term, which implies a strict histvrical or chronological

approach with large amounts of lecture material of an infor-

mational or factual nature. Because of the type of student

it is intended for, several basic rules have been followed

in the composition of the unit. Although it is flexible

enough to be altered in any way the individual teacher

.sees fit, it is suggested that these few principles by

retained wherever possible:

1. Make the approach to all concepts inductive.

Begin with visual material or the students'

experience and draw all ideas from these.

2. Relate historical concepts in architecture

or design styles to existing and observable

structures. Don't discuss history for its

own sake.

3. Avoid merely dispensing information about

architecture. Proceed to more advanced or

sophisticated concepts only when and if there

is sufficient interest for it. In any event,

avoid unnecessary depths of technical or

cultural concepts. Limit the material to

what is %%levant to the students' experience

cr observations.

-2-
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'I.
II. Objectives

A. To increase the students awareness of the impor-

tance of architecture in affecting their environment.

B. To increase their capacity for appreciating

aesthetic values in building designs.

C. To provide tools for analysing and evaluating

building designs.

D. To provide same perspective on the historical

development of architectural concepts.

E. In conjunction with correlated units in nothematics

and science, to provide some understanding of

basic architectural techniques.

III. Materials

A. Textbooks or References

I. Architecture: A book,of proitatstal=ma

adults, Forrest Wilson, Reinhold Book Corpor-

.

ation, 1968.

2. Architecture Desian.artaineesinga.prawingA

William P. Spence, McKnight and McKnight

Publishing Company, 1967

3. Graphic History of Architecture, John Mansbridge,

The Viking Press, 1967.



4. American Builaing. The Historical Forces That

Shaped It, James Marston Fitch, Houghton

Mifflin, 1966.

5. The Homes of Anerica, Ernest Pickering, Thomas

Y. Crowell Company, 1951.

6. Architecture Toda and Tamorrow, Cranston Jones,

McGraw-Hill, 1961.

B. Audio-Visual

I. Film Strips

a. Natere Man and Architecture, American

Institute of Architects.

b. Architecture and Your Life,

c. New York: Growth of a City, Museum

Extension Service.

d. Our Alabaster Cities, A.I.A.

e. Cities of Europe series, Encyclopedia

Britannica.

L. Life series on cultural epochs.

2. Slides

a. The Land and Its People series, Society

for Visual Education.

3. Recordings

a. tLloc_PrantitonRecord, CaedmOn.
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Section I - Residential Architecture

I. Discussion
A. Since the most immediate aspect of the student 's

Wtsical environment involves residentail buildings,
this is believed to be an effective starting point.
It is also the one in which the greatest amount of
first hand observation can be brought to bear. It
is hoped that these exercises in residential ar-
chitecture will make the student more aware of
design principles and styles and give him some
basic tools with which to appreciate and evaluate
what he sees in the houses around him. It might
also have the practical effect of making him better
able to choose a home for himself when the time canes.

II. Procedures

A. Lesson #1 - Introductory
1. Through the use of any visual medium (pictures,

slides, filmstrips, etc.) present the class
with a broad survey of the many kinds of
dwelling structures to be found around the
world. These should include as many different
ablates, geographical and cultural areas as
possible. It should also concentrate primarily
on primitive or indigenous constructions. The
filmstrip Nature. Man and Architecture is par-/
ticularly good Zor this purpose.

-5-
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2. Have them consider the following questions

as they watch.

a. What similarities are noticeable in the
basic forms of the structures? What
geometric forms seem to reoccur?

b. What factors might account for these
similarities?
Example: Functional values

Aesthetic value
Symbolic or religious values

Ease of construction
Nature of terrain - hilly, swampy
Climate - temperature, rain, sun, etc.

c. What factors might account for the material
used in these structures?
Example: Available resources

Climate or weather

Terrain

Way of life - nomadic settled, etc.
Natural factors - floods, earthquakes,

etc.
d. To what extent are any of these structures

appealing visually for either form or
material? Do they seem to have been built
with this consideration in mind?

23



3. Listen to what the students have to say on
these topics as the slides are shown. Make

suggestions. Try to cover all, points until.
the possibilities or interest has been exhausted.

4. Assignment

a. Tell the class that the purpose of this
assigninent is to get them to take a more
careful and thoughtful look at the houses
in their own town or neighborhood by applying
similar question to them as they did to
the*- once shoWn-. in the previous eicerc ise .

The questions.' are' a a f011ows:

What of deaign are
noticeable part icul.a. ily .amo:

the:houses of a specific block
or 'neighbor hood?

...Which of-the. houses they will look
at..7.would theyconsider attraPtive

'appealing? FOr what
reasons?. Whichones would they
consider ugly or unattractive?
In what 'significant ways do the

. .

newer houses differ from the older?
Design? Size? Materials? What

might account fOr these differences?
4- In what way, if any, does the type

of house found in any given neigh-
-7-
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borhood reflect the racial or ethnic

character of that neighborhood? For

example, in predominantly Italian
neighborhoods there would likely be

found a preponderance of brick homes, etc.

b. Have them take written notes on their ob-

servations, including an identification

of the neighborhood or particular block

that they chose. The notes should include

a description of any house that they found

that they consider particularly attractive
or the opposite. Suggest that they put

themselves in the position of a prospective

buyer. Would they consider buying any of

the houses they see solely on the basis of

its outward appearance or design?

B. Lesson #2 - Basic Design Principles

1. Follow up the assignment for the first lesson
by discussing with the class their observations

and findings. Keep the question concerning

visual appeal until last since this will be the

major topic of the new lesson. After the others

have been discussed adequately, take up the

topic of visual appeal.
a. Rave the students describe to the class

the house tor!houses that they found attractive

or unattractive

--A



b. They will probably have a tendency to

place too much emphasis on superficial

aspects of comdition (need of paint,

repairs, etc.) Point out that while such

things are important, they are nct as im-

portant as the basic design because in

most cases they can be remedied whereas

the design cannot.

c. As the students make their observations

about the houses they preferred, try to

develop the following outlined points

starting with the suggested questions.

Obviously, these will take much more than

one class period If covered thoroughly.

In this event, make the questions to be

found into assignment questions to be

discussed the following day.

2. Suggested questions and development.

a. ldhat three things do we see first when

we look at a house?

Example: Mass - the overall geometric

bulk of a structure, usually

rectangular except for the roof.

Our first reaction is to this.

Texture - the exterior material

of a bullding. Wood, brick, stucco,

glass, steel, etc.

-9-
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Color - either the natural color

of the material usedt.or paint, etc.
b. Whc:: is there about the mass of a building

that makes it attractive if it is so?

Example: Symetty - equal distribution of
parts from a center line. A

design does not have to be svmetrcj.s
in order to be attractive. An

overly rigid adherence to this
principle can create a dull design.
Have students try to give examples
of metrical designs from their
observations.
proportion - the relation of the
size of one part to the size of
another. Any individual part of
a design can affect the iporio n
of the whole. Some common examples

would be the relative size of the
roof, porch, doors, windows, cr

dormers.

Contrast - the variation of the
mass of a structure or its material.
Point out that the mass of a
structure can be varied in a number

of ways.

-10-
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Example: The addition of a wing

or ell, dormers, porches, etc.
ft is seldom a good idea to mix
geometric -shapes for contrast, hovIever.

Example: Triangles with circles or

semi-circles.
The most common contrast of materials

is brick and wood. Ask for examples

of this and other mixtures.
Ur. jiy_t - a sense of the mass and its
details belonging together. No two

parts should conflict.
Example: Two large gables on the

same elevation might be called conflict,
rather than complement each other.

Example: Club of scale dormers too

large or small for size of roof or
overall. house.

Example: Conflicting geometric masses

of any kind.
Roof Stvle (Note : the roof style of
a house is not a parallel point here.
However, it is such a dominant feature
in most house designs that it would
be well to make a special point of it
when considering any of the four above



a

characteristics of mass.)
Ask the students to describe or draw
a rough sketch of any roof style they

have seen. In most casea this will be
a plain Gable roof since this is the
most commonly found style. Ask them

why they think this style is so popular.
Example: Economical

Easy to construct
Good drainage

Adaptable to many styles

Ask for descriptions of some other
roof styles. On what style houses axe

they found? What is their visual appeal?
Wha t might be the practical advantages

of each. Other than the Gable style
.discussed above, the most commonly

found roof styles follow, roughly in
order of their prevalence and with
suggestions for development.

- very popular in many con-

temporary styles such as ranch
and split-level. Similar ad-
vantages to Gable.

Gambrel - most commonly found in

Dutch Colonial style houses.
Simitar advantages to Gable and

- 12-
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C. In

142. Usually very attractive.

Frequently designed to overhang

lower houses, giving very nice

effect.

Flat or Shed - usually found in

contemporary. designs. Least costly

for material and labor, but needs

special care for leaks since rain

and snow can collect more easily.

Weight from snow can be a danger.

Shed style has pitch, unlike Flat.

lumumay - contemporary and in-

expensive. Also needs care for

leakage as water collects in center.

Minsard - traditional continental

style found in French Provincial

and some Victorian styles. Drain-

age can be a problem.

Mbnitor - becaming popular in many

contemporary designs. Fairly

simple and admits light.

what way can the texture of a building's

exterior

Example:

Example:

affect our reaction to it?

Glass or aluminum panels generally

create a cold effect or feeling.

Brick, stone, or wood are usually

warmer.

Example: A mixing of textures can create

variety and interest.
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d. In what way can the color of a building

affect your reaction to it?

Example: Warm and cold colors, etc.

e. In what ways can the setting or location

of a house affect your reaction to it?

Example: Is it harmonious with the other

houses in the neighborhood in

size, style, etc.?

Is it harmonious with it3 setting

and lot? Wooded or hilly area,

urban, near water, etc. Arik for

examples of homes they ha...ts seen

that seem well suited to tf:zeir

location or setting.

S. Assignments

a. The following aasignments are suggested as

good follow-up exercises for the preceding

lesson.

1. Take a walk around any neighborhood.

Find a house that appeals to you on

the basis of its design and another

that you don't like for the same reason.

Write a description of the houses TAlich

includes the following features:

-L4-
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- Its mass design as closely as you are able

to describe it. Consider its basic geo-

metric shape, height in relation to width,

roof style, and any other elements you

consider important.

- The number, size, positioning and style

of any features within the mass that in-

fluence it significantly. Windows, doors,

cleaners, porch, vestibule, etc.

- The type of texture or material used.

- The colors used.

Second, add at the end of your factual de-

scription, a statement of your reasons for

liking or disliking the house. Relate your

evaluation to essential elements of symetry,

unity, proportion, contrast, etc.

2. Complete the same directions as given in

#1, with one important exception. Rather

writing a factual description of the house,

draw a sketch of it. Add your evaluation

as indicated.

34 Look in books or magazines for photographs

of houses that appeal to you. Take two of

them and, on an attached sheet, make a lint

of their outstanding features as in #1.



4. As above, find photographs of houses

that might'serve as examples* of the

following design principles or absence

of them: symetry, proportion, contrast,

unity. On an attached sheet, describe

how these houses either follow or violate

these principles. Explain also whether

the design is successful or not in either

case.

C. Lesson #3 - Common Home Designs

1. Utilize the results of the assignment from the

previous lesson for further discussion of the

evaluation of design. Reinforce the students'

use and understanding of the terms for these

.ideas by insisting on their use in the discussion.

a. Students present written assignments to

the class.

b. Copy sketches on the board or make trans-

parencies of them.

c. Show the magazine photographs on the over-

head projector, etc.

d. Encourage questions and criticism from

the class as each student makes his presen-

tation. Point out anything he may have

overlooked. Correct any misconceptions.

Identify (provide terms) for any ideas not

covered in previous lessons,

-16-
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2: As the various viaual material is viewed, point

ou,t, or have the class point out, siinilarities

of overall style that may be seen in these

houses. Ask whether they remember seeing other

examples of these recurring style and if they

know the names for them.

3. Identify some of these styles by name and point

out their salient style features.

4. The following material should be covered only

if there is sufficient interest shown by the

students in pursuing their study of home

designs further. There is a good chance they

will have been motivated by the preceding

lessons to learn the terms and identifying

characteristics of some of the more prevalent,

recognizable styles used in American re-

sidential architecture through the years.

For the convenience of the teacher,

the following list of some commonly found

home designs and some historically significant

ones has been included, along with a history

of the characteristics of each.

The visual material for this lesson can

easily be found in the reference sources

listed under materials for this unit.

-17 -
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As. you go through the pictures of these

houses, have the class point out the features

they notice including the material used.

Saltbox or Lean-To (Early 17th Century

New England)

1. Made from available material, chiefly

timber.

2. Simple rectangular design with chimney

in center.
3. Steeply pitched gable roof.

4. Hewn oak posts and beams with pegged

oints.
5. Clapboard siding.

6. Small windows with little consideration
for appearance or placement.

Elizabethan or Half-Timbered (Has remained a

popular design into the present day. Often

mistakenly called Tudor.)

I. Expcsed timber frame with stucco or

brick filling between the tirabers.
2. Asymetrical, informal., often rambling

mass design.

3. Prominent gables in roof.

4. Tall, narrow casement windows with

small leaded panes.
5. Second storey frequently overhangs

(cantilevered) first,
-10- 35



Scuthern Colonial

1. Rectangular with small projecting porch.

2. One and one-half storeys.

3. Steeply-pitched gable roof often with dorme=s.

4. Both brick and wood used (Southern soi3. good

for brickmaking).

5. Small casement windows frequently diamond

shaped leaded panes.

Barakai (Early. 1700's)
I. Very formal style

a. Rectangular, with windows in perfect

symetry. Front entrance is exact centAr,

2. Roman pediment (triangle) over door with

pilasters at sides.
3. Hipped or gambrel roof but some with gable

also. Lower pitch than most Colonial styles.

4. Dormers of many shapes used.

5. Later examples much more elaborate. Variety

often mistakenly called "SouthernColonial."

had portico to second floor with columns.

Some had columned portico around three side?.

Dutch or Flemish Colonial (18th Century)

1. Large gambrel roof with overhang is dominant

feature. In some cases, overhang is lsrge

enough to cover porch.

2. Second floor dormers.

-1436



Cs e Cod Colonial

1.. Steep, low-slung gable roof.
2. Eave lines just above first floor windows

give dominant low appearance.
3. Some dormers found but not .characteristic.
4. Double-hung windows.

Federal (Post Revolution)
1. Basic rectangle of two stories.
2. Symetrical like Georgian but more delicate

detail.
3. Low pitched hipped or gable roof.
4. Balustrade on foof common. Also monitor

styled roof used.
5. Fan-shaped transom window common over

front door.
Greek Revival (Early 1830's)

1. Maseive design with large, plain surfacet :

divided into panels by large mouldings.
2. Large columns supporting a portico in

imitation of Greek temples.
3. Full length French windows with large glass

panels.
4. Low-slung hipped roof.
5. Size makes it unsuitable for modest hme

design - not popular for long.

-20-
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Victorian (1859 and on)

1. Large, confused and heavily ornamented mess.

2. Litt/a attention to proportion, balance or

unity.

3. 11.eavy, fancy trimming (carving, etc.)

called "gingerbread."

&maim (1900 - 1920)

1. A reaction to excesses of Victorian design

a. All decorative elements eliminated.

b. Structural elements visible and shmple.

2. One storey with roofed porch extending

across front.

3. Long and narrow with narrow side as the front.

4. Gable roof universally used.

5. Unattractive generally, but its cheapenss,

etc, makes it popular. Thousands built.

IfiAlwest Ral;..gh .:*:940's and on to present day)

1. Lo*- . ap.read-oeit ono-et orey structure with

L or U shape.

2. Lori,-slung hipped roof.

3. Frcme o. brick:.

4. Garage an integral part of design often.

5. Popular present day construction, eApecially

in "split-level" varieties.

-21-
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LIMERMEILY

1. Completely functional design is main objective.

2. Generally unpretentious.

a. Natural, bare material allowed to ex-

press own color and texture.

b. Exposed ceiling beams frequent.

3. Open, flexible interior.

4. Much glass spare in exterior wall.

5. Hcuse and lab treated as one unit in design.

5. Assignments or follow-up excercises.

1. Any of the assignments from Lesson 2 may

be re-used for this lesson. In this case,

hwaver, they will be looking for, identifying

and evaluating specific design sty/es.

2. Have them choose anyone of the above styles

that particularly appeals to them. Have

th-na find a number of pictures or actual

exzmples of this style which show variations

of one kind or another. They are to explain

hc.:! the details of the design vary while

still re...Alining the same essential features.

Or they may explain how contemporary

versions of this design have modified the

original ar "classical" one.

0J o Have them look in the real estate section

of any Sunday paper for ads describing

-22 -
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a particular kind of house deoign that

they've studied.
4. Take the class on a walking tour cf any

older middle or upper class neighborhood.
Point out, or have them point out examples

of the various design styles you'va studied.

-23- 40
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BIOLO.SY. An my WORK

INTRODUCTION

Project I
The word duct by definition is any tube, canal, or vessel

by which a fluid or other substance is conveyed. With this
definition in mind, a most obvious correlation with biology
would be with the circulatory system of man. This system is
the most unique, best defined end most efficient system that
can be found in any animal. When discussing this duct work

of man one must always consider the definition for it will
direct teaching plans. Work must be done that will include
the various vessels or conveyors, describe the fluid in these
vessels, and discuss the substances that are carried by this
fluid. By covering all o2 these areas, an attempt is made
to inetill in the students the concept that the circulatory
3rtem is in all actuality a series of duct work carrying
vitally needed materials through the body so that it may
function at its full potential.

From this general concept, the instructor can develop
more specific gdeas when he relates the role valves play
in the circulatory system, such as the ones present in the
heart and veins, compared to the valves used in duct work.
Xt would be easy for example, to relete the one way valves
in the circulatory system and those used in duct work.

When considering duct work, one finds there is another
basic concept that can apply to both areas. For example,
air being forced through a system of ducts which will.
finally lead to a vent to be blown into a room. At this
point, the duct work becomes wide so that the air flows out
gently bee:luso of n greater eroms sectional area. If it

l

-1-
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Project I (cont.)

were narrower than the original duct, the air would come

out with a greater force because there is an increase in

the velocity of air with the narrowing of the duct.

With the circulatory system, blood is flowing through

an artery at a certain velocity and when it reaches the

capillaries, one might expect the velocity of blood to

increase. However, more like the mechanical duct work,

it flows more slowly through the capillaries bacauze there

is a greater cross sectional area involved. It is im-

portant that the blood flows at a slow rate so that the

exchanges the blood must make can take place.

This is an interesting base from which to relate the

}:fology of mnn to the duct conveyors built by man.



BIOLOGY AND NEASUREMENT

The following worksheets have been designed so that

the students can develop experiences in measuring in the

science laboratories. In so doing, they will acquire an

appreciation of the scientific apparatus and the skills

needed to use the equipment properly and accurately. The

exercises in the laboratory work will develop an amareness

of the importance of reading and following directions. This

conCept is vital if we are to encourage the scientific me-

thod of thinking ard problem solving.

These exercises will be organized to provide experiencea

in group action and cooperative effort; another concept as

important in our society today.

-3..
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PRACTICES IN SOIENTTF1C EEASUVWNT

THE METRIC SYSTEN

I. Objectives

A. Introduce students to measuring devices.

B. Develop accuracy and responsibility of reporting.

C. Have students use bar graphs to make comparisons.

II. Precentetion

A. This is an exercise involving the measuring of
heights of students. They should be given time
outside of class to refine and make presentable
all information that was accumulated from their
work. If possible, have itudents work in groups
of three and assign each group a number. Organize
groups according to ability and personality types
and mix groups as best as possible so that the
youngsters experience heterogenous situations.
While students axe measuring each other's heights,
general supervisien is needed to check their
techniques and aceuracy.

E. Have students record their data on the chalkboard.

Example - Group I - Btll - 145 cm.
Frank - 152cm.
Bob - 158 cm.

C. Group data in five centimeter intervals, starting
from the menllest figure to the largest. Ito
following table will be helpful:

5 cm. intervals No. of moat

145 - 149 1

150 - 154 2
155 - 159 3

D. Present students with an example of a bar graph,

E. The same procedure will be used for measuring
textbook pages. Textbooks to be used should
be all the same and pages that are measue.ed
to be chosen at random.
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Measurement Works'ileet

Part I Pu.rive:

Part II Materials

Part III

To obtain a basic understanding and
vorkable knowledge of the system.

needed:

1. Meter stick
2. Meter rule
3. Textbooks

Procedure.: Read the following directions carefully:
1. Work in groups of three.
2. Hake sure you collect all information.

3. Measure the height of each member of your grevp. You may
do so by having a member of group lean against board and
mark off his heitjlr.

4. Record group data on chalkboard with your group number
nem.

5. Waen all heights are recorded, copy them daon on & separ-
ate sheet of pape.r in order of increasing size. Check all
information.

6. Croup the numbers in live centimeter intervals and in-
dicate th2 number of people that fall in that range.
Start frara the smallost ane proceed to the largest.
Construct ri table to show this.

7. From the table constructed, prepare a bar graph sheving
distribution of heishts in cLass.

B. Now use a metric rule and measure length of one page
from you-- textbook.

!). Ileastrre to nearest millimater.
10. Put your individual findings on chalkboard and Olen all

fi3ures are on board, cony on separate sheet of paper for
your own use.

11. Prepare a bar greph of these meast=erenta also.
?art IV Arlawr c.11. auecti=s:

I. Which heights vppear mcst frequently

1, 'Mich height-ft appear less frequently AromINMIIMAIMOONION

-5
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Part IV (cont.)
3. What advantage results from making a bar graph
4. What difference in height would you expect if you weretmasuro6 withouL shcos on

5. Do all u:et.suremants of bock pages agree
6. Is the variation of the book pages, if any, as great asthe variatf.61j 7. in the heights of the members of theclass
7 . now can you explain whatever variation there is in thebook pr.sao, i. ray

-C-
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Psrt I
14208urement Worksheet

Purpolle: Learn to use the metric system for
making measurements of very Droll
objects with the aid of a microscope,
and to develop skills of pre17)er
microscope technique.

Part II I4t"rii1ipeede d:
I. Comp:end :micrcscopes
2. Mater sticks
3. Pizatic rule 'ith millimeters
4. Slide and cover glasses
5, Preserved slides for estimating

diameters suffa az the aw.s.ba,
parenecium, or eugler.z, or anr
thing t;.at is 3uitable to t!-e
workshl t.

Pert III Procedure: Read tle ZolloAng directions
carefully and answer all questions:

.1;;;;;tinz meter stick cietermine the number c: tnchesin one ?rioter

2. The meter stick i3 divided into how many centimes:era
3. How meny millimeters are in a meter
4. How many centimeter make up one inch
5. ROW many millimeters make up one centimeter

.NIMMMID

6. Record the length of the deck in meters, centiTzters, andmillimeters
111111111,

7. The microscope is a very valneble tool designed to magnify
many small objects so thay can be studieJ end exLmin.zd.
The nicroncoae will revaa-A much that the nticz...d e-ie Cannotace. In revealing these specimens, vary seldom is thereany concept of their size. The follming questiens wily.provide the onportunity to esticate snd calculate theSine cr the c!)ject. reing ccrved. Wntln working t)ithsuch svall objects, it is necessary to include stillanother part of the metric system and this is the micrc-nwhich is th2 one -nillionth part of a meter. The .Zolltroirschart %ill help you.

-7-
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Part III Procedure (cont.)

1 meter (0
1 mster (m)
1000 milliwcters (mm)
1 millimeter (ram)

1000 millimeters (171-0
1,000,000 microne&c,
1,000,000 microns (Iu)
1000 microns (/u)

With thc above chart as a reference, proceed with the
estimating and calculating of objects observed.

8. A convenient method of apporximating the size of an
object jr to determlne the diameter of your microscopic
field. o r:astirc tL2 fiel6 diamAter of the low power
objeca2, place a clear plastic millimeter ruler under
the objective with its edge across the center of the
field. and record the diameter in milliceters
and then convert to ee.crons.

9. To measure the diameter of the high power field clay
prove to be r,ora difficult, therefore calculate it by
tho information that is available. If the high power
objective ragnifies 40 times and the low power ob-
jnctivo -.1112ies 10 times, then the ratio is 4:1 and
th.1 hi:3% pL-Lr is 1.4 thee of the low pover field. If
tIle low pow:!: field has a diameter of 1600 micrv:._s,
then th tiig power has a diameter of 400 microns.
Vc .k. your wan nicrorcopl, state the ratio between the

pouer ohjectivn and high power objective and
calculate the diameter of the high power field in microns.

10. Cnce tho Camters of the field have been calculated,
you can now estimate the Size of an object. For
example. if an object half-way across the low paver
field ane the field is 1600/u then the cbject is
approxim.tely 800/u wide. Once the field diameters
ere known, use it for all objects observed.

11. Draw and i three objects given or chosen to a
scele of millimeter or 1000 microns to one inch,
(Dependent on nwriber 5 of Materials Needed, Part II).

2art IV Briefly wrfte the conclur,ions made based
on obr;e1:vations and questions answered.

-8-
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TP.E CIRCULATCRY SYSTE

In'octSves
A. To make students aware of whit the circulatory systemis corposed of.
B. To zive studrnts undcrszanding of the compositionof bloed suci: a the "bond" and the "liquid" portionsof it and their functions.
C. The ttruetur2 of the blood vessels a:d the differenttypes that are involved plus their functions willbe given.
D. Give a basic undertitanding of what is meant byblood pressure.
E. To introduce ti-te students to the structure of the hdcrt.
F. The :Iriportance and necessity of blood typing.
G. To expose students to the many advancements wde inscietice related to the circulatory system.

II. Presentation
A. The first objective is introduced by stimulatingenor44: interest in the thought that our circulatorysr:.tetn can be related to a very primitive animal,namely, the sponge. In the final outcome of thediscussion, Giese pointo should be strengthened:

1. Sponae pLunps in sea tila ter so:a. cells can be courtshed.
b. wastes are carried away.

2. Huai.ins
a. cells bal.:1-?d in a Mid ,141-.'..ch has

a salt cci ;". nt like sea water.b. blooe alcc carrics vas), ste products
nnd it brings nourishment to the cells.

3. Man is much more complex because:a. in essence, he manufactures hisown tea water..b. olus addn many more vital substances,

-9-
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Presentation (cont.)
B. For objective two, a lesson is initiated by having

students examine a drop of their own blood. (Parental
consent may be necessary). Study a drop of blood
in Ringer's solution or even a dried blood smear.
From this juTping off point, it would be well to
cowl: the structures and functions of Leie "solid"
and "l11id" portions of blood through classroom
discussion.

C. G"...jective t:Iree is introduced ith a small demon-
atrati,:n by the teachcr which later will be done
by students working,in small groups. This demon-
strction will require the use of goldfish w!..fch
probably can be acquired from any pet store. The

teacher will tie trying to show circulation in the
arterieal and veins in the almost

t.:emsrczant tail of t;-.a small goldfish. Wrap

bc.11 cf the goldfish in /et abearbznt cotton
so that only his tail is exposed. Place it in a
Petri dish filth a email amount of water. Cover
the tcJi2. wit:: slide to i-rold it flit and
expande.:. arl low pmer. The

fish C2:1 also be anetLetized with chloretone or
urthanl, cirulation bscomes sluggish,
The stueents rhould be able to distinguish which
vessels possess the spurting and rapidly moving
blood from the vassals with the slower moving

-10-
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Presentation (cont.)
C. blood. They should also be able to see the fine

connecting vessels. Work sheet will give specifid
directions.

D. Th2 next objective (four) can follow very nicely
from the previous procedure discusting blood

vessels. iha objectiv2 hare will be to give
a basic understanding of what is meant

by b1oo3 rersure. An excellent motivating device
is the sphygmcmancmeter. This 1ee3on should be

prefaced by a silzht 5ntroducticn in relation to
t1z 2 inatrumcnt used, he.r.a it is used, and what is

actually being measured. This would f_nvolve a

definition o2 the words diastolic and systolic.
Th2se terms are raprzrented by numbers in the
form of which represents tha "normal."

.7tIribe?::3 prolNably hay:: very little tanning

to th. tuck cslaulationc, these
figurr.3, 120 czsyczalic reading indicates that
th2re iz abot;t 2.21 uz:..uds per square inch of
presvu::: in the ;.:terifts ri 90 thz diastolic
xer.dirz; caboLi: .5/ potyJ pr_r sqosrc

inch oZ pressure. Tiv; otudents gain s?ractice in OA

Lisa c. ti fig:Lres wcricLng vIlth a manometer.

Tei true.enta can blot: into an opcn cnJ of the
U tube trying to raise the colunn of corcar;
7.2 centiv.I.ters. This ia not a quantitative
measu-e bet on vx-peri.Ince of the prc-ures that

hc.ini; vxpected Of1 tho arterial wal:s.



Presentation (cont.)
E. To bring in the next objective, start the class by

having students taking,each other's pulse. Develop

the idea that the beating heert pumps blood through
the bo6y by way of blocd vessels. To point out
that the heart will pump harder to meet the demands
of the bc-dy, have someone exercise and than take

his pulse to show the difference between the
()normal" and heighL2ned pulse rate. With this
motivation, a clesnroom discussion of the
structure and function of the heart shculd follow
to stren&-thm the lecrning experience.
An alternat? plen can be used by obtaiLling a fresh
or pe.,!rc-nal speciann of a heart for ei5section it

class. 3Iicit th.f: iv:a of each chember of the heart
rr! t ve.op :i.scvsnior, with eliagrama,

a c:.-::se:3 circ?!.zto-:y hrt and back
Fe.1.7.y deval;;:ment of mterials that

lost elf. gafzed with ane trip a=cund Crie body.
F. s!..:.fent tO :-a L-;tc errtsnding why

the t: ng b?,.:.i nec.: ?_;ary for iioogi trona-
f-mion ::.s let v.:uen,.ts ty:e their n.rn
Tha ir.f..ructor demcnetrate the

t it to brl used anl rtuthrets st.ould
knew .1,11. the teps thst arz.. involved blforei.
proceeding. Blood typir7 kits cre available from

-12-
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Preaentatica (cont.)
F. some of the biological supply houses and in these

kits you will find all the materials needed. A

useful follow-up exercise can include the reporting
on the distribution of types A, B, AB, and 0 in the
total pepuiation.

C. To eN;;L:le stulent3 to t!.0 many advanceinnts in

science, a inrmanent notebook should be kept which
will be co17.^ct r-2riodica1ly on rzciclea or clippings
ii th:-: urit ten medic. F.- 7.` orts on ;:.;mous

men, cue% Harvey, might give Atudie::..3 e better

eppr.T.o1.7.tir.. of the w:)-rk done C: thr

of the
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SUGGESTED WORK OUTLINE

Circulation Unit #1

Vocatilkla

The key for obtaining success in any area of study is

a basic undorstanding of terminology.

To have students lock up the definitions and memorize

th::ra L5 a cur.::.ty learn:.ns activity. However, to make th2

words more mc:Ing-f-..)t t tulcnts should be given a logical

and syGtnneltitl rou::- to whicil wii gi th l.z. a working

knot:ledge of e:11 t..1?y coy encountc:: in :;11 --.v:ntent areas.

The eystnnati^ f:p2ro4ch fcr this bio!ogy -11t ill be

tO E7:1ne 72 L G.:s an-

alyze end b:et. dc.. five wc rds. int:c roots

or co t'

st:' .

t:4.- t;

the:

wordc, .
D

mny c,ta1 t3er -

- be u:ed

11 ef.l.t0:47 t:11Z :"".

a : ing

1,: : :oot tn

ma tbarl;A: %5 . a 4 =ad ,,gy 1-1 gsr-

iodor.tal. Th. hs-eever,9 . V.%

sgcr:::_aca7.14 -t 2o3sible.

A:7tcr :S ve r:nd

a F . Y.:.t :I .3ule 1..ct o ra-,

iniorce t4.2 dny.

The rc:10-- en r t!,11. Ica 1

reistions.%ipt 0 1 biciza vnj

be'zween a- JC
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Keys to various
eterms to be used Mgarangs __gxamples of Worde

1. Art Any branching of article, artillery
arthritis, artistic
arteriocclexnnis

2. Ctrct: To go around circumference
circulation
circumna vigate

3. Cola With, together
sgrcrtment

4. Arou:.:1, about

J. Cr.17.ditz: or near the
laart

compatible
combine, comminicate
complimentary
compliment

pc -tscop*
pc.imeter
p: !icariium

cor:diac
crtAiograph.

6. 11::f.....ao .1 the lungs v'monary

7, ) v., icle
v..1 -to ca va

8. r; 1:o2. cava
c'a yity



pmsested Vocallassylat

1. Anemia 16. Oxygenated

2. Antigen 17. Leukemia

3. Antibody 18. Pericardium

4. Acrtn 19. Plasma

5. Arteriolo 20. Platelets

6. Artery 21. Pulmonary Circulation

7. Auricles 22. Pulse

8. Capillary 23. Red cotpuscles

9. Circulztion 24. R H Factor

10. Coronary 25. Septum

11. Compatible 26. Systole

12. Diastole 27. Vein

13. Hemoglobin 28. Vena Cava

14. Hemorrhage 29. Venule

15. Incompatible 30. Ventricle

31. White corpuscle

-16-
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Circulation Unit #2
Part I Purpose: To see and attain a knowledge of

the function of the various blood
vessels, and to use previous
knowledge gained in measurement.

Part II Mnterial.s peeded for small crroup_work:

1. Goldfish
2. Half of c Petri Dish
3. Two wads of absorbent: cotton,

1 thin and 1. thick
4. To microscope slides
5. iidicine dropper
6. Cc...wound microscope or stersocopic

dissecting microscope
7. Millimeter ruler

Part III Procedure:

1. Soak thin tnd :r!: cotton, place on bottom of petridish. Place one glass slide also.
2. Soak thick TA1 ad in preparation for next step.
3. Remove fish from aquarium. Place head and body

on moist cotton and tail on slide.
4. Place thick wad of cotton on body of fish and the

other glass slide on top of tail to give sandwicheffect.
5. Replace glass slides if removed by the activity ofthe fish:
6. With medicine dropper, keep cotton moist.
7. Put entire set-up on stage of microscope and bring

into focus.
8. Focus in the capillaries and flowing blood. The

capillaries are the smallest in diameter of the
blood vessels you can see.

Part IV Observations end questions to be answered
Ayssuclents:

1. Look for a small arte.Tiole at a point where it
divides. The two forks of this division are the
capillaries. Measure the diameter of the
arteriole and record.

- -
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Part IV (cont.)

2. Measure tho diamete..7-6f the capillaries and record
each of th:m.

3. Is the climate:- of thf.: avteriole greater o:r le3s.
than the sum total o each of the capillt-wies?

4. OZ til! two bloc.d vemUs, which one possFisses the
greest r,:;oun: of 'w.:facl area for the volum of
bloW flcig 1.:Nrov4h it?

5. Cf the tv, blcc ve:43els involved, which of them
has the greatelt cr3-sectional area?

6. ;From you..c .-7bscrvaticro measurecnnts, would you
expect t bloc-1 to :s.:iow itcxe rapidl:.., in the capillaries
than the explai:1 your answer thoroughly.

7. Objects which are passing through the capillaries are
red blood cells; describe their shape.

8. Tlwough yoar observation, how must these red blood cells
pass through the capillaries?

9. This passage of red blood cells through the capillaries
either is a diaedvantage or an advantage to the animal.
Choose one and explain your choice.

104 Follow the flow of blood until you reach a slightly
larger vessel or ve:Ale. Record the length of a capillary.

11. Is the blood mcving faster or slower as it moves into
the larger venule?

12. Measure the diamster of the venule. Is it greater or
less than the diameter of the arteriole?

13. Why is advantageous to have thin-walled.capillaries?
14. Would you expect much exchange between the red blood

cells and body cells in arteries and veins?

Part V Write conclusion based on observations made and
questrEla answered.

" 18'59
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BIOLOGY AND DENSITY OF MATERIALS

Project III
Although biology is not directly related to this

unit on density of materials, there remains an area of
work in the laboratmu that can be considered as a
valuable contribution to this project. By exposing

students to the use of the triple beam balance and
practices in applying mathematical theorems to
scientific analysis, the biology class may offer

understanding of the goals of the project.

-19-
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COMPARISON OF MATERIALS

Siw.,gestipns To The Teacher

1. A format should be set up by the teacher for materials
that are to be handed in. It is suggested that drawings
be submitted with this worksheet.

2. If possible, work in pairs.

3. Each student should be given one object to work with.
The objects may be aluminum, brass or steel of varying
sizes and shapes. These materials should be prepared
by the instructor ahead of time.

4. Check accuracy of scales prior to student's use.

5. Students should be given the weight of aluminum, brass,
and steel per cubic font per pound.

Material Pounds per cubic ft.

Aluminum
Brass
Steel

168
529
490

Crams pr cubic Et.

44.2
139.1
128.8

6. Students must calculate the number of grams per cubic
inch of these materials.

Example: Aluminum

7. Important Facts:

28.4 grams
454 grams
1728 cubic

inches

168
454

76,272 'grams

1728 442
M2-72

per cubic foot.

grams per cubic
inch.

= 1 ounce
= 1 pound (16 x 28.4)
= 1. cubic foot (12 x 12 x 12)

8. Students must be able to calculate the number of cubic
inches of their particular object.

9. The following example will be helpful to compute the
weight of studant's assignments. Example:
A. Number of cubic inches of object (aluminum) is
B. The grams per cubic inch of aluminum is
C. Computee weight of object is .43 x 44.2 or

-20-
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Part I

DENSITY OF MATERIALS

Purnose: To determine the weights of certain
metals allowing for a small margin
of error and to make the necessary
conversions.

Part II Materials needed:

1. Triple beam balance
2. Four ounce weights
3. Metals (aluminum, brass, steel)

of varying sizes and shapes.

Part III Procedure: Read the following directions carefully:

1. Derive the number of grams in one ounce. Then calculate
the number of grams in one paund. Use four ounce weights
given to you.

2. Calculate the number of cubic inches in one cubic foot.

3. From the information pthered and given, calculate the

number of grams per culdc inch of the materials -
eluminum, brass , and s tee .

4. Proceed to find the number of cubic inches of thq object
given.

When the number of grams per cubic inch of each of the
materiels and the number of cubic inches of the object
given have been calculated, compute the weight of the
particular object with the accagaaed information.

6. Check the computations by weighing the objeci%on the
scales. Convert the answer to the English system.

Part IV Answer all questions:

1. Number of grams in one ounce.

2. Number of grams in one pound.

3. Number of cubic inches in a cubic foot.

4. Number of grams per cubic inch of each material:

A. Aluminum
B. Brass
C. Steel



Part IV (cont.)

5. Cubic inches of the object given.

6. Computed weight of the object.

7. Scala weiGht of the object.
(1

IJ 8. Convert the answer to the English system.

9. If any error, how can it be accounted for?

-22-
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BIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF HUNAN BEHAVIOR

INTRODUCTION

Part V

Behavior is a way in which an organism, organ, or
substance acts when stimulated . In -this project three

9 basic behavior patterns will be explored. They are

instinct, conditioned reaction,and intelligent behavior.
The instinct pattern of behavior controls much of

the activity of higher animals. This is a form of behavior
./hich is involuntary and does not require any judgments to
be made based on past experience.

Au example cf this instinct is self-preservation., which
is basic in all vertebrates as well as in many of tie-3 non-
vertebrates. An animal will react by instinct to many

of the dangers it faces throughcut its lifetime.
A conditioned reaction is another form of behavior

common among vertebrates. Many animals can be subjected

to various stimuli so that the response yielels a particular
behavior pattern. For instance, a dog can be conditioned
to sit when given a hand signal or a fish can be conditioned
to come to a specific corner of a fish tank when being fed.

This type of behavior is a higher form than that of
instinct. In a conditioned reaction behavior patter/a,
animals can learn through the formation of habits by
conditioning; however, these animals still lack many of

the facilities man possesses for learning. This funds-
nonrnl concept. coral be presented through this general project.

-23-
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Project V (cont.)
.

The last form of behavior is intelligent behavior. It is

much more complex than instinct or ccnditioned reaction

because it requires memory of past experiences and judgments

to be made to a variety of situations.

To a degree some animals exhibit intelligent behavior

but they do not possess the ability to profit by experience

and, therefore, cannot apply their learning to the

solutions of their problems.

This project will initiate learning experiences which

will enable the instructor to show tbe relationship of

conditioning in the human world and the lower vertebrate

world.



Part I

Part II

SUPPLEMENTARY LESSON FOR PROjECT V -

Objgcsivp: Develop a fundamental understanding
of the meaning of instinct.

Materials needed:

1. List of films available showing instinctive
behavior.

A. Dance of the Bees - Wilner Films &Slides
P.O. Box 231
Cathedral Station, NY 25

B. Bee City - Almanac Films Inc.
516 - Fifth Avenue
New York 18, New York

C. Behavior in Animals and Plants
Coronet Films
Coronet Bldg.
Chicago 1, Ill.

Part III Presentatioq:

1. It is suggested that one of the above films be shown so
that students can obtain a basic idea concerning the
meaning og instincts.

2. Tha film presented should be reinforced with a classroom
discussion pointing out its highlights. After di3cussin3
the film, the instructor should have the students describe
instincts in other animals, such as birds building a
nest, behavior in an ant colony, migration of some fish and
birds, spinning of a spider's web and many others.

Li 3. Draw a comparison between the problem solving behavior
in man with those behavior problems discussed about the
various animals.

1. a

. . ;



Part I
SUPPLEMENTARY LESSCN FOR PROJECT V - II

_Objective: Introduce students to a higher farm
of behavior known as a conditioned
reflex.

Part II Materials nseded:

1. Plate of glass
2. Cotton balls
3. Several small hand mirrors

Part IIT Presentation:

1. Have students name some activities that their bodies
perform unconsciously. (reflexes). List some of them
on the chalkboard and from them develop a ound de-
finition of a r'eflex.

e-

2. To demonstrate a re2lex ask one of the students to
hold a piece of plate glass in front of their eyes
and threw cotton balls at glass, hopefully the stuZiont
will react by bliraing, which will denwnstrate e reflex.

3. To demonstrate another reflex ask students to cover one
eye for a minute ar two. When they remove the hInd,
have them look into the small hind mirror at onne.
Explain that the pupil of the eye dilates to permit
more light to enter and when the hand is removed, the
pupil win contract because of the brighter light
eNposed to it after their hand was removed. This may
heve to be done severe' times.

4. To pc.f.nt out aa involuntary reflex, h.3ve a stueent sit
en a chair or a table with legs crossed. Tihen the
student is relaxed, strike a blow just below the
patella with the side of the hand or, if available,
a rubber hammer.

5. Explain the path a reflex takes.

-26-
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EXPERIEENT ?CR PROJECT v

ri Part I 21-2:32.51tive: To influence the behavia.- of a
mouse by conditioning it to

LI cereain factors whith will.
result in habit formation.

Part 71 Nate-rills cricid :

./

'

1. Haze
2. Mouse
3. Food

Part III Presentation:

1. It rE:ay require several days to dondition a mouse.

2. The instructor should attempt to condition the piouse to
two factors; one of waich is color and the other is
shapes. The colors and shapes that are to be used
are arbitrary and should be selected by the instructor.

3. Only a hunry animal r;hould be used during the: conditioning
Wh-zn the mouse is successful in runninz the

maze, it should be rcoarded with food. It is iarportant
that: the mouse net be overfed at this time.

4. Keep accurate records from day to day or several times
a day on the rn:inber of trials needed to learn the
maze and the thie required to run the maze successfully.

5. The mouse shotild be ;t:-,...rmitted to lem the maze before
.:he cetml conditioning biigins.

6. tv5c th rewlEd Ci-iz.ber into threc equ. divizions.
onvtruct n d each division :-.!nd give elea

door a different co:.o.a. SLlect one of the clo*.ed
doora to put the reward behind. The mouse, once
released, will Feek out the reward chamber for tbe
food and, hopefully, y a process of triF.1 and error
he will rind the food. This will be the beginning
of the conditioning.

7. Once the anima can run the maze successfully and
associates color with the food, charge the posL;;ion
of the doors, keeping the reward behind the same
colored door. Watch the reaction of the animal
carefully.

-27-
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Presentation (cont.)
8. Assuming the ar.!_mal is conditioned to the color, start

a series of runs in which the animal does aot receive
retlard behind that particular door. Determine if

the habits formae by the mouse are forgotten.
9. The same proceduze can be used for various shapes,

L-quch as a triangle,square, or circle. Behind 011-3 of
these shapes a reward can be placed just es it Irsas
done %Atli the colored doors. Comparison can be madewith the first conditioning process.



11.4TET!..ALS ICESTET FOR CONSTRUCTIOR

A. One wooden box, fitted with a framed hardware cloth top
end a pertarPtcti herdlioard bottom, 5 inches high x 24
inches %Azle x 30 itichas long. Top fra material 11/16
Inches thic: i inchcs wide.

B. Cm% :2z-irk:board, 1/8 f-nr...h thick x 23 3/8
inches wit-12 x ;.9 3/8 inches long for the bottom.

C. 01.3 pir-:ce cloth, 11 inch mesh x 24 inches wide
Ly 30 inc.:1-.25 lona ior top frame.

D. O.e woodan door slida 3/8 inch thick x 3/4 inch wide
u 41/2 inche: long, boztcm.

E. ntio wooden door sliess, 3/8 inch thick ..; 314 inch wide
.x 4 inchas long sides.

F. Fifty wooden separatcr posts, 3/4 inch square x 31/2
fnches long. Long pieces should be used and cut to
length after groovi-eY.

G. 2 hardboard separazors, 1/3 inch thick x 31/2 ins
u.:.de by lengths as follms:

1. 1 - 173/4" long 5, 2.- 41/2" long

2. ;2 - 1.3k" long 6. 6 - 31/2" lcng

3. - 63/4" long 7. 4 - 21/2" long

4. 8 -- 54s." long 8. 8 - 11/2" long

H.
. th4.ck z %3/4 inchez:. zlide

-rwr 7_ IL ce 1, 4 g:.

I. l'iftv--.Piz:Lt wool tTo. 6.1:: 3/4 inel long, flatchaad.I
70 II Ir 4./17 (Mei cr 7,3 x ?aloha 23 flatheadI. -1,.3

K. zour lict.oks and eyes, two inches long.



PROartrizE 7..STUEENTS SHOULD CONSTRUCT MAZE

1. ITIke parts for Le box frame using rabbit ioint COW*
et:ruction. ..7ut .3 groove kinches from the bottom on

p:'..neas to hold perforated hardboard
b*:32. Bore a 2 inch diamater hole in center of front
piece. As:..%Imbl-J box trid fasten with wood screws.

2. Prepa:7e- to 'f-rama matcrial for lap joint asaembly. Fasten
tcp frame -..crImbers to.ther with wood screws.

3. :fp/16 x Ii16 inch grooves lengthwise along the
c-mter of zl.L foul: sides oi the 3/4 inch square
stock for posts.

4. grocv s.c.,. stork into fifty separatcr holders, each
34s incnes

5. Dvill a .3/22 inch pilot hcle in the center of one end
v.:. each ser-sratc--.7 holder.

6. Fsztsz pator holc14:,:s in desired pstterr locatAaisthe 17,?ted base by 11:serting a
hc-id woc,d screw upward through perforzstion to sexe
holtintr.

7. Cut li.srribc-::g3 serators to size and insert them in
pyoper grockves to flan maze patterns.

8. Ci:;: three pieces for h;iding sliding door using meter
a rabbit cut an tla inside to

2.7,,nen nlece aromd the 2 inch diameter
¶;-:th ric

9. t. 41-'e111.3 .,00r End ill-tall7 .
10 underside of top frame section

th-r2 in place on base frame
z-rld eyss tlach side.

"Research Project Idc-aa for Industrial Arts", Bureau of
Industrial :trts Education, Division of Industrial Education,
The St uction Lenart:me-at, The Univerzity of 'the State
of Nes; Y. CP-17.: Albarw, Raw

az.5,14.:ar
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SUC-CESTED FiLls FOR SOPHOMORE PROM= mir
CircuLetion (ucts)
1. Itsro The Paln5.ficent 59 Min. - Free - $195

Ar,sociatf in Films
Brend & Elm orRidgefield, N.J. 07657

2. Eirr!utrticit:_jitiv_s_..nd Hof..? 10 Mi.-3.

Churchill Films
Catn1o3 of Ed.. Filcra
Univarsity of Illinois

3. Cizs,ulation - Free

American Heart Associationlac+cal or State Chapter

Association Films
1621 Dragon Stzeet
Dallas, Texas 75207

$3.00 - 016E5

1. Measurino. Tschniques - 14 Min. - $3.00
New York University
rilm Library

2. Messumim.LELTestinsr. Th5_92,s_ - 14 Min.
, C. I. Proauctions

Catalog of Ed. Films
University of Illinois

3. Story of Weights & Measures -

$4.75 - 60035

10 Min. - $2.35 - 00178

$2,35 - 02324

Coronet Films
Catalog of Ed. Films
University of Illinois

4, ificro2cope and its US3 - 10 M.
Young American Films
Catalog of Ed. Films
University of Illinois



:1

[1

Suggested Film (cont.)
Project V

1. C.:mt.:1,-s '70 r.t.';!e land - 60 Ilin. - Free
Ast-cciation Films Association Films
1621 Cra.-:c.n Street or Broad & Elm
Dallas, Texas 75207 Ridgefield, N.J. 07657

2. can Arirni.f. $2.00
Almamc Filz.s Inc.
516 Fifth Ave.
New York 18, Ner.4 "'lock

3. Bee Ciz - $2.00

Almanac Films Inc.
516 Fifth Ave.
1.3-o York 18, Naw York

4. D...y.te og The Pees - $5.50

Wilmer 2ilms & Slides
Cathedral. Station
Net, York 25, New York

5. Behavior In Animals and Plants - 10 Min. - $3,40 - 00533
Coronet Film
Catalog of Ed. Films
University of Illinois

6. Adventure ln Color - 14 kiin.
The Producer's Council, Inc.
2029 K Street
Washington, D.C. 20006

-32-
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LLIDIISTR/AL MEP ENGLISH

SOMME VAL

ViroLS 02 comers
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Unit One

This Yes The Year That Was - A Multi-Media Approach To The

Mass Media

I. Newspapers

II. Magazines

III. Motion Picture Selection

IV. Fact Versus Opinion

V. Listening

VI. Multi-Media Project

Presently in the United States, 67 million newspapers are
sold daily, over 240 million magazines are sold annually, 47
million people attend movies every year and at times over
100 million people have watched one television program.
There is no doubt that the mass media have a tremendous

influence on the U.S. population.
We have found that our students are attracted to the

mass media. The looseIeaf notebooks of Industrial students
contain copies of Rot Rod, Cer. Craft, or the Daily News.
Students are constantly talking about the movies they have

seen over the weekend and many times schoolwork is Iaid

aside for daily television programs.

1
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Probably the student spends more time with mass media

than with any other voluntary or involuntary educational

institution and these experiences with the mass media affect

his knowledge, attitudes, or his choice of occupation. It

is for these feasons that we feel that the study of the moss

media is essential for the program..

The student undoubtedly selects MAS3 media material

regardless of adult feelings; the key to the problem is

for the teacher to take advantage of the students' ncxmal

interest in mass media and have the student arrive at

critezia an3 chci!ms that will lead to more discerning

attitudes. It is hoped that such a study will help the

stu6eat select the good from the bad, the creative from

the trite, the quality from the tripe.

It is the purpose of this unit to make the student the

master of, not the sieve to the mass media.

2



The World Of Ity:uc:ty;4..al FrIp Ercaish

Here is the World of Industrial Prep English - paperbacks,

filmi, New Yerl.:, cErv, television and magazines.

The Industr!41 7:sep Student is oriented to the present.

He U2OS mAter:llin :In school that Whet his interest, are

relevant to %16 lif:e or meaningful to him in his short

ranse and lor4 range goals.

The teachar ac:;epts students for what they are and

not what he wants them tc be. A person trained in the

traditional curriculum, competent in the skills of teaching,

knemledgeable about the learning process,aware of what is

relevant to teenegev:, fie:able enosigh to switf.th his

methodo to meet the challenge cf hi3 studente snd *society

and above all able to teash both Tile Cool Wo:ld and

i/asIfirrnsr

The Industrial ?rep curri2ulum is stu4en1 centered;

the sturlent is the message. The material i presented

on the assumption that the student feels a need for it,

His interests and desires are used to plan the units, his

maturity as a fourteen or fifteen year old is considered a

basis for the depth of material are: his culture aiad personal

environment is accepted as a ralid, valuable, and honest

pert of living.

But the stmlent is not the sole premise on whl-.1h the

curriculua in founded. Ws know that. imalediately upon
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graduation our students become involved in one of three
situations. They continue their education, usually in a
vocational school or junior college, secure a job on go
into service. We therefore attempt to prepare them for

these eventualities,
Our ctueents enter vocationel and technical fields

th9t raciotze tznining, but not lengthy ofir.C.4 t ion, or

they ettenc.: school which require minimsl litercry expertise,
We attempt to e, euzlop skills which will equip them lor
success in either jobs or schools. The traCitional skills
of reeding. ;;Iziticip snealrira 1:qtening, and thintdng

_4.. ,29 -

are eisIt401*.ko :;atha.44 then deluge thera with fact::

which wy ve worthless or be forgotten, we impress

upon them inquisitiveness about what they learn, pror:eduras

for 'solving .problems and the pithlls of faulty thinking.
One means used to educate i9 through a nnique method

of correlation. We accept the premise that 'education is

not turned on and off by ringing of bells atld switching Ice

classes, but is a continuing process which takes place

throughout the d'sy. There:!ore, as the student travels
throughout th e. day, attempts are.rade when possibLa by

the subject teachers to relate the key topic to the.
classroom r-tuaticra. L."*'- is hclped ti-Aat thio method develo14

.the sttAent th.e sttitude that education is a Coning
process and not. tc :Je categorized. An deational benefit

4.
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is that the student sees that his teachers are aware of
his progress and what he is producing.

The English program, through geared to a technical

conceptv does not limit nor channel students like automatons.
We are vitally concerned with deveLoping nen, more than

developing financial successes. The program recognizes

and attempts to develop aesthetic qualities in every boy.
We ctart with good, light, contemporary novels and as the
student grows and matures, we introduce him to other forms,

such as drama and poetry. As he matures, he develops a
curiosity for the works of art and we broaden his outlook
by trips to museums crld 3 Aoadway plays. It is our feeling
that if: a student appreciates the lighter !onus of the
literary and artistic world, he will, one day be ready far
the heavier masterpieces.

The final goal of Industrial Prep and admittedly the
most difficult, is to develop basic attitudiccal postures
that will enable the student to conform with job demaAds.

These are :Itch requirements as acceptins vosponeibility,
reporting to work everyday And punctually, finishing a
job, having Short range and long rouge goats. The curriculum

molds these attitudes primarily bY the demends and examples

set by an the cooperating teachers.

.Four Units Five Skills
The Sophomore Year in Industrial Prep English is

5
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divided into four units which stress the basic skills of

any English course: reading, writing, speaking, listening,

and thinking.. Since the porgram is so committed to media

study, it is to be expected that the study of the mass media

is a major portion Of the curriculum. The mass media

unit, 'This Was The Year That Was," develops in the studerit

the ability to be a master of, not a slave to the mass

mee..S.I. For this to happen, en understanding of media are

necet:eary. In the Sopt..cmore Year, study is made of news-

papats and magazines. The Junior Year is concerned with

the 8.i:tidy of television end radio and in the Senior Year,

filtr.tr, are studied.

The gDal of the psychology unit, "Know Youelf," is

for the student to achieve a basic underetaneing o.4

himself. It is hoped that by a greater comprehension

of himself, the student will be ab3.e to guide and direct

his own

The photography unit, "A Slice of L1.4e," is an effort

to make the student look, observe, see. The key to

awareness IA to use these three qualfties. The unit

forces ti.le student to ne his eyes. Another goal 1.s to

train the student in comprehending elst:::actiox:.s. The

unit all force the ntu.!ent to undevstend concepts

bemire he will be able to sea that uoraething is nresant

vi in? or right or wrong. The ebjectlye is to

82



develop student proficiency in abstract reasoning.

Finally, most of the correlated activities are grouped

under the last unit. Teachers cooperate on slmiliar

projects and students see that knowledge is interrelated.
No isolation, but total integration, this is the goal
not only of this unit, but of the Industrial Prep-

Program.

Joseph Ellis
Hackensack High School
1969
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LIDUSTHIAL PRLP ENGLISH

SOPHOMORE YEAR

A LEAP INTO THE FUTURE

THE WORLD AROUND US

In 1969 Neil Armstrong made a great leap into the

twenty-first centurY by becoming the first man to press

his foot on lunar soil.

Meanwhile in the cirle of English many teachers are

still holding on to their pre-Deweylan teaching concepts

by teaching a literary form considered a "masterpiece" by

another age to students who consider it a disaster, or by

teaching Gerard Manly Hopkins of Geoffrey Chaucer so that

they ray pay homage to a respected college professor's

favorite writers.

The 60's have demonstrated much advancement in the

field of English. The 'dust of the media explosion has

now cleared. Where once the placement of a reading machine

or any mechanical or electrical instuument into a Classroom

was considered P. fad, now we are involved in multi-media

approachea to jmst .out every .iubject. Where onde all

students read a harf's-covered novel chosen by the teacher,

now every student is encouraged to read a paperback of his

choice. Where once film production was considered the province

of only a Hollywood producer, now the youngest elementary

school child can be trained to use the camera.

That the world is changing is a cliche, but the

realization of the velocity of this change is not a cliche.

The role of the teacher has also changed with
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this swift transition. The English teacher who safely

taught his "literary masterpiece" for years now faces

and probably has always faced droopy eyelids and lethargic

faces. While the teacher talks of Beowulf, the students

daydream of peace marches, unjust wars, drugs and fast cars.

Competency ane v.-arm:tending have always been traits of

good tea,...;:ers, but today relevancy is also essential.
The tanclrn can no longer be the custodian of

the pas.% tr. oe th e present, but he slust be a

puveyo c r;:it px,Ittent ro adults of the future.

Ue hcve to realize that teaching is not reporting

or re.treaV.ng ethicist:to...A does not sc/ely reside in

the schocl hc.e. ?.adey's syste:-.3 encompasses

both pabiic and private institutirinsx azvi people. Television

and films are as much a pert of the educational system as

any Board of F.:ducat:Lon, and tbo Jams Browns, Bob Dylans

and Francois Trauffanta are so much edticators as any

classroom teacher.
"Laugh-In" and "Mission Zupossible", though they mey not

last another season on television, have captured the

essence of learning - picture, statement, reaction, cut:

No drawn cut 2.ogical, sequential rationale, that demands

a person's undivid.?.,1 attention from forty to fifty minutes.

No teacher possesses such ability, then why demand it of

our stuclents?

2
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MASS MEDIA

Newspapers,

I. Introduction to the Mass Media

A. Definition of communication - A giving and receiving
of ideas.

B. Difference between basic communication and mass
communication

C. Purpose of Mass Communication:
1. Education
2. Entertainment
3, Propaganda

D. Definition of Mass Media

E.. Types of Me 3 a Media
I. The Press - Newspapers and Mcgazines
2. Broadcasting - Radio - T.V.
3. Film

II. Ylotory

A. Johann Gutenberg - 1456

B. Penny Papers

C. Crusading in late 19th Century
D. First Comic Strip - 1893 - The Yellow Kid

E. William Randolph Hearst - 1898
1. Yellow Journalism
2. Battleship Mains

F. 20th Century
1. 67,000,000 newspapers sold everyday
2. 1700 daily newspapers
3. 8,000 weekly newspapers

G. The Freedom of the Press

3
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III. Four Purposes of Journalism

A. To Inform -
I.. Primary function
2. Protection of law through Federal and State

Constitutions
3. Today's civilization could not function as

it does without information from newspapers

B. To Interpret -
1. Complexity of today's civilization makes it

impossible for one person to be an expert in
many fields

2. Aids understanding of news.

C. Ta GuEde -
I. Editor.als
2. Mitor..Z.el cartoons
3. Columnists

D. Entertein -
L. Trcubeedors of Middle.Ages
2. Rumen .11-1terest stories
3. Coxics
4. Advice columns
5. Puzzler

IV. Two Types of Papers

A. Standard

B. Tabloid

V. News

A. Definition - Notm is a timely report of anything
of interest to humanity

B. Parts of a News Story
I. Headliae
2. Lead or fir3t para3raph:
3. Remine.er

a. Inwrted pyramid
b. Chmlological pattern
c. Combination

C. How News Reaches the Nowipapers
1. Reporter
2. Correspondent

El
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3. News Agencies
4. Feature Syndicates
5. Press Associations

a. Associated Press ,

b. United Press International
c. Reutera

6. Volunteer Staff

VI. Two Important Pages

A. Page One
I. Eake-up

a Balanced
b Suing
c. Circus

2. Illadllaea
3. Quality of News
4. Sonrce of Mtn
5. Type of Newt:
.6. Style
7, Selectivity Triangle

5
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B. Editorial Page
1. Definition of Editorial

a. Types of editorials
b. Purpose

2. Editorial Cartoon
3. Commentators

a. Gossip
b. Dopester

VII. Sections

A. Sports
1. Writers
2. Newswriter

B. Society and Wawa's Page

C. .!:nteriumert
I. Tqlevi.Jon
2. Rudio
3. Klima

:Jultt.!iil
1.
2.

4. Theater

E. Business and Finance
2. StockMarket

a. Definition
1. Corawn stocks
2. Stmk exchanges
3. Invanment

b. How the Exchange Works
1. the Broker
2. the Floor
.3. the Board

c. Hor to ywtd a financial repcct
4, Films

1. Mt. Webster Takes Stock
2. The Shareemer
3. How Stocks are Bought and Sold
4. How to Invest and Why.
5. Market Place USA

e. A tvip to be arranged to the N.Y. Stock
Exchang2.

6
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F. Comic Strips
1. Influence of Comic Strips
2. Types

G. Advertisements
(This part will be handled as part of the advertising
and packaging unit.)



FACT SHEET

"Where Have All The Manhattan Newspapers Gone?

From 15 Dailies in 1900 to 3 in 1969"

I. Times - Pre-1900

II. Daily News - Mirror - (Mirror ceased publication in 1963)

III. Post - Pre-1900

IV. World Journal Tribune - Ceased Publication in 1967

A. Journal American - Started in 1937
1. Journal - Pre-1900
2. American - Pre-1900

B. Herald Tribune - Started in 1924
1. Tribune - Pre-1900
2. Herald - Pre-1900

a. Herald - Pre-1900
b. Morning Sun - Started 1916

1) Press - Pre-1900
2) Morning Sun - Pre-1900

C. World-Telegram and Sun - Started in 1950
1. World-Telegram - Started in 1931

a. Evening World - Pre-1900
b. World - Pre-1900
c. Telegram - 1924

1) Telegram - Pre-1900
2) Mail or Express - Pre-1900

Evening SD - Started 1923
a . Evening Sun Pre-1900
b. Globe Et Commercial Advertiser - Started 1905

1) Commercial Advertiser - Pre-1900
2) Globe

V. Daily Compass - Ceased Publication in 1952

VI. Star - P.M.
A. P.M. - Ceased Publication in 1948

B. Star - Started in 1948 and ceased publication in 1949

VII. Daily Graphic - Ceased Publication in 1932

VIII. Evening News - Pre-1900 6c ceased publication in 1905

8



SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Cut out and paste on paper three newspaper articles
from newspapers that:

1. inform and/or interpret
2. guide

3. entertain
2. Bring to class daily, one newspaper. Try to obtain

different types of newspapers. The examples of teaching
points will, come from these points.

3. Study a tabloid newspaper and one standard newspaper
using these guidelines:

a. general appearance (paper stock,
layout , color .)

b. headline (style and accuracy.)
c. placement of news stories

d. predominate news

e. value of paper to reader and community

4. Follow' an impo=tant news item for a %leek . tn, severalnewspapers and anaiyze accord ing to the roilowing
questions:

a. on what page did the news item first
appear?

b. where did it appear on succeeding days?

c. who wrote the story?

d. what other articles, editorials,
letters to the editor, columns
and cartoons appeared on the same
subject?

e. d ifferent ia te the treatment of items
from paper to paper, from writer to
writer, and news agency to news agency.

9
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f. in what other media of mass commun-
ication did the story appear? How

was it handled? Did the handling
of the story differ from medium to
medium?

g. what, factors influenced the reporting?

5. Have each student choose a stock and follow its progress
for two weeks. The students will tend to choose can-
ponies with which they are familiar, such as A.T.Ca.,
G.M., Ford, or Bendix. By following the stock, much
will be learned of finance in general. This can be
related to a trip to the New York Stock Exchange. The
following 130.0,:Aptie will provide an analysis of the
Stock Market:

a What stock exchange is the company
listed?

b. What stock exchanges are there?

c. What is the Dow-Jones Average?

d. What was the Dow-Jones average at
the start of the project period?
At the conclusion?

e. What was the progress of each chosen
stock during the same period?

f. What explanation was given for the
fluctuation of the stock? of the
Market?

g. Which papers give good Market coverage?
Why do you say this?

What type of stocks did well during
the two week period?



t

6. C.hoose an editorial from a paper and analyze it
according to the following questions:

a. What type is it? International,
National, State, local.

What topic is it about?

c. What is the purpose of the editorial?

Is it fdir? Logical? True?

e. Do you agree with the conclusion?
Why or why not?

Choose an editorial cartoon from a paper and analyze
it according to the following questions:

a. What topic is depicted?

b. Does it relate to a printed editorial?

c. Who i the cartoonist?

Is it effective? Why or why not?

e. Is it fair? Logical? True?

f. In a few sentences describe the cartoon
and what the cartoonist is trying to say,

7. Take a trip to a newspaper - the purpose should be
two-fold: one from a technical. aspect of putting the
paper together, and the other from an academic
aspect of bringing the paper to the presses.

8. Obtain copies of newspapers on one particular day from
across the U.S. Compare the way the news stories are
handled. This can be done by asking a number of ner.ls-
papers to send copies on a particular day or students
can pick-up many different papers.at Times Square and
42nd Street.

a. Where did it happen?

b. When and why did it happen?

c. DifferenCe in presentation.

11



d. Are the stories objective?

e. Are vague generalities, cliches or
propaganda words used?

9. Compare editorials from various papers.

10. A discussion of careers in the newspaper fields.
Possibly a speaker from a local paper can be of help.

11. Compare the reporting of a story in two news magazines.

a. Are the facts and opinions the same?

b. What adjectives are used and how are
they used by each magazine?

c. What types and amount of piótures go
with each story?

d. Where and how is the story placed in
each magazine and on each page?

12. Analyze the pictures in a magazine

a. What type of shot is used? - (Long
shot - medium shot or close-up)

b. Where is the emphasis of the picture
(action - face)?

c. What is the size used?

d. Was any cropping used?

e. Does the picture editorialize? If
so, how and why?

4.



MAGAZINES

I. Characteristids
A. Collection or Storehouse

B. Bound or Covered

C. Circulation - 240 million copies of magazines sold
per year

1.. wakly
2. bimonthly

D. Price

1. Newstand

2. Subscriptions

II. Types

A. General: Life, Look, Reader's plant

B. News: Time, Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report

C. Youth: Seventee:..1, Ingenue, Bov's Life, 'Teen

D. Sports: .S.,_51-4;;E;;;Iated, Field & Stream Sport,

Car: Hot Rod Mamzine., Car Craft, Motor Trend

F. Science & Technology: rechilnix Illustrated., popular
Electrorics, Eopf:lar s.c.;.enc9 Sciettr:

G. Slick: Esocire, P71.11,Apy

H. Cultural: Atlantic, P.P._raex.c.t, The Ner; Yorker

I. Woman's: Good Housekeepinfz, Ladies Home Journal,
14cCalls

J. Other Small Types

1. Entertaiment
2. Fraternal



3 . Hobby

4. Religious

5. Vocational

6. BUS iness

III. Focus and appeal

A. ,Age Group

B. Sex

C. Education Level

D. Economic Level

E. Politics
F. Social. Status

G. Vocational Background

H. Racial Group

IV. Appearance

A. Photography

B. Color

C. Paper

D. Printing
E. Cover

F. Layout

V. Ad vex tising

A. Types of products advertised

B. Types of products specifically not advertised

C. quality of products
D. Cost of Advertising
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VI. Content

A . Politics
1. nat iona 1

2, interne t ione 1

B. Business & Finance

C. Entertainment

1, cinema

2 , mus ic

3 . rad io

4. television
5 . theater

D . Dsoks

E. Art

F. Law

G. Medicine

H. Science

I. Sport

J. Press

IC. Educe tion

15
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MAGAZINE ANALY.SIS

1. Name of Yazine

2. Date cf

3. Is it weekly? biweekly? monthly?

4. Pub: :;.:Ther

5. PubLifthing Company & Addrens

6. Editor-in-Chief

7. laticn Figures Source of Figure

8. Any Famous or Expert Writes or Photographers?

9. Price (Newstand) (Subscription)

10. For Whom is Magazine Designed?

11. Classification of Magazine

16
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Motion Picture Selection

I. What is Playing and Where?

A. Newspaper
1. Title of Show
2. Stars
3. Producer
4. Director
5. Music
6. Company
7. Address of Theater & Phone Number
8. Time of showings

B. Cue Mtne
.1. 'ELVE1Feof theaters in New York Metropolitan Area
2. CapauLe Review of Films

C. Television Advertiamments

D. Billboards

E. Preview of Coming Attractions

II. Ma Theater

A. Types
1. Neighborhood
2. Shopping Center
3. Drive-ina
4. Art

B. Showings
I. Saturation Showing - one film at many theaters

at saw time
2. Privileged Showing - one film at one theater

at one time

C. Audience
1. 52 par cent under age twenty
2. 72 percent under age thirty

D. Types of Films
1. Color or black and
2. New or revival
3. Size

a. Stnndard size
b. Victa Viaion
c. Cinerama
d. Todd A-0
e. Cinempscope
f. Parovision"

white

- 1:33
- 1:75
- 2:00
- 2:00
- 2:33
- 2:33

17
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III. What is Film, About?

A. Display advertisements

B. Synopsis in newspapers

C. Capsule ..:eviews in Cue

D. Major reviews
1. The day after the show opens in New York
2. The day after the show opens in the local area
3. Appears in magazines one week after the film

premieres
4. What is in film review?

a. Plot of show
b. Major aspect of show

1 Acting
2 Direction
3 Scenery
4 Msic (if any)
5 Story line
6 Photcgraphy
7 Costuming
8 Make-up

c. concrete examples of parts of show
d. general opinion

hr. Ratings - Code of Nbtion Picture Association of America

A. "G" - for general audiences, without regard to age

B. "GP" - for mature audiences, with parents advised
to exercise their own discretion in taking
their children

C.

D.

uati

text!

- for restricted audiencea, with children under
16 not admitted unless accompanied by parent
or guardian

- for adult audiences only, with no one under
16 admitted

18
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Tests w: 0s0:7rt3n
A. SLcrl stle.ents sovie c)tical nlusf.ons. Students

er0 t? SO3 ;;;:ni: ,Inny ol;ects they sea ar.a nof:
uhnt ney E33! to '0.

n. FInsh t:a0 :"011oim? triehes on a screen in

_fracti ons or a second. Once ac,ein, shoo stu-
elenOs that they are not trtIly edservent.

A R

IN -01 t,

spwitni

(4',\
6;ga

-1-he

tile- I-00-

Take uatcheS trock. otv-wwcs 1 students. Nave them ...

go to the 1.oard and dra Waal i:C:.-cnsiCk watch faces.
Pew can do this. Ask stueents why? .tterty students
have looked et their uetches thousauda.o.fAwoc
and do not re:n071Ler whet they see.

U. Do Not Interpret
A. Show Rumor Clinic film strip of the Anti-Defataation

Leactie of WriFET'rith. This is sitiilar to-the
childhoof; ::.,ax3 of 7.912,24m. As infor:aation is
passed from student to stment, it tenels to lose
its truth and becontas interpretive. Why did the
tru:fki chane es it was passed on?

1.. Why ould we strive for truth?
2. No can *.m: strive for truth?

What prol..leras arise when truth is twisted?

t. Sta:se an unexlected scene in class. Ask students
to ;:eport uhtt they oLserved. There will. !..e much
veriation. Discuss why.

C. Neve stv.eents select sentences uhich report and
sentencas till:tel. interpret

Js
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1. a There is my teacher, Mr. Jones.
b Mr. Jones is an excellent teacher.

2. a5 After the North Koreans crossed the 38th
Parallel, President Tru/nan sent U.S. troops
to engage them.

b) The North Koreans crossed the 38th Parallel
ancl cauned the Korean Conflict.

3. 4Q Baba Ruth hit 60 home runs in 1927.
t) Babe Ruth was the best hitter of all. times.

III. Obsezve and An7ange Details

A. Have students observe one of their hands.
1. List obserwition of cior, shape, size, texture

vslationship
2. twrange into some sort of order

B. rovs ctudents observe, and list and arrange the
of :

1. a: tie
2. i watv.!.-t
.3. a multi-colored shirt

IV. Cer.:zrelity vs Detail of a Photograph = Generality vs
Deft.vil of Composition

A. Long Shot = Generality
1. cannot see specifics
2. too crcwded
3. overall view
4. cuinnot kn OW anything well
5, uaclear as to what photogra h is trying to say

B. Close-Up sr= Details
1. very speci:...ic - one point
2. easy to pick out parts
30 no extronenus meterial - uncluttered
4. better idea of what photograph is trying to say

V. What are Facts and Opinions

A. Fact - An actual event, occurrence, quality or
relation that can be verified, tested or
established and remains the same for all
points of view

1. It is 75 degrees F outside.
2. T.1:::b received an F in English.
3. Hackensack High School has 2400 students.
4. He has .01% alcohol in his blood.

104
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0pinion - Conclusion a person reaches after
evelmting the facts.

1. Tr. to
9 }S:Jt: Snglish student.
3. R:.--kew:z 2::::zh School is a big school.
4. te is r.lztirk,,

VI. Compat eva,

A. !ef: -....r..s.t70:vi1on *of to newspaper articles basedt!
4.0

. :?

. ?
vt.

CT Yow?

.4 . IA? for

Titles or. poniticns of people involved

Le
A 4...

44e: i..t...0113
Cs/ nj:S

10. S
es n ea?

VII. Write a nez.,:::; stftry using e 5 ves or. any of the
follw1=2; `!..opica

A. Pri.)fre: event that yu viewed as it
1:7va pr:.zc in d nolor newspaper.

B. F.eport n eaperiment & Bie:Logy Clasz for a science
onazae as if it were a major scientific discovery.

C. Report cin cvent from Eistory for a local newnpaper
es if it wore a c.J.:rent. ever:t.

D. P,eport an attidet.l.c. event wl:ich you recently partici-
pzited in for a unjor .rzeospaper as if it were a
sports specticuLer.

E. Write an article i!.or a unica or company newspaper.

Write an article for a hobby journal.
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LIESSONS ON LISTENING

Definition of terms:
A. listening - physical and mental. awareness

B. hearing - physical acknowledgement

II. Importance of listening:
A. persona lity

B. social life
C. business .life

D. citizenship
III. Manners in listening:

A. Golden Rule - Listen to others as you would like
others to listen to you.

B. Use speaker's name when addressing him.

C. Look at speaker.
D. Concentrate on what he says.
E. Disagree mentally.
F. Do not interrupt.
G. Wait until speaker is finished before leaving.
Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test:

A . Immediate reca 11

B. Following directions
C. Recognizing transitions
D. Recognizing word meanings

E. Lecture comprehension
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V. Listeninggames to stress the need for and to sharpen
listening skills:
A. Read a physical scene

1. Have students make a list of descriptions
2. Have students establish rules for adequate

listening descriptions
Telephone
1. Send a message through a series of students

to see if it has changed from the original
message

C. Add a sentences
1. Start a story with a sentence and have each

student in class add a new logical sentence
and repeat the previous ones. This exercise
may be done with composition, but with this
listening e4ercise, no writing must be done.

2. Establish rules for this facet of listening,
which naturally will include many writing
rules.

VI. Listening to directions by using established rules:
A. Give class a set of directions and have them

rewrite them.
B. Begin a sentence of instructions and have each

student repeat previous instructions and add
on one additional sentence.
Give each student a diagram that be must explain
to another student and who will draw the diagram
from the directions of first student. (See worksheet
insert)

VI. Listening for information:
A. Read a short paragraph. Have students take notes

and make an outline.
B. Read a passage and have students point out connections.
C. Have Etude:lta listen to a television show in class

and jot down me.in ideas of discussion.
D. Show Bell 're 1.e p horse Film - The A lphlbet CssEktrara

List ma-;:c. d detai:s and put Liao an ouEnne .

23



Give a small lecture to the students. Have them
take notes and outline the presentation. Finally
have them write a paragraph that summarizes the
lecture. This involves discernment, organization,
analysis, listening and writing skills.

F. Bring television set or radio into room and have
stu.dents listen to a newscast. Sometimes they
may take notes, rx sometimes solely listen.
Have them relate what they have heard.

G. Read a news article and have students write down
important details.

24
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Project - A Multi-Media Ao roach To The Mass Media

Recommendations

1.. Project should not be too deep or subtle lest
become confused.

2. Always keep the students moving forward. This
floundering and feeling of non-accomplishment.

3. Have the project completed in steps so thtt students
can see the progress and they can keep the end in si ht.

4. Divide the work among the students and make each one
responsible for his assignment.

5. When choosing topics, allow students to take pride in
what they, know of the adult world and in their own
teenage world.

6. Teacher should do much of the preparation for the
project. This will overcome any administrative obstacles
which might frustrate the students.

In searching for ways of doing project, keep in mind
the skills, training and interests of students, i.e.
shops (metal, wood, auto) art, music, electronics,
photography, etc.

8. Remind students of the relationship of project to the
mass media, English, and school work. Stuaents should
not feel that this is busy work.

the students

prevents



Project - This Was The Year That Was

I. Possible Types of Presentation

A. Film - Super 8mm

B. Slide Show 35mm

C. Bulletin Board Montage

D. Poster Montage

E. Tape(s)

Possible Approaches to Project

A. Thematic

B. Chronological

C. Topical

III. Possible Topics far Presentation

A. Politics & Government

B. Labor & Business

C. Sports

D. Cars

E. Entertainment

F. Education

G. Science
-

IV. Media Used for Presentation

A. rictures - film, slide, newspaper, magazine

B. it,:icorda & Tiipes

C. Art Wm!k

D. P' int13.g

V. Source of Ljeilst

A, Newspapers - layout, advertisements, special sections

2?



B. Magazines - layout, advertisements
C.. Current Paperback Selections - titles & covers

D. Records - music & record jackets

E. Television - "Laugh-in" technique, news documentaries

F. Yearbooks or Annuals - Life Maaazine, Time Capsules,
School Yearbooks, or Professional Sport Yearbooks

G. Window Displays especially in Greenwich Village,
or area shopping centers

28
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Alternate Film Project
I

Produce either a slide or film show based on the lyrics

of a popular song. Here is an example of one possibility.

"The Quest" ("The Impossible Dream
11
)..111110...0 WW

from the Broadway show The Man of La Mancha.

To dr*am ::1=f?. impossible dream, (black & white children
playing together)

To fight tbe unbeatable foe, (Dr. Jones Salk in his laboratory)

To bear the unbearable sorrow (funeral pictures of the
widows of John F. Kennedy,
Robert F. Kennedy, & Martin

' Luther King)

To run where the brave dare not go. (raising of flag at ,

Iwo Jina)

To right the unrightable wrong, (starving Biafran children)

To love, pure and chaste, from afar (people going to church)

To try, whc...n yolir arms are too weary, (Peace Corps, Vista)

To reach the unreachable star! (Neil Armstrong stepping
on the moon)

This Ls itir Quellt, to follow that star (convening and
building Resurrection City)

No mritter L.ow hcpeless, no matter how far; (U.S.
space program)

To f:I.Ot °:.c1 tb:1 right without question c= pause,
(World War II)

To bo march into hell for a hevienly cau3c!
(Chicago Riots - 1960



And I know, if I'll only be true to this glorious quest,
(Art work of glorious quests}

That my heart will be peaceful and caLm when I'm laid to rest.
(Art work of glorious quests)

And the world will be better for this, (Lincoln at
Gettysburg, Martin Luther King at the Lincoln
Memorial)

That one man, scorned and covered with scars, (Lincoln
at Gettysburg, Martin Luther King at the Lincoln
Memorial)

Still strove, with his last ounce of courage (UK at
the Democratic Convention - 1960

To reach the unreachable stars! (RFK dead at L.A.)

30
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UNIT TO9

Know Yourself

I. Speech

II. Organization in Writing

III. Pmblem Solving

IV. Motivational Behavior Experiment

V. Literature

VI. Projects

The inclusic.,.of psychology in a basic form is an

attempt to help the student achieve a greater awareness of

himself, This endeavor is not a radical departure from the

customary curricultrn for traditionally the discussion of

literature does much the same thing. But the combination of

of the two efforts is an attempt to re-inforce the concepts

of psycholcgy and literature and instill basic attitUdinal

changez in the student in relation tf:: eduoation, work, and

life.

The other sections of
this unit are an attempt to help

students communicate. On constant visitation to industry and

business we have seen writing, though important for success

in the academic world, is rarely used as a medium ora crit-

eria for success in the lower echelons of industry. The

writing riven in Industrail Prep English is an attempt to

have the students become a better communicator of ideas when

the need arises in industry or in a social context.



The prime quality for success in industry is oral

communication. However, no matter what profession or vocation

a person pursues, he is always talking to his fellow human-

beings. The lessons in speech attempt to offer the student

an opportunity to become a more effective person by irproving

his ability to communicate ideas orally.

Finally, problem solving is included to assist the

student in making critical judgements in a complex and

competitive industrial world. This section provides the

student with the means for attacking and solving problems with

which he is confronted.
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SPEECH

I. Introduction
A. Skit oh effective speech.

t

1. Who is able to carry on the better conversation?
Why?

2. Why was the girl not impressed with the boy?

3. What can be eone to broaden the range of a person?

/4.. Did the rirlattempt stimula te discussion? How?

5. How can the boy .9.,o a:.out presenting a better

personality?
T3. Record on synthetic sp eech- Bell Laboratories

C. Have students reat articles into tape recorder.
D. Socio-Drama

E. Tele-Trainer

Socio - Drama - A Socio - Drama is an unrehearse
skit that talks about a real-life problem. The
talkers do nit rehearse it, for then it would be a play,
not really a conversation. Instead a single out-
line in drryan u.p as to where the conversation is headedbut no digue is prepared. The players speak on
the subject spontaneously.
Possible Subjects -

1. A son asking a father f or the keys to the family car .
2. The school disciplinarian calling a father to find out

why the son was not in school.

3. A buyer complaining about a defective bowling ball to
a salesman.

4. Complaining to a neighbor about rq loud T.V.

5. Two boys talking about their parents.

3



arrator:

SNIT TOIL 3P'ZC I'MODUCTIC

ot op.17 Clo parrot Ca! talk, but ovon merinos
aro able to say a feu uords 'Vat a:co easily undor-
stood by listeners. So moray saying uords is no
groat accoraplishmont.

I am suro t at uo Imou people uho talk and talk
and tan all to timo, yot say nothing. Unfortutatoly
too many of us aro like parrots and mobhanical
Tie :-.ave noting or very littlo to .say or olion tio
say sonotlIng it moans nothing.

Fortunately far of us havo to writo to' Cam a living
or mako frionds; how/or, all of us Y..ltst talk. In
fact after scin uLat tic mar and :41/ groom:, uo
aro, poople look at our spocoh. Jrirst improssions nay
not bo true itprossions, but tl,oy arc lasting.

Uhat impression do you think tlls boy p.skos on V-te
girl ho mots.

:7arrator: :"Ichard Jones this is ilrilyn Lae aols.

rtic%ard

Richard: Yeah, :It

larilyn:

richard:

(snz'CZ)

!Mat school do nu go to?

ackonsac!! School in rackonsack,

1;arilyn: I go to

.rticilard: That's niece.

I :arilyn :

Richard:

Larilyn:

Richard:

. I O.

( 'CB)

Mat courco aro :-ou talciag?

Dul: Yndustrial Course.

Industrial - I've novor hoard of t at, Uhatis that?

Oh, Ws a courac in t:4 school. 1'o fool around uith
Ulnas like ducts and lcvors.

5
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,!arrator:

l'arrator:

Richard:

achard:

-slichard:

;:arilym

;lichard:

suer Tait cp:mc I 'VD TIICTIC

ot on17 t:*.o parrot can talk, but oven maclines
arc able to say a far uords tat aro easily under-

stood by listmers. So merely saying uords is no

groat accomplishment.

I am sure tl at Ire all knoll people uho talk and talk
and talk all t".0 time, yet say nothing. Un.fortulately

too many of us aro like parrots and radhanical mon.
!to at:or %aye noting or very little to say or .7:-en uo

say sornti,ing it moans notI,..ing.

Tort-a:lately feu of us haw to urito to earn a living
or make friends; hotrovor, all of us must talk. In

fact after seeing tat Ire Troar and Lou Troll groomed uo
aro, people look at our speech. Pirst impressions may
not be true iweesions, but tl,ey are lasting.

'Mat iraprossion do you think tllis boy makes on tho
ho wets.

Tachard Jones this is ilrilyn iic aols.

Ricard!

Yeah, AI

(aLia*Ct)

91-..at school do 7rou go to?

.ac'sconsacil School - in rackonsack,

to :Z.:. .337

That's nice.

(imam)
Iihat courcs are rou taking?

Duh Industrial Course.

Industrial - novor hoard of .Lat., !That's that?

Oh, it's a course in t;-,o school. Uo fool around uith
ings like ducts and l:vorso.



I;arilynt Oh -

(sr.cE)
Marilfn: Read Calf books latelr?

V.ichard: 114:0 I don't, like to road books, but I almost finished
reading about some Indian boy uho scalped people. - I
think he should have scalped my English teacher for
making us read the book.

0STIOL2 PAUSE)

arilyn: I guess you didn' t like it:,

aichard: iTah, it uas boring.

Have you recently read in the neuspaper about the Viet
iTam situation?

lichard: ha! I only read the comics. I don't believe in uorrying
about thq uorld.

ilaalyn: iYefl, uhat do you do in your free time?

Richard: Oh, I pump gas on River Road.

ilarilyn: Do you like the job?

aichard: Iah - it's only a job and I'm rilakin, money.

3na:2)

lIarilyn: Oh, excusr I see teetti motioning me from tho
other sick. L,;

Richard: Uh Uh -

ao.rrator: Richard left alfme, is puzzled - Betty* is not even in
the room.
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TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

I. Use of the Tele-trainer:

This machine, The Tele-trainer uhich is

provided by the telephone company is a practice

telephone consisting of two activated telephones

and a loudspeaking control unit. It provides

for stimu5ating dial tone, ringing and busy sig-

nals. Books are provided to help ulth the plan.

II. Purpose:

A. To orient students in.proper use of telephone

procedure

To teach students to request information

C. To teach students to take orders oVer a

phone.

III. St_tgaestecIActiLvities:

A. In order to use writing and speech, have

students taking parts in conversation write

an outline of ubat they will say on the

phone

I. Order two tickets at an airport for a

morning flight to Sioux City, Iowa on

Thursday.

Problems Are:

a. :1g the correct department

b. spoakilz to the correct person

c. no direct flights to the city

d. no planes are available in that part of

day, of? the plane is filled

e. plane leaves for Rennedy Airport but

returns to La Guardia Airport.

2. Your employer wants you to send an air-

mail package to Belgium. Undertain of

the amount of postage required, you call

the Post Office. Remember, rarely on

calling any big concern will you talk

directly to the proper person.

3. Place an advertisement in the newspaper for

a mechanic's
assistant for your small gas

station.
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4. Ltke an appointment ::or a r.ob interview at
a local soda bottling compiny.

5. Answer a phone at your shop I:or your fore-
man uho is on vacation.

6. You are at home and need an ambulance; the
fire department.

7. Complain to the newspaper because you did
not receive your paper.

C. Order a carbureator from a C.E. parts dis-
tribution factory for a W50, cylinder
Chevro let .

Complain to the neighbor who lives below
you in an apartment buildin3 about his
loud television set.

10. rind out the price of air conditioning
your entire two Lamily house.

11. Answer an ad in the newspaper for a company
who needs a mail clerk.

12. Call your son's school seeking information
about his failures.

13. Inquire at the local Selective Service
Board about the various options a boy has
in enterinfr the service*0

14. Repart your car accident to your insurance
co:loany.

15. Order two tickets to a Broadway show.

B, Have studentN riticize each other at the end of
each conversatiou.

C. Have students establish criteria for speaking on
telephone 43

Do The Phone Book:
SO USe
b. Alphabetical Listings
c. Yellow Pages

E. Films frrn the Telephone Company:
a. 1, banner of Sperking
b. Voice of Your Business
c. Beyond all. Barriers
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SPEECH

1. pteliTinamams

A. Attitude - Dust went to speak

a. What value is public speaking:

1. Goal or profession i.e. lawyer, teacher,

salesman, etc.
2. To learn to speak - think out loud.

a. make ideas clear to other people.

b. gain acceptance of your vieupoint.

c. express your enthusiasm vividly.

d. to learn to listen

Attitude toward yourself:
1. Self-confidence - there is no magic

formula - confidence must be developed.

2. Knowledge of subject -
3. Organize -

B. Choosinalzarigtla

a. 1NERose of Speech
to isaorm =
to convince
to actuate
to stimulat4
to entertaiu

11111

Oa

VP

Response Des!...:e from the

audience, und=standing
belief
action
inspire
enjoyment

b. Nind a Bubject suitable to your audience,

occasion and time limit.

1. Choose those things with which are

!amiliar
2. Speech must suit audience
3. Four and five minutes in length

C, Planning a npeech is similar tc planning a house

1. time
2. space.

D. Outline - Blueprint of the Speech

a. Subject -
b. State a purpose
c.* List ideas in order

9
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_Selecting Material.

a, Definition
b. Comparison
c, Examples -

14pe of Material
a. Unusual -
b. Usual -
c. Exciting -
d. Personal 4
e$ Humorous

III. Composing your speech -

A. '7ntoduction
a. Get attention -
b. Give audience reason for listening 4.,
c. Prepare audience for what is to follow -

B. Body
a. Unity
b. Coherence -
co emphasis -

C. Conelusion
a. Summarize
b. Final point
c. Refer back to main idea

IV. Delivering Speech -

A. Verbal fluency -
Communic.ation is transferxing of ideas from
speaker t:o listener without changing the meaning
a. pause if stuck -
b. Don't memorize, but know speedh

Voice
a. Brerie nrmally, relax
b. Reach pecple in last row. different speed,

pitch, mnotony
c. Distinctly
d. Correctly

Body
a. hands -
b. feet -
c. head - eye contact

10
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D. Visual Aids - aid should not take over; it should
clatify
a. Blackboard -
b. Models and pictures -
c. Charts -
d. overhead projector.

V. Speedh to Imt2ts$4 .

A. Instruction: How to: Giving Directions
a. Introduction - all implements ready.

1. tell audience what you are going to do
2, they will become proficient

b. 14e body: What can be taught in time allowed
to speaker?
1. easy steps - one phase
2. They should be able to perfamn after you

talk.
c. Conclusion

I. Repetition of main steps

VI. Criticism - Constructive - Destructive
A, By being able to criticize we improve ourselves.
B. Evalmstion

1. voice
2. Organization
3. Delivery
4. Efaict on Audience
5. Comments

VII, Projects
A. Have a different student each day give a five

minute newscast similar to newscelsts of Local
radio and television stations.

B. Have a .:lifferent studeng give a daily five minute
review .jhich the class learned the day before
from azy class.

C. Have informal debates on topics of interest to
students - Try to correlate writing unit with
sp.:4.1king unit.

I. 2oLo! vs. Chevys
2. :um Cars vs. Foreign Cars
3, Aackonsack High School v3 .

in a multitude of areas
4. One Athlete vs. Another Athlete
5. Draa.1.1.:a=svs, asulma

125
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EVALUATION SHEET

Speaker: Date

I. Voice
II. Volume
B. Rate
C. Articulation

II. aunkation
A. Introduction

19 tain contact
2. arouse interest
3, reveal speci2ic purpose

B. Body
1. unity
2. substance
3. coherence

C. ConcItloion
1. fulfillment of specific purpose
2. summarize main points
3. does the audience knou it is the end?

Del,1.7er/
Post=re

B. Bodily action and gesturss
C, Eye Contact

:V. Effect on Audience
--irn-CMrealiirropi. c

B. Hrndling of discussion

V. ComplentsS.1, Ienv...r1

12
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2.
3,

Subject
General
Specific

4. Audience

UDDEL SPEECH OUTLINE

- Rules for Sanitary Laboratories
Purpose - To inform
Purpose - To explain to new employees the

rules for working in sanitary
leboratories.

- To new assistant laboratory technicians
of Eastern Telephone Laboratory.

ORIENTATION OUTLINE

The necessity for Sanitary Conditions
A. Losses in equipment
B. Disruption of service
C. Lower profits

Procedure for Sanitizaticn
A. On entering grounds

1. car
2. individual astt=ces
On entering decontamination rooms 0
1. ntreet chothes
2, work clothes
3. wash
:4. vacuum

C. On entetAng work areas -
I. 6heck with supervisor
2. enter ultra violet chamber
3. buddy check

D. While workins
1, no smoking
2. Bo foreign substance in mouth
3, disposal a work material

Procedure for Desanitization
A. Reversal of sanitizing procedure

1. on leaving mork area -
a. waste basaets
b. final cleaning of work area
c, preper filling of material:,

2. On
a.
b.
C.
d.

3. on
a.
b.

entering desanitized room
mork clothes
street cihothes
tesh
vecuum
leaving grounds
secondary gates
parking lots

Benefits of Strict Procedure
A. To Ccripl..:y

B To ind.t.wlaual
7



OUTLINING

I. OrgeniUna 2or Answers

A. Definition
I. Play 20 questions to shot; use of division.
2. St..cm comparisons of: outlines oZ maps to

full detail maps.
B. Hedonics of outlines

1. Use of numbers Pnci letters.
I.
A.

II. A.
B.

a . topica 1
b. sentence

C. Create outlines of objects with uhich pupils ore

1. Outline questions used in 20 questions skit.

2. Foods in refrigerator.
3. Parts of A cer
40 Subjects offered in school.
5. School's athletic poogram.
4. Measurement systems.

7. Duct systems.

3. Selecting n wardrobe

14
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D. Procedure

L. List nil possible topics
2. Select %ay, main, or broadest parts
33 Put details under !zey parts
4. Eliminate some topics
5. Place in order

a. time
b. space

importance

15
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Example of an Outline

STAR.T OF A scumn, RAY_ FOR A STUD=

I. !Tome

A. Bed

1. Alarm rings

2. Turn off alarm

3. Out of bed

B. Bathroom

"(lash

Shave

Dress

O. Breakfast

Juice

Scrambled eggs

Toast

Butter

Milk

II. Travel

:t. Leave tome

B. Bus Sbop

1. Meet girl friend

a. Ask her about homework

b. Ask for a date

2. :dee b boy friend with car

Go uitl" boy friend
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G. Journey in car

1. Park car

2. Go to Jack's for coffee

III. School

L. 1::omeroom

1. Take seat

2. 'dodoes

a. Basketball Gams

1. 8:30 p.m.

2. Home

3. Against Teanecic High School

b. Dance

1. Saturday

2. 8:30 p.m.

3. School Dress

B. First period bell

1. Heat Tom in hall

2. 4rrive safelyr at first period class

17
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Problem Solving.

I. Dilemma of Students

A. School Level

1. i!hat program and courses to take?

2. Get Ang along with teachers

3. What sport to participate in?

B. Family Level

1. Getting along with brothers and sisters

2. Getting along with parents

3. Insufficient money

C. National Level

1. Black vs White

2. Democrat vs Republican

3. Var. vs Peace

D. Personal Level

1. Which girl to go out wita?

2. Future schools and career

3. Draf vs 'Allis tment

II. Definitton or Thinking

A. What thinking is not:

1. Daydreaming - "Ten years from today I will be a
millionare...

2. JIM tification fhis test is too hard; I will e.lea by"

18
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3. Dmotional - "fom is my friend; I'll le t him copy
my- homencat.'

4. .:Zemembering - 3I had a great summer vacation last
year."

5. Guessing - "I guess my mother will let me go to
the dance."

Irnat thinking is: a process of examing all possible
facts available, and eventually
comint to a conclusf.on based upon
th3se fa:Its

1. Soientist in the laboratory

2. Auto echanic searching for a problem

3. "the =Engineer attempting to solve a problem

4. Deciding on a future career - investigate then invest

a. read material about the job

b. consult counsellors

c. observe a person on the job

self-evaluation - (personality, intelligence,
finances, t,emporment)

e. your past experience in closely related 'work

1. on-the job training

g. training needed

h. neigh advantages and disadvantages

i. decide

19
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LirT 1- I" 'r ':CIII1" ': !Lr:!

Jay Upiw!mity or T..xas

You are in a .4racq c.^:w oriainally schwluled to rondnzvous
with a melon ship on th3 1inhtn4 surfuo a' 'lech%nicn1

clifficuPtios oiviv. ay.1 forel0 your shin to crish-llud nt

spot sono 200 ratl:,s from the reap3ozvoun point. Tho 'POUP!t lnrAian,

c1ivtr.10 o4 luipment aboard. Since survival.depends upon

reachinr thn mother the most critical items must be chosen

for the 200 mile trip. Below are listed 15 items left intact after

landing. Your Ms!: is to rank them in terrs of their importance
to your crew 17% its e.ttempt to reach the rendezvous point. Place

number 1 by the most important item, number 2 by the second most
important item and zo on t.rough number 15, the least impertant.

Box of matches

Food oencentratc,

50 feA of Ilylon 'Pope

Parachute silk

heaving tlat

Two calibre pistols__..

.10.1

o...se of .-1.ehydrated milk

Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen

Stellarmap

Life raft

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water

Signal flares

First aid kit containing injection needles

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter.
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III. Black Box Exercise

Seal a number of small boxes with differenb cdmmon objects.

Have each sbudent go through a series of exercises of his own

choosinz so that he will be able bo discover uhat is located

in his box.

IV. "Lost on the flooe Exercise-
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1.0...1*
T 'r: Y71''' 1.1..77!

Jay 1111 of T.,xxi

You ara in d 'Macq oriqinally sch.,duled to rehdnzvous

with a notior nn th*! 11!=ht*e. surflo! 'technnicra

eifficultios forc14 your shin to cl-lsh-liud 71t

snot soro 200 milz.s from the reniRmvoun no;nt. Tho rpm:: 11rAi,r

1mt-10 ciluipment aboard. Since survival depends upon

reachinr the wther the most critical items must be chosen

for the 200 mile t-ip. Below are listed 15 items left intaet after

landing. Your ta.s!r is to rank them in terns of their importance

to youv crew 1.7.. its 4ttempt to reach the rendezvous point. Place

number J. by the most important item, number 2 by the second most
important item and so on t..7,ough number 15, the least imp*rtant.

Box of matches

Food opncentratc,

50 fot of nylon rape

Parat:hute silk

hcatIng tlat

Two calibre pistols

Jne (...,ne of .-I.ehydrated milk

Two 100-Dound tanks of oxygen

Stellar map

Life raft

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water

Signal flares

First aid kit containing injection needles

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter.
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Scoring Key_

Listed below are the correct rankings for the 'Lost on the Moon"
items, along with the reasons for the rankings provided by the NASA's

space-survival unit.

(15) Box of matches

(4) Food concentrate

(6) 50 feet of nylon rope

(8) Parachute Silk

(13) Portable heating unit

(11) Two .45 calibre pistols

(12) One case dehydrated milk

(1) Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen

(3) Stellar map of the moons

(9) Life raft

(14) Magnetic compass

(2) 5 gallons of water

(10) Signal flare

(7) First-aid kit containing
injection needles

(5) Solar-powered rm receiver-
transmitter

Little or no use on moon

Supply daily food required

Useful in tying injured, help in
climbing

Shelter against sun's rays

Useful only if party landed on
dark side

Self-propulsion devices could be
made from them

Food, mixed with water for drinking

Fills respiration requirement

One of principal means of finding
directions

CO bottles for self-propulsion
across chasms, etc.

Probably no magnetized poles:, thus
useless

Replenishes loss by sweating, etc.

Distress call within line of sight

Oral pills or injection medicine
valuable

Distress signal transmitter, possible
communication with mother ship

22
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HOTIONATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Often times, students are not cognizant of the fact that

the process of education is an interdependent activity. Continually

the knowledge hat suudents acquire in one class is not applied in

another class. The failure to relate subjects may lie with the

teachers who do not make the students aware that school subjects are

related. One of the purposes of this project is an attempt to create

an awareness in the students to the relevancy of subjects to each other.

Primarily the project was created that would correlate the practical

application of a science with the conceptual attitudes of an art. The

behaviorial project can apply to both Biology and English because it

employs L.he tangible aspects of the nervous system in agmals or human

and the abstract concept of the psyehological reactions of humans to

certain strmuli.

By comparing the reactions of a living nervous system in both

animals and humans, the student can achieve a greater understanding of

animal insights to instinct, conditioned reaction, ard intelligence of

hunfed 'beings. Thus, with a study of the human being and his process of

perceiving, learning and thinking it is hoped that students will obtain

a greater awareness ofi.themselves.

The question of conditioning also applies to industry. The worker

is conditioned on his jot. to complete a task. There ave many stimuli

that influence his productivity. A worker who is aware of the factors

influencing him can overcome the problems that may hinder his proficiency,

The result of the project is to create for the student greater

awareness of himself. By doing tHs , it is hoped that there develops a

more efficient worker and knowledaeable hucan being able to cope with the

comp1er.3.ties of life.
23
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BEHAVIOR

.

THE SENSES

I. Knowledge comes through the Senses:
A. The senses work together.
B. Defects of the senses - knowledge.

C. The human senses are not as Jeveloped as the
senses of some of the other animals .

II. Sight:

A. Visual Activity
1. Measurement
2. Visual defects

a . Nearsight ..elness

b. Farsighto ness
c. Astigmatism

B. Color Vision
1. Color blindness -the Ishihera Test
2. Psychological At:: 5ocilrlons Test.

a. Total color blin:ness
b. see yellows, bl, but not red or green.

Hearing - Deafness

IV. Touch:
A. Pain
3. Pressure
C. Cold - warmth

V. Smell

VI. Taste:
A. Bitter
B. Sweet
C. Sour
D. Salt
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ASSOCIATION TFST

Choose from the following colors the one you

would associate with each of the mood tones listed

below :

Yellow, Orange, Red, Purple, Brown, Blue Biack Green:

(most frequently named colors )

(Red, yellow)

(Blue I Brown)

1. exciting, stimulating

2. secure comfortable

3. distressed, upset

. tender, soothing

5. protective, defenging

6. unhappy, dejected

7. calm, peaceful

8. dignified, stately

9. cheerful, joyful

10 . defiant hostile

11 . powerful, strong
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(Blue.: Green)

(RedL Brown)

(Black Brown)

(Blife:* Green)

(Purple , Black)

(Yellow,, Red)
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PERCEPTION

I. Definition
A. Sensations aroused by stimuli
B. Past experiences

II. Factors determine what we perceive
A. Characteristics of stimulus object

1. nearness
2. likeness
3. inclusiveness
4. part - whole relationship

B. Characteristics of perceiver
1. Organic condition
2. Personal adjustment and needs
3. 'Sex differences

C. Social factors

III. Space Perception
A. Physical objects in space

1. Depth and distance with one eye
2, Depth and distance with two eyes

B. Perception of motion
1. Relative motion
2. redial motion

IV. Sound in Space
A. Perceiving the !direction of sounds
B. Perceiving.the distance of sounds.

V. Factors Affecting Time Perception
A. Age and intellignnce
B. Activity
C. Motivation
D. Hypnotism

DEFIFTNG AND MEASURING LEARNING

I. 1411 is earn:.ng? - A process which brings about a
chvige J.. the individuals way of responding as a result
of ,q,acne or other experience

II. Study of learning
A. Conditioning

1. Classical conditioning - Pavlov's Dog
2. Instuumental conditioning - Skinner Box

II. Capa'Aty to learn
A. Phyistiolof!,ical limit

B. Learning capacity
C. Memory

26
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LEARNING AND FOPGETTINC

I. Factors in Effective learning

A. Intent to learn
B. Reward in nunisbnent
C. Fxtrinsic an'l intrinsic motivation
D . Long term goals anJ interests
E . Influence of stress
P . Croun narticipation of learning

II. Characteristics o.c raterial to be Learned

A. Amount
D . Familiarity
C. meaningfulness

III. Forgetting

A. Curve of forgetting
D . Intervening Activity
C. t!eaningfulness
D. Review



MMEL LESSON PUN
iffiriaraTali

I . The ory - His understand ings ar ise t"hen we projec t
our feelings to ethers. We are .projecting
our feelitvgs tthen we speak or act as if
otzt inside feelin3s were real. things
in the outside world.

II. E:cel_p_cents
if; -Coristrtict some ink blots on paper. Have the

class tell, what they see. Show the students
how these are mere ink stains on a paper,
but that individua ls project their feeiin35 on
the paper.

B. Have five volunteers help with this experiment..
Send four of the five out of the room. Show the
other volunteer a picture and have Wm describe
it to the class. Then have this first volunteer
robto sthaa he .saC4 tO the second volunteer.
This continues until a/1 five have been involved.
Let the class discuss what happened to the story as it
passed from person to person. Show them Walt
what each volunteer thought about tihe picture
may not have been correct.

II/. Evidence
What happens when a motorist behind you honks
We horn when you're stopped for a red light?
Usually you think the worst of that motorist,
but there may be a ntnnber of reasons for this
honking. What you are doing are projecting
your feelings.

B. What happens with a teacher when he finds that
you are not doing your homework? Usually the
teacher projects his feelings as to the reasons
for this disobedience.

C. What happens when you see a harmless snake?

IV. Conclusion - Our impressions are in us and are not
always to be found in real life.

V. 41.1v should we .7uard against projecting our feeling's?
A. Fear
B. Hate
C. Suspicion
D. Prejudice
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Defense Mechanism

X. Definition - Maintaining a sense of personal worth by re-
resorting to behavior that guards some aspect
of tha personality from scrutiny by others

or by oneta self.

II. Uithdrawal Reactions

A. Fantasy - satisfying thmarted wishes

B. Nomadism - the wanderer

C. Regression - the good old days

D. Repression - forgetting

III. Agressive Reactions

A. Displaced agression . blowing off steam

lo scapegoating - blame someone else for your inade-

quacy

2. free-floating anger - blame anyone.

3. suicide - turn upon saf

B. Identification - imitation

C. Projection - other people have same thoughts

D. Controlling aggressiveness

1. punishment law enforcement

2. controlled expression - socially acceptable hos-
tility

IV. Compromise Reactions

A. Sublimination and Substitution

B. Compensation and Overcompensation

C. Intellectualization

1. excuse-making

2. isolation

3. undoing
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I. The Road to 'aturitz

V.I. ienJ..ecencis ie - .orland (iwerage)

The Out-14d0rs - So :Anton (Werage)

C. To A 1.1oclzinrt.ird Aarper Lee (4iverage)

D, :Thane - Jack Schaefer (.;asy)

le Ault qualities are exhibited ty people Who
have achieved manhoocL

2, .11at actions of yeople are considered weak
and ullat actions are considered strength.

3, hat malzes e. person courageous or a coward:

4. hat is the lifference 1:etween love and friend-
ship

5. .hy are some people compassionate and under-
standing an:.: others nbt4

6, ou can people attemrt to understand one anotheri

7. bat causes prejudice and how can it /-:e overcomt4

S. hat causes alienation of young people to
their societlei

:r6 Low can young people go about Bearcftng &in
their identity and how can they find themselves

10, 1:hat conflicts do young people have with them,
selves or with other people

11. How do peoPlo react to hypocnisy?

12, tjhat Wpe of relationship should be-dcvaloped
letween a teenage boy and girre

II, 'south in a vAstorical i-erspectiva

Anxil forndam 'Ioward Fast (kvercg*)

Ochany Tvmain Ather For,les (i.verage)

Across rive rils - Irene .;unt (avy)

Thp Light in th 2orest - Conrad Richter (ewerage)
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1. .Jay'dbes a person mature?

2, 7:1-11, are the toys in these stories rebellious

34 ,:ow important is religion to a young person?

40 as young peoples' feelings toward our country

changed in the last 200 years1

5. Coware the vocational and educational goals

of yesterday's youth to the similar goals of

today's youth.

Gs .;ow has child rearing changed ,through the

generations?

7. /hat eneolos :people to 1.elong soimplacei

C. 'I;ow have family relationships changed in the

last 200 years?

9. lAscuss the adolescent love patterns kotween

characters in the novels and today's youth?

III. Cars

Crash Clu"- ,onry Gregor Felsen (:asy)

"4 1.ot Rod - ilenry C;regor Pelson (xAsy)

C. Road RocXet Aenry Uregor Folsen (Zasy)

Sheet Rod - lienry Gregor Velsen (Zasy)

.:ucket of Thundee7olts - Gene Olsen (easy)

Ahat ty9e of relationships should be de-

veloped lotween children and parents? Children

and frionds?

2. Is the time and money spent on cars worth it? Jhy?

3. .:ow logical is it to spend the majority of your

free time in worIcing to support a car?

4. ;:ow important is inning or 3.:eing Inest?

5. .3hat is wrong with losing? .

toenagers really interested in preventing car

accidents?

7, ;ow should we react to challenges?

S. low important is it to have goals?

a :hat lorm and short range goals do people have?



10. what res,?onsi,Ality does oach individual person have

for safe driving?

11. How important is pride? Following the crowd? Fads?

Guide Question for Leaders of Groue Discussion

1, Where* how, and with whom does the novel begin?

Does the beginning of the novel.adequately prepare you
for the rest of the novel?

3. Is the setting very important to the novel or could it
happen anytime, anyplace, or anywhere?

4. From whose point of view is the story told?

5, How does this influence the story?

6. What is the main conflict of the book?

7. How is the conflict resolved* if it is resolved?

8. What important decision was made in the novel? Why
was it made?

9. Who are the main characters?

10, what are the relationships between the main characters?

11. Are there any unusual characters in the story?

12, Fully describe two characters.

13. How and why did any character in the novel change?

14, Did you ddmire or dislike any character in particular? Why?

15, What is 1.1e theme of the novel?

.16. Can thidr theme be applied to everyday life% How or why not?

17, How dOes the theme of this novel fit in with the theme of
the other novels the class has read?

18. How ire the main charactere in the, story like you in any way'
If oot, how do they differ from you?

19. What aspect of the novel inspired you? Why?

20, Apply the situation or events in the novel to everyday

21, Dxplain why you like or disliked the book. Eack up your
opinion with informition from the book.
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Possible Cewpoettion Topics for 00% AaJorts

1. Alat is the main pro'lem in the novel and how is it over-
come?

'alat obstacles is the main character confronted wlth
and how does he overcome them or how is he overcome by
them?

Tell about an unusual character and why he is unusual.

4. Can you see yourself in this book as any of the characters?
:iaw and why?'

5. Tell how a character changed and why?

6. Discuss values, motives, philosophy, emOtienvaction of
any character.

7. A;xplain how one character was misunderstood by another.

S. Discuss an important decision made in the book and the
significance of this decision to the character.

9. Compare this Yook wlth a similar book you have read this
year. Discuss similar themes, .characters, preAems,
settings, and plots.

10, 1,hat is the theme of the book and mhy have you chosen it
as your theme?

11. ;3xplain why you liked or disliked the book. YoUr opinion
must be backed up 11, stating some examples from the hook.

12. Haw and why did the look change your thinking?

13. What information did you learn from this kook and how can
you use it

14. ihat did you learn exmt different societies? 4.iow was it

different and similar from your society?

15, .:hat did you learn aout yourself from this book? Think
about ye>ur emotions, actions, ideas, values, motives.

Short Stories
1. Take three of the stories you have read and compare the

authors' or author's methods of presonting the stories -
(trick endings, humor, description, themes, plots, settings,
or characters.)

2, Compare the main characters in two or three stories (phy-
sical appearances, reactions, discussions, emotions, act.,

ions, ideas, values, or motives),

3. Do you like reading short stories (a whole hook of them)
better than a novel? Tell why or why not using examples
from some of the stories.
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Noeel Lesson Plm On The Novels

The Light In The Forest by Conrad Richter.

I. AimAs

A. To introduce a modern American novel to pupils

B. To discuss problems of growing up

C. To become aware of a historical period in U.S. devel-
opment

D. To discuss problems of prejudice

/I. liotivation

A. Play & discuss the song from South Pacific, "Carefully
Taught"

B. Discuss the quotation of Scott Finch in To Kill A
Mockingbird that in order to know a person, wYoulve
got to walk around in his skin."

C. Have maps showing geography of Middle Atlantic States
and Indian Tribes

D. Discuss the problems that a teenage boy meets in
adjusting to his environment.

Procedure

AO How is the author's philosophy reflected in the treat-
ment of whites and Indians in the book?

B. In what way is True Son's idea of the Indians immature?

C. Ohy adn"t the Indian captives wish to return to the
white cigilization?

D. Why did Cuyloga send Half Arrow with a message to
True Son?

E. Oas it right for the white parents to assume that their
children, althcugh gone more than ten years, would
want to leave the Indians?

F. What are the different reactions of Del Hardy and
True Son when they see the Fort Eitt area?

G. hy are the reactions of the two boys different?

He What does the roshtank Story tell of the white man?
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..)iscuss the question, "though dogs may fight against
themselves, they are one ac:ainst the wolf," from the
points of view of the whites and the Indians
liere the Indians Pagans?

R. .4hy wasn't Cuyloga chosen as a guide for the war party?

L. tihat is True Jon's reaction when he sees that the war
party :las some chilCI.ren s scali?s?

4. Why did True Son save the boat of rhite people?
AL :lhat will happen to True :.ion as he walks away from his

father at the end of the novel?
IV. 1.ovel into Film

A. 'ihat parts of the film differ from the novel?
;hy age some characters aeded in the film and some
omitted?

C. Do the film actors look the way you think the Look
characters shoule look: :hy?

D. Are the characters changed :etween the novel and film?.
T.Joes the film or the novel tell a ':)etter story?

F. ihich medium has a 'letter ending?

..iow do the points of view differ between novel and film?

*lhat problems _raay have ).;een encountered in filmiag the
novel?

Shoul.d t%e film always 1:e true to the novel?

Could the fiL.-a have Teen ebno in bilack and white
just as effectively?
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1,03TRY ariTY

I. '.;hen I was One-anC.-Twelitz _iousman

..hon I was one-and-twenty
X hoard a wise 'man say,

"Give crowns and pounds and guineas
ut not -yat'r heart ay;

Give :aaarls away and ru..,ies
ut lteep your fancy free."

:..ut I was one-and-twentv,
use to tali: to me.

:rhea / was one-am-2-twenty
X heard hi:a say again,

"Ale heart out of the l-oson
.;as never given in vain;

"As *aid laith sighs a-F3lenty
ilnd sold for en6less rue."

6.and I am two-and-twenty,
and oh, 'Us true, etis true.

II. Me Road ,.ot Taken - aobert Trost
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not. travel both
;end be one traveler, :Long I stood
And loo:ted down one as far as I could
5.10 where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then toolc the other, as just as fair,
;Ind having perhaps the better claiza,
;:ecause It was grassy and wonted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Though as for that the nassing there
.liad worn them really al:out the same,

both that morn:ng equally lay
In leaver, no step had trodden nack.
Oh, I kept the first for another dayl
"Let knowing how t:Pay leads on to way,
I dou'ated if I should ever come :-.1/4ac:c.

shall 're telling this with a sigh
some-when-) ages and ages hence:
1.ewo roacia diVerged in a 11..yood , and I -
I took the one less traveled lye
,nd that has made all the difference.
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III. Cra'Ad ane: ':outh - Shakespeare

Cral,bed age and youth cannot live together;
Youth is full of pleasure, ago id full of care;
Youth like sumer morn, age lio winter weather;
Youth like summer k.rave, age winter 7Nare.
Youth is full of s.:?ort, age's breath is short;

Youth is nim77le, age is lame;
Youth is hot anCI 7lotd, age is weak and cold;
youth is wild, and age is tame.

;Igo, I do ahor thee; youth, I cb adore thee;
0, my love, my love is young!

Age, I do defy thee: 0, sweet chepherd, hie thee,
For methinks thou stay'st tc5o long.

IV. If - Rudyarcl ipling
If you can keep your head when all atout you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
iut make allowance for their doubting too;

If you can wait and not 17.e tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies,

Or being hated don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise:

If you can dream - and not make dreams your master;
If you can thin:: - and not mete thoughts your aim,

If you can meet Idth Triumph and Disaster
zad treat those two impostors just the same;

If you can bear te hear the .truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken
;*ald stoop and 7:uilrl'em un with worn-out tools:

If you can make one heap of all your winnings;
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,

And loses and star!:t again at your beginnings
And never llreathe a word about your loss;

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
1.1.'o verve your turn &on after they are, gone

And so hold on whm there is nothing in you
xcept. te 7i11 which says to them: "Hole: onl"

If you :.fTn wAth crowds and keep your virtue,
Cr vrf:11; w;.1 i±ngs - nor lose the common touch,

If neMer foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, Lut none too much;

If you can fill the unforgivincj tlinute
:iith sixty seconds' worth of distance run,

Yours is the 13arth and everything that's in it,
And - which is more - youo13. be a i an, my sonl
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Lament_of...a...,an Qisfigi - :ArY
Son, my Sent

I will go up to the mountain
:find there I will light a'fire
To the feet of my son's spirit,
imd there will I lament him;
Saying
"0 lay son,
:;hat is my life to me, now that you ere departedi"

ieustin

Son, my son,
In the clopp earth
we softly laid theo in a chief's robe,
In a warrior's gear.
Surely there,
In the spirit land
Thy deeds attend theel
Surely,
The corn comes to ear againl
Lut I, here,
I am the stalk that the seed-4atherers
Descrying empty, afar, left standing.
Son, ny sonl
.;hat is my life to me now you are departed?

s ...other to Gen - Langston Aughes

:Jell, son, tell you:
Life for me ain't 1.-...een no crystal stair.
It's hacl tachs in it,
;Ind splinters,
:mei boards torn upo ,./
:And placos trith no car2et on the floor -
Lare all the time

se Lem a-climl-in on,
n(troachins landinso

jald 4urnint corners
Ancl sorot goink inthe dark
:ihen thove

SO; boys.' nqn t .yoi;
Don t you set clown On thsie steps
dause you find itea kjidor hatd.

Don't you fall new
41AFor I'se still goin 11Oney,Ilse still climi

lifp for.me _Linn 1:-..een no crystal stair,
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/actitsts/
Have students cut ).?o it pictures from newspapers and
magazines which ey feel would Ye a portrait of their

ideas and feel..il. gs,7
1-, nave a stufrent's friend cut out pictures from newspapers

and magazines which the friend feeli is a portrait of

the student.

C. mpare the two projects.

.12.a, dave student make a photo of himself showing people his

intereits.

Have student make a photo essay of himself, but he
cannot ke in any picture.

3, save student make a list of his likes and dislikes -
compare lists of all meml-..ers of the class (singers, songs,
colors, comic strips, ,7ooks, movies, television show,

political figures, hoHles, sports, school sul:jects,

foodo and drinks, cars, magazines, newspapers, etc.)

4, Students are to make a montage of their feelings on any
'topic (Arrierica, school, teachers, parents, television,

athletics, patriotism, religion, cars, wealthy people,

the poor),

5. Conduct a research project on cars. Find out why people

choose to kliy particular cars - (Cars: year, make,
model, style, color engine, price, - People: education,
vocations, salarye residence, size of families, age,
personality).
iave a "V.:A.1.:3e.n.t-of-the-oeek" board display.

Everyone: -ntritutes information on one student.

7. Have stue..e;ecs construct criteria for evaluating person-

ality.

e. %sith the science department, conduct a motivational
behavior experiment using a mouse.
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UNIT THREE

Photography - A slice of Life

I The Equipment

II. Student Projects

III. Literature - Street Scene

IV. Photography as a Career

V. Bibliography and Suggested Reading List

Attempting to get students to be specific and write using details is the

bane of composition teachers. Many people, especially students, find it

difficult to write using specifics and English teachers spend years attemp-

ting to solve this problem. Ilirthermore, the problem is aggravated when

students weak in verbal skills, experience frustation when they cannot

successfully meet the written demands of college-oriented English courses.

It is hoped that by putting a camera into the hands of a student, it

will force him to be specific. When he looks through the viewfinder, he

must be exact; he must examine; he must focus; he must see the real world

as the camera does. In addition; the self-expression allowed by the camera,

like the self-expression allowed by compositicns, enables the instructor

to gain an insight and understanding of the student which would otherwise

be denied the teacher.

The literature section presents a similaar idea to the overall phi.)6

osophy. A verbal photograph of the students! world is presented and students

may analyze themselves by discussin9 the novels and teaching the instructor

many things about the toona. lifô otyle and living conditioni.:

1
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Finally, the woild of photography is explored as a career. This field

is not an endeavor lath which students are familiar and may provide

possibilities for firture careers.

7
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I. Iiaterials
1. Camera Categories

a. Preacnt Cameras - Box or simple cameras uith a minimum
of adjustments.

b. ?loin-lens -2te21ex - Camera uses 2 3.An rollfilm
and:Lhas tuo lenses, one for vieuing and one for taking.

c . 35 nun Camera - Iiiniabure cameras using 35 imn roll film.

d. Smaller Cameras - There are a variety of cameras that
ar-epocka siirane use 16 or 18 mm

e. Professional Cameras - Cameras larger than 35 mm designed for

0. Camera Parts A Student Should Know

a. Film exposure counter

b. Shutter release

e. Shutter-speed dial

d. Film advance lever

e. Diaphravn ring (f-stops)

f. Depth of field scale

g. Distance sone

h. Focusing ring

Lens

1. Ret/ind knob

IC. Flash terminal

Back',1ock

Finder.

75.?..% chamber," 137

o. Tripod : ced iockt

p. prcosur:

q. 7i13t1 talc:: up spool

r. RcuirA button



3. Comparison of the Eye and the Camera

Part of the Eye

Eyeball
Lens
Lids
Iris
Pupil
Lens Muscles
Pigment of choroid
Betina

FAm

(Ret. suA)

corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds to
corresponds .to

Part of the Camera

Camera box
Lens
Shutter
Stops or Diaphragm
Lens opening
Focus Devices
Black Lining
Plate or Film

Ca me Rao (ele 6:4 I sl)

t.

)11

. N0Flo ;

/
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3. Ilan
1. Color sensitivity - On1, panchromatic emulsions aro of much

interest to the averwp plototraphnr bocauso or their versatility,
pleesinc normal color values ane adaptabilit7 to a long range of
color values.

Speed - This is the films' built in sensitivity to light. 1-1F.11

A.S.A. numbsza require less lig.ht than louer ones.

3. Contrast- T1C.3 degree to vtich a filn is capable of recordin,7
closelyrelated tones in craduations of.' black and white is celled
contrast.

Latitude - The films' ability to record differences in brishtncss
as differances in negative densities.

5. Grain - The usual texture of a film. Speed is the main factor
efectinl

C. Lir.:httn7

1. ''rontli7JA - Tlhcn properly sot up, this typs of li7htin--;
ctlsts the least amount of shadous. Sbaudous usually fall behind
the subject.

2. S de1.1.4..tt - Ulth the lirLt directed at tbe subject from its side,
t'..e side closest to the light is strongly illumineted.

3. Topli4ht- Similar to sidelir;ht in effect, except that shadows
cast by the subject's features fro in a dounuard direction.

L. Underlight - Shadous are cast in an upuard direction. Sometimes
called dionamic or horror lightinc.
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5. Backli - This is liztting baind the subject, and causes
the subject to be in its own shado when facing the comm.
The resultins photo would normally be a silhouttc, trith per-
haps a rim or light around the outline of the subject.

D. Comosition

1. rain Interest - If nOthirg: draws nttention in a picture,
ta,c. oyc tends to rander all over the scene. The point
a interest shoUld be the focus or everything contained in
the scene.

2. :11;le of Thirns .....M.11 IMP /./

eame

Bost positions for
main point of

4; interest.

3. Camera View Point - Choose the best camera position to
show depth and balance.

/.!. Leading Lines - Choosc objects or a series of objects to
draw attention to t'oe nein interest.

5. Vorizontal Lines - These tand to suggest tranquility and
repose more often than other linos.

44 Vertical lines - These lines arc used to denote dirsnity
end stren7,th.

CurAdnr; Lines - Shaw graco and flou of movement.

1

Zalance TIre consciously or unconsciously assi7n weights to
objects thtt make up a composition. A balance of comosition,
therefore, refers to a picture in which all parts in opposing
areas appear to be of equal ueivht.
Selective Focus - 3y c:.00sin-; your exposur-: for a rolatively

dept :. of fis:ld and rocusin: narrotav on tllo nain point
of interest, y-ou can subordinntc back.srouni and givc prominGnco
to tho min point of interost.



..*: sern'on.....6.4=4.4ble4r2IF:1'

10. Cropping - Oft3n a photocraph can In improved by =framing.
This involves cuttinrs away areas thv% rt.= of no vpluo to tho
ctapc;:A ion .

E. Wiln Procossing

!3a3ic Equipriront

. Tro; 8 x 10

b. Graduato, or pitcher

d. Toni:a

Stimers

f. Sprizr,

c. Funnol

Safelight

tinik

11 Pri.:a.tor a. V or '..!llarzer

Procodure

a. :tead instructions

h. Insert film into lightproof tardc. T as is the
only step requiring tow. darknoss

Fill tank uith cool uvuor shako gm tly pour off tmter.

Pour davoloper into tank.

Sot tiraer for six minutes (cLock directions), utich ic
full dovolopment - no danIcr of ovordevolopmunt.

I.,7,iteto tank :play at a'3011t half-anuto intervals.



9. 'lash film for five minutes or lon7:r 1r removing lid
end placinrz tank d.th film under cool runninz trater,
uith int)rmittent

Alm to dry.

v0,74 t^..01,4

j. Pour developer into stock bottle; note on label amount
of film proceasod.

II. I/elated Student Projects

Tind a picture in a magazine or neuspaper that tx:11s a stun
re32te stori to the class orally or in Imitinz;.

Collect a series of pictums that have to do trith a sinrslo event
end arrarv;e ti at in a story tellinr; sequence.

C. Litri. t!.o stuficnt to five photorsraphr.... 1ave him relate a
humorous sitUatirm through photo,sraLr.

C. Take a Single pic biro that conveys idea. :lave other
students tzrite about the picture, satiri s. if they have ..rr:otten
the idea intended by the photo5;rapher.

E. Attempt to i'llust,;!. 3 short storr or poem through photography.

Y. 7 Usinç ! slides, record the hi3Uir;Itts o;! a field trip.
Presont a slide F-'0IT to anothor class usir::; a narrative tape.

G. Take a picture =Dresses you. (You do not 1.ave to include
yourself in the pl,oto.) .:ave students write about you after
they vier the photogaph.

Find a picture that creates a. particular mood. Attempt to
expross that mod orally or in trritins:.

I. liake a serios of slides that convoy a single idea. lrranp
them and add narrative or music.

J. Advertise a product usinc photorrraphy.

IC. Desim and prepare a picture =Impale:3r.

L. Lave v. professional pl:.otographar come speak to the class
concerning a future in photor_ryc

II. Plan a field trip to a school pbotozraphy or a photo-lab uhcre
1

the students con observe darkroom techniques and othe r ..
,

photogrpphic skills. 4,
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11, 1..sciA ptotosrzsphic essays on topics similar to the
folloninc:

1. Living conditions in a particular neighborhood.

2, Problems faced "1:7; teen-agers in a high school.

3. Conscaw tion

14. Growing up.
Arran';c to have students photognpli a variety of different
occupations amd rcpr a trook17 bullotin board based on
thos; v2.rious occupations. Each week students can :r:cature
a different trpo. or work.

1. rowel labor

2. Office Work

,tlitomotive industrj

ts. .Artistic work

Public services

6. ruman relations

7. Assembly lino work

Skills involvin:; detail

P. Submit student photographs to various 7.ror1c journals for
publication.

Yave studonts proparc a booklet giving wrsonal views of
various occupations. Use photocraphs to illustrate ideas
that they are attemptin;;; to convey.

R. Prepare a photograpkv exhibit to be prosonted to other

clnsses. This T. iU involve mountinig nnd framing student's
work.

S. Attempt to photograph a fmniliar object from al unusual point

of view.



0V.7.L:3 - Photographs of Life

I. Stroot

:t 31ae1d3o,rd Juneau by :van I:untor (Averace)

3. Tyofl1ockc part by Chulotte iiayarson (f'verace)

C. Liolis th: '..7/17,r by Della Zodnan (T1E.3y)

D. Catcher in the Pzre by J.D. Salinler (Advanced)

E. The Cross nnz! tie aritchblacie by The Rev. Dairid Wilkenson (Easy)

1. IOU do race, color, national origin, economic level, and
environront* inauence the ray a person is raised, and
his futnre chances for success?

2. ;Mat effect does prejudice of any sort hove on an individUal?

3. Ifhy must some groups resort to activism in order to be heard?
14. What problems arise from ste-...eotyping individuals?

Do you notice eny sterotyping of individual by the authors of
the novels.

6. iow do people react to suffering?

7. *Ithore, and trhen is understPndinc shoun in life?
8. Don't al people; Trent to succeed? Why don't thcy?

9. ill-At types of people can be and can not be trusted?

10. 711,at problem do teenagers have?

11. Inlet scx is able to adjust to life bettor, malo or fenaln?
trhy?

12. rou important is education?

13. 1.117 do some teenagers deny thwolvos the rie:ht to on education?
114. Con teenars.ors expect fairness and understanding from teachers

and schools?

15. What help has been rooderod in recent years by governments to
tonaLt,crs?

16. Wh:To con teenagers f,to for assintance in problem solvinI?

10
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PHOTOGRAPHY AS A CAREER

-rverwirrover..-urn-mo.r,,Nerwmt-Vr.RIV,?,,P1

'Opportunities
There .are opportunities in photography for the .artis,

tically inc lined, the . buainess minded 'the technician, the
engineer, the craftsman 9 and the journalist. There are
Opportunities. for the person who wants to libe on the move,"
and, there are opportunities for those who prefer the quiet
laboratory and..execise, painstaking craftsmanship.

It is a field in which knowledge, industry, and
initiative .pay.off. Time-serVing on the job to acquire
seniority, as in mUch.industrial.employment-and the Unionized
trades., is of minor .imPortance in photography.

In some. fields .you have-your own buSiness. You are .

profestiOnal ton ano your.relations with your clients are
similar to those of a lawyer, doctor, architect, tax acCount-
ant or banker.

Yes, photography has much to offer as a careert there arc
so many different applications of photography that anyone
can find.-a .position that is both:enjoyable and reWarding.
Anyone, that is, wile) is willing to work hard to succeed,
for photography is no snap, You must be prepared to Study
Pkwil and to'evply yolf diligent:4.y. If yoU are not
wiUng to do this, if you want to "take it easy" and look
for a n1C770 routine occupation.

Portrait Photography'

Portrait photographers outnumber all others and while
competition is keen there is still a demand for profassionally-
made portraits. AS long as people graduate from high school
and co.lege, marry, have children, move away from home and
loved ones, there will be a place for portrait photography.
The pertrait photographer can make a comfortable living and
is usually active in and respected by hid community. For
his work to rise above the common level he should.have a
gocd education, be vitally interested in people, be imaginaiive
ani inventive. If he i,s this, and in addition, is a good
bwinassmanor has the forsight to ally himself with a good
bwinessmanhe may do exceptionally well. financially. The
ovaer of the portrait studio has the satisfaction of having
his own business. To. many, this is more important that a
nunthly pay check of a known amount.

11.
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1

Covraercia / Photography

The commercial photographer photographs buildings,
interiors, groups, banquets, conven'cions, store windows,
manufactured articles, construction, material for catalous and
many other items and situationS. His work.is complicated -
almost every job is different - and he must continaally drau
on his knouledge and experience.

Unlike portrait photography, the commercial stutlio oftens
operates on a large scale, employing at least several photo-
graphers as uell cis photographic technicians, artists, and
layout designers. The photographers are specialists tho do
much of their uork aay from the studio. The possibilities
of specializing are almost unlimited, but to become an export
in his field, he must have a thorough knouledse of subjects,
such as architecture, f.1:Caiture, clothing, glassuare, foods,
livestock, leatZlar goods and plants.

MOre, tad more of the work: of the commercial photographer
is used for advertising illustration in catalogs, house
organs , trade journa ls 5 folders and maz.azines Vast sums
of money are involved in magazine photography. The photo-
gravher vorks throu2h art directors uho are often fussy
and- difficult to saiisfy. Advertising photovraphy requires
lmsv,3 hours of hard uork under high preaGure to meet deadlines*
a 1.:.Igh degree of initiative, resourcefulness and tuagination
am; a determination to uork up to becoming a full-fledged
advGrtising illustrator.

Im-Plant Phototraphy

More and mord large companies' are. setting up their own
photographic departments. For. exam,ple, the General Motors
Photographic Department:has about Woo employees. :Industrie l
photographic deprtments-,uith .20 to 30 emplorees are common..
There are many ',lades uhere a young man has a chance to "get
in on the sround floOr" and build up a sizable :photographic
department.. Not only are. there opportunities with menu-
facturing. -oncerns, but department stores, large banks and
insurcne 'companies, trail order houses, governmicat agenCies
and imtallation, libraries, museums and D414 enforcement
agencios offer the.-; competent and vercatile: photographer a
chance to run-a aepartmont in a buSiness-Iiica manner.

.

12
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Photojournalism
The newspaper ,photographer .sees history in the* making;

he meets important people and he 'is constantly on the move.
Igo must have a "nose for neus," be ever on the alert, ke-
fitourceful and be able-to keep his wits regardless of the
circumstances in'tdrIch he-finds himself..

. In addition to' news staer.es there are feature photo-
graphs for the faehion pages,' illustrations for the Sunday
Supplement, and picttire stories of local industries uhich
require considerabla planning and creative thinking. Nearly
all press photographers on the larger papers bolonct, to the.
Newspaper Guild. This, guild regulates the conditions of
employment and minimum ealeries of photographers. After the
initial trial period of six months, the photographer whose
uork is 'satisfactory is placed on the staff. As a member
of the staff, his salary' must at least equal the rate

. established by the Guild. This rate increases annual/y for
six years, depending upon rates for the alty. in tvhich the
paper is located. Many newspapers, to attract the best
photographers available, pay more than the minimums established
by the Guild.

Relearch and Development

Positions in research and development are, in general,
open only to graduate chamists, chemical engineers and
physicists. However, men with a good background in the
the materials and processes of p:Aoto3raphy arc v.v.f.i.red
as technical repre.seatative to 1-roviele technical service
to tha user, as sales representatLver anti technical
correspondents.

D25it-I and 1..lanu2acurt-;

Me dosA and clusnui:actur.?. o. carr.xas, loasas and ottm:
photo:xakhic equikaent requires men nne vonea vith 1,ac::-
:younc: nacLIanical ane inEtruraeretat ion ratIter
than tolv . wee i and pa per,
a knot.".ad:.;3 of c-Larais.'....ey, khysics W. tec:Inolo7
is ileclissary SO tiler? is 1V.:tle neeci or te:.:s as
such. There are okL:o...:tunities, however, zor tiose vit:k a.
act....31:o:i.ne in Vtotojra kinic science .

13
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ghototxaphic *.Tngineerik,

A relatiVely new branch, of t.:totorephy is 1-hoto3raphic
entzineerinn t:Aat is tit:.! use of pi1ot0rairty to solve
leis in science and enzineeritv. kilotogaphy in these areas
is increasik; i-,oth in :variety and importance. No suided
missile or artificia3. satellite Leaves tile 3round wit'aout
an extensive pro3r.cm of pltato3ralAiz. Our scientific ixoess
in this ki:e of truclear fusion and -iission -. this 2,3e of
outer space - if3 30:1-113* to require more and Moro pilotozxay,
and the ptxotcvcaphic etvineer uith other scienti6ts and
en;;ineers has a vital role to play .in scientific proszess.
Ovvionsly, to qualify for these s..ositions one must be an:
engineer wit:a a thorou34 photoaraphic science bacround.

ihotofinishin3
Iliotainishing is a 1)3.., business; plants with 1:0 or 50

employees arentnnerous end.'mariy have over. 100... There is a
constant .demand for production mankiers, stvervisors, etc..
Their poSitions 'involve both rotana3ement.al,ility and a
.thol:ou:jh knoleckA of photo3raphic.materials. and proeesses.
Th.:: number of. suchopenin3s. is increasinc; a's 'color pitotora k:hy
Lecomes More idespread.

Sa les

For those young men interested in.saless there are
positions open in the photnraphic fiéLd in retail stores
(camera shops), in whotlesalin3 and for manufacturers. ihoto-
graphic equipment and Supplies must move from the manufacturer
to the users and skilled salesmen are required to do this
iob. Also, there are sales positions open in commercial
Studios. Many potential clients must be contacted and
sold on the many uses of photosraphy in their business.
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-Jiver s oe:s -=re
An Introduction to ihotozsaatt, Geor3e imhafield,

Zioto.,:capkj,_ Marvin Ileisbord, 4 1 . 9 3

Better 1ooiv cor Armatures, b.. Fenten, $1.95
common f?.'ense Z.lotoe:ra-vr, 4 3.95

_irL,_Gotto,Started in ihototlxa -hi?, Les Barry, $ 1. 95

How to Matze Better kictures in Your "dome Rarbert Keppler,
rir.755.

introductions to. J.,.22.* tp-71z, R.D. Rhode and F.A.

The New Is;totoapher, Carlton 1:a11ace, 4:1.95

iotoj, Carlton T.:a liace , .95

lhotorora kto Z, Dan Daniels, ti..95
Self TeacAin:,: All Camera l'ilotouti, Nemeth Tydin:;s,
Tr..§5

DeveloJinr, xrintin? azIo OD

0..rtiat= and 2.,:s.j.LL.., O.R. Croy,
4;9.35

Do Your Own Film Processin-T, L.A. Mannhe it'd, 0..25

Litx to Develo Print a--41 *.": 1-,rves '-ictures, tti c....; . ;:pstein
ani! D .1:i . Arm nc. "n 14"1"1"'"..

Lootens on ilictorhic 7:21.1151.i.i.alans3 irint 4'.ua1iZal,
J. G. Lootens, :,;"/9:-A.

?dot o Dart:1:00M Guide, R. r; . Hertzi. er3, $1.95

S...11stre.2.

- 1%F. De, Or).95

.7.41a)2!..ivklat....:.2,11.51,et, Charles 11. Coles, $1.95

ane C. ';;1.95
0111MINVelniotrulemmp.rmr 01. Wm.% la

.Successf!.._11 L A linnn.r.tria,
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et,11.ruflarAvemmeNevous... INIY!rekt.;64,W,e.

Lou Jaccks, Jr. 42.95

Avail:A-1e atotoraohy, A .N. Xin3er, Si. 95

Not: o Ta!ze Livth. ladoor :cictures, 4..% '...ersin and

A. ,., , nr tkt,oioarekaz, lAobe.L. nuno y 9 5

22sicesslul U. 14anniteird, .95
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van FOUR
Correlation Urits

I. Advertising and Packaging

II. Reading and Textbook Exploration

III. Vocabulary 5t.v.1,7 and Duct Work

IV. Field Trips

A ILajor a3peet of Induatrial Prep 2144.i1 is correlation

between the. various subject areas. Ilost of the correlated

units are grouped in this soot:ten. Each unit nay be spread

through various thaes or the yv.re.r or may b3 wed as a unit

during a block ti.me ped.od. The English teacher makes .the

detemination when the units are used based on Ilhat is being

taught in other classes e.nd what students bring up in class,

Mile the pao!taging unit of math class deals with the

engineering of packages) the English class deals with this

unit from the consumer viewpoint. Billions of dollars are

spent each year for advertising in an attOmPt. to seduce the

consymer into spending his money. This unit-attenpts to

protect the student and make him aware of the pitfalls

which he may encounter in the competition for his spendeb13

income.

Since much of school work demands readings there is a

special attempt here to build reading skills in the student

to enable him to meet the reading demand of school and the

adult world. Shop manualo and science and math pamphlets are

used to supplement the reading that the student meets in

other subject areas. In addition students are rotated

through .the High School Heading Laboratory with its reading
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specialis ts .

For vocabular, to have arnr effect, it must be used uithin

a meaningful atmosphere. fherefore, the unit devoted to

vocabulary is done in dooperation uith other subject areas and

uithin the general :.eadin3 demands of the curriculum.

Finally, our students elaim that field trips add a great

deal to their knotzledge of the *Cos ine s s and adult uorld.

Therofore field trips are an integral part of the curriculum.

The Sophomore rear trips band to stress vir:its to factories

and heavy industry. The Junior Year handle:: light and clean

industry. Also it is geared to individual student visits to

businesses of their choice. Finally., the Senior Year stresses

field trips ralat.,,,d to tha arts and vinitc te technical and

academic schools. It is hoped tha4 throucfa these trips the

students ill secure a betber understanding about their future

goals
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Advertising Packaging

I. .1dvertisint is cons 4anbly around us.-
-

it. Ie b Hertz put you in the driver's seat.

B. Us Tarpvton smokers liould rather fight than suitch.

C. Winston 'oastes good, like a cigarette should.6.0 ,

D. Things co bobber with Coke.

E. I-g.7 it's Cott, it's Cott, to be good.

I 'm have a friend at Chase lionhattan.

G. You have a banker at Bankers Trus b..000 .0

H. ilhea-bies, the Breakfast, of CPeampians.

T, 'walk a mile for a Cpmel.

J. Rifler Lirh Life, The Chainpagre of Bottae Beer..11

N. Schaefer is the one beer to have Oen you're having
more than one.

L. You cre in good hands uith Ails bate.

i. Don't cook tonight, call Chicken Delight.

When you're out of Schli 42, ;wore out of beer.

0. Double your pleasure, double your fun, with
Double-ant, Double-ilint, Double-Ninb gum.

3
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At ,17 "

ADVERTISVG PAIUGLIG

I. Mat is Advertising?
A. Advertising tells people what product or service

is being offered and where to get it.
B. Histor!

1. Prior to 1456
a. Oral advertisements
b. Signs (barber pole - shoe - goat)

2. The invention of the printing press
a. First advertisement on a door of a

German Church - 1525
LI. ewspaper advertising -- 1600
c. Paul Revere in the Boston Gazette

II. Heuspaper Adver Using
A. Purpon.1

I. sell goods
2. create a demand
3. introduce new styles and new customs
it. good will
5. introduce new business
6. keep name before the public

B. Adventages of Advertising
1. Eolps business find customers
2. Improves standard of living
3. Lowers cost of products
It Helps improve products
5. Saves the buyer time and trouble in shopping
6. Supports radio, televi3ion, the press industries

C. Disadvantages of advertising
1. wasteful
2. makes people buy things they do not need
3. insults intelligence of people
14. often presents false view of life.
5. maj be in bad taste
*). causes poor clualit" of television programming

D. What demands should be made of advertising?
1. Honest
2. Attractive
3. Good Taste

14
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III. Pmpasonda
A. Tes timonial "Willie :lam says, "Ea Whea ties,

the Dreakfadt of Mampions." His
knouledge of baseball does not make
him an authority on nutrition.

B. Banduagon Many families on four bloc& oun a
^hevroleb. l'hy don' t you?.'
Popularity does not produce
quality in a product or mean that
you should oun one.

C. Plain 2olks rhe family next door uses ilaxwell
House coffee . Uhy 'don t you? 11
If it's good enough for your
neighbors, it ' s good enough for
you.

D. Name Calling "Do not use that greasy kid stuff.11
No one uants to use that greasy
cream on his hair.

E. Card Stacking "After eating an onion the breath
tasting machine registers high
ordor Af ter eating Clore ts , the
odor drops markedly."
The truth is presented, but not
the Ithole truth.

LI Glittering Generality
"The fastes ts safes t car on the
road 'with the louest price." Says
everything but really means
nothing.

G. Transfer of prestige to desired objects
"The U.S. Air Force uses Esso
gasoline for all its planes.
Why don t you?"
The Air force may not use the
exact same gasoline for the same
reason as the gasoline in your
car.

5,
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IV. Srgested Ac tivi ties
A. Have the students create a pamphlet of the examples

of the seven propagnada devices used by the Press.
B. Students conduct a hypothetical campaign for tho

students uho are running for a school office.
Include pictures, posters, written material,
and speeches.

C. Students attempt to sell a product using advertising
technic ues

D. Dring in examples of new advertising slogans.
E. Pick ou.;:, poli'tdcal slogans, past and present, and

analize what they say.

V. Packa!lina
T.---Sevian.cs of the Industry (Smalls large, big,

ecomony, giant)
B. Philosophi effecting structure of package.

(as a protector - ease of packing, stacking,
storage, shipping, to prevent pilferage, to fit
the shape of the contents.)

C. Arb Design (Shape, illusionary effect, colors,
pictures, inventory.)

D. Improvements in packaging - (no deposit bottles,
plastics replacing glass, flip top boxes, easy-
open cans, space-saving and convenient carriers.)

Z. Written Contents on Packages
1. Uhy listed? Where listed? Hou listed?
2. Adding or subtracting ingredients.
3. Veriation in weight or size of product.
4. Listing by ueight or volume.

F. .aliet Shrinkage in Packaging Industry-
Smaller size .1. Same Price = Inflation

Product 1965 Size Size 1969
Pillsbury Pancake Nix 13' oz. 12oz.
Pmolive After Shave Lotion 5 4
Nraft Strawberry Preserves 12 10
Gulden's Dastard 6 5
ilosco mocolate S :snip 12 11
Halo Shempoo Ts 6

VI. angested Ac tivities
A. Students are to bring in packatY,es for one type

of produat and compare different packages used.
B. 13ring in examples of false packacees.
C. Bring in examples of different, types of packages.
D. Trip to packaging industry.
E. Unit on packaging by all teachers.
F. Have students nice pacicages for products.

6
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Reading -

PevelP.PPY)n. 0.r.

I. Comprehension

A. Word Meanings

1. vocabulary exercises using contextual and structural
clues.

2. Itords appealing to the senses

a. cold - (feeling)

b. rippled (sight)

c. bang (sound)

d. met (taste)
e. fragrant (smell)

B. Phrase Ileanings

1. idiomatic language - "days of yore,- "keep posed"

2. figurative lpnguage - "red tape,° "bottleneck"

C. Sentence Meanings

1. pick out introductory, transibional and concluding
sentences.

2. anser who, uhA, where, hen, hou or uh7
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D. Paragraph :leanings

1. topic sentence

2. sentence uhich does not belong (unity)

3. details (substance)

a. outline

b. pick-out

c. show irrelevant details

It. chronology (coherence)

E. vain Ideas

1. choose a title

2. paraphase

F. Organization

1. arrznge a group of related pictures in order

2. outline a story

3. pick introductory, transitional, concluding sentences

It. choose key uords

Interpretative Reading

A. Purpose of author

13. Comparing and assigning relationships

8
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C. Prtdicting results

D. Seven propoganda techniques - (See page 5)

E. Sterotyping, slogans, labels

F. Use films or slides

III. Preparation for Reading a Novel

A. Motivation for reading -(See page 34 II for examples)

B. Provide background information on book

C. Preview - 1. read covers, 2. open to any page and
skim (choosing reading material)

D. Vocabulary - scan (specific searching for unfamiliar
words

E. Read suspenseful part and have students predict outcome

F. Assign reading for next day.

G. Start book by orally reading opening part to students

Iv. Reading in Mathmetics

A. Know the meaning of all the words.

B. What does the problem ask for?

C. List what is given and what is needed.

D. Translate verbal symbols into mathematical symbols.

E. Read for relationships and translate these into an
equation

F. Know symbols and formulas
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G. Decide what mathematical processes are required

H. Analfze graphs, fieures and illustrations

I. mas a drawing of the problem et

J. ICnow all the symbols

V. Reading for Learning

440 Preview - Overall Picture

1. title

g. table of contents

3. chapter titles

4. chapter headings

S. chapter summaries

6. topic sentence in each paragraph

B. Questions

1. ask questions before reading

2. ask questions during reading

3. trr to answer as makir questions as possible

O. Road

1. Definite reason for reading

2. focuss attention on the main points

10
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3. pay attention to graphs, maps and charts

4. adjust reading rate to the purpose of the reading
and the nature of the material.

5. seek answers to questions

D. State - Answer original questions

E. Test - recall

V/. Reading Hon-Prose flaterials

A. Consider Title

B. Eetermine what items, dates, places, persons, or
accomplishments are being explained or compared.

C. Be able to interpret an7 accompanying legends

D. Look for any special symbols

B. Seek out spscific information

7. Look for general tmends and conclusions

G. If includo . with prose materials, what is the reason
or purpose :or tht; invlusion

11
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to state some of the key points of the chapter. Finally

ask them to Tust nemselves oa the chapter.

Mat hms happened is that by the mnemonic device

PqRST they heve leJrned a method of reading a chapter.

In order to kurther prepare them for a test, show

them the chart th.i. 11:.s been constructed on the next

page. They will ..7totice bj checking the items that sre

meationed and adering up the total checks, a good ieea of

what may be ca a Zaat czn be discovered. It was found

that eighty per c-vAt cf the items on the test that the

Biology teacher geve cow! from the most-checked items

on the chart tha;: was eonstnacted.

etudents may compLain that PQIILT is time-cons=ing.

Point out that is no mIre time consuming than

studying for a to-,z ear; then complaining that they studied

the 4urong things' and, that this method is only a way

of showing thf3re evo very logical ways to study.

13
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QU'iPT-1,4 VI

Diolotd Taut Gtecn by Diology Teacher

1. Predators are important in a biological socie:,
because they:
a) form nitrates b) supply homes for bites and
animals c) hold plants in check d) feed on other
animals

2. Nitrates are lost from water-logged or poorly aerated
soil during a destructive bacterial process known as:
al dez,7 b) nitrogen-fixation c) denitrification
d) nitrification

3. Carbon Dioxide is used by green plants during:
a) secretion b) food making c) respiration
d) excretion

4. Soil destruction or loss of the soil by wind or
water is:
a) conservation 14 pollution c) nitrification
d) erosion

5. A nitrcte is a mineral compound which contains
nitrogtn, scdium or potassium, atctd:
a) carbon 1,-)hyerngen c) iron d) oxygen

Fill in Blanks
6. During the oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle, carbon dioxide

from the air is taken in by p:ieen plants during
1111.1.1.1.11,01M111111100011MrallemMEMOMINIIIIIMMINIWEN1111111101111111

7. TheinvMes respig
well as the fermentation
and bacteris.

_phase of the 02 - Ct2 cycle
oth plants and animals, as
and decay ptocess of yeasts

8. During respiration, sugar is broken
&ion craral1737E'rigriErvhich requires oxygen.

9. The formula for photosynthesis is

10. Preserving our forests and fertile fields-keeping our
lakes ens stream.3 clean is being done by a tremendous
program knovm

1-51.87



VOCADULITilt 3TUDY

I. Aim

A. To motivate students to become auare of uords.

B. To stimulate interest in uords.
C. To use neu uords in oral. and mitten uork.
D. To incre4se students interest in reading,

uritinr speakinc.
II. Vord ../ittat.k

A. ..ay uoxd

B. Vord Clues - Prefixes Suffixes - Roots

C. Synonyms & Antonyms

D. Definition or Explanation
E. Similarities and Differences
F. Circumstances

G. Context Clues

H. Structural Mea-
l. Qualifying Words



VOCABULARY A3SIGIRENT

Once a week on a prescribed day, you will 'nand in
three vocabulary words in alphabetical order. These

must be nes; words that you have come in contact within

other classes or in your outside activities. The purpose

of this assignment is to improve your vocabulary with words

that you use.

FORM FOR HAND-INS

A. Wori

B. Definition from a dictionary

C. The word used in a sentence.

D. Mere you heard or read it.
2. A.

B.

C.

D.

A ,

B.

C.

D.

13
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MST ASSICRIIT GIVIEI & mem

L. Mat - A tube or channel through which a liquid
or air moves.

to lead, draw or conduct.

2. Ameduot- An artificial channel for conducting
water from a distance.

a. aqua - veer

1. aquarium - a place where
live water animals and
plants are kept.

3. Combustive - Trending to lead to or toward.

as C032 together

lg. Induction

S. Deduction

6. Motile -
7. Induce T

8. Seduction

9. Esduat

b. conduit
1. channel for conveying

fluids

2. a tube for electric wire

Os conductor - a person uho leads
or directs

- lieaooning from the particular to the
genoral.

- Taking auay roasoning from general
to particular.

Able to be drawn out and hammeted thin.

o move by persuassion.

Tho act of loading astray into wrong-
doing.

A bridge for conducting a road or rail-
road over a valley or river.

a. via - u4r.
L9
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1(. Produce - To bring to vieu; to bear; to make

a. pro - toruard

U. Reduce - To lessen in any uay; to break up into
basic elements.

a. re back

20
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;

MGM:: TEST 70 OMV/.3../ 0 DUCT 110;::: R.:0.TECT.

1. Given a three dimensional vieur

a. eescribe the stretchout of a
clue

b. describe the stretchout of an
elbou.

2. 1.1iat is the guide rule to use in measuring the
thickness o: any object?

3. What isthe test to tell that a four-sided
polygon is a rectangle?

I. Uhat mos can be made of the compass?

) Uhat uses cm be rade of the protractor?

6. Arzeze construct:5; pezmnaillr:ars uith a caapans
ar.d a stra"..k:htAN;;....2 uhat tests can you perform to
tall that the liv.es aro really perpon.licular?

7. After bisect:L:1z, an ar.7.1s 131,h a cvr.p.-tos ar,d a
stala14:1-.tedze, ultz./.., teats wan to tell
tbett tha: rz.as uy ti.r.botosta

8. Baf.ors rwas=ing uith protractors uhat must be
done? jhy?

9. Vooabulary Test

a. Vilrf is the figure at
the right not an angle?

b. :Thy are etgles x an y
not aki:weat ancies?

21
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c. Jhy are anAcs r and s
not adjacont angles?

d. Jhy is the figure at the
right not a circle?

e. '.Ihy is 1):: not a radius of
the circle?

'Ohy is RS not a dianoter of Pt

.:21a chf.rttle?

e. 71) riv..77.-. tho
ithA

1:6 now :.; say
:;:trall,z, to a"?

h. cm a alina trianslo have! Ulnae acttha angles?

i.

'?.44

Can an amits 14riarcle also be isosceles?

j. ISM is *wrong uith this triangle?

22
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SUGGESTED At:TIMMS

VOLISH CO:1TMUTIO:1 TO DUCT :DM:

1. Presont a vocabulary lesson using uords uith
duct located in the structure of the word.
Continue to have students present uords in
English class that appear in lessons of the
other classes during the duct project

2. Test students genoral concepts of duct uork
project based upon vocabulary uords.

3. Create socAo-dramas using problems that personnel
meet in in:Aling an air-conditioning unit.

1. Mnphasize the ttnelinecs of the duct project
by relating the uork or. the astronauts in
their space suits and air-conditioning

5. Shcm students that the transitional piece in
duct verlc serves the same purpose as the
transitional device in composition uriting.



CULTVALLY EMIVIMS

The rackensack agh School student grows up in a

geographic area which is one of the worlds richest cultural

centers. Yet many of the students are totally unaware

of the !eu YorkIstropolitan Area and :that it has to

offer.

The Industrial Preparatory teacher uill preeent to the

students culturally enriching experiences turbid:a make

tham aware of the existence of such horizons uith the

hope that the students vill eventually take an interest

and explore these inteiests iadividual2y.

Culttrally enriching trips will include visits to

tho legitimate theater, mus:Jums, concerts, films, govern-

mental buildings and agencies, parks, newspapers and places of

work.

Since the goals and the information desired from each trip

uill be vastlor different, the trip reports requested

frau the students will depend an the particular

visitation. Bach extursimuLt1 have an orientation by

the teacher and a follou-up afterthey. return. ..Ulurre
possible, a specialty teacher from outside the Industrial

Prep structure will be used to orient the students and

explore the results of the trip.

24
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Not) To Conduct A Successful 7iold Trip

1. The purpose of the trip should fit into the curriculim.

2. iirite to the company and give them information concerning
the trip: age and grade levol, subject interest, number
in group, number of responeible adults; alternate date,
uhat is expected to be derived from the tour.

3. Plan and knou route, mileage, times and eating facilities.

4. Either go on a tour prior to taldng students or call
and find out something about the tour.

5, Zven thfmgh there mAy be a guide or guides supplied
on tho tvIr; it is best to have cna teacher for every
ten (14.u.1::lta ia a grou to supplement uhat the guide
is se7ing ni mk leading question of the guide and
studeat;;.

6. Inform ctndentk. about :tate, time, conduct, attire, money,
ltneh, permistl:n sl;pn, =de of transportaiion.

7. Drief studantr,.. thout Civo out Field Trip Reort
Forme.

8. illke students auare of areas surrounding the tour
building and of points of interest on the uay to the
destination.

9. Urite a Thank Artt note to the comparry. It uould be best
if students did it.

10. 7011ou-up. !eports handed in and discussion.

25



;lame

Trip

ausmss TY.IP 12.03.2S

Date )f trip

Date of report

The DIrst day back in class after Going on a

trip to an industrial plant, the following questions

are to be answered. The answers axe to be uritten in

uholo sentences ilnd in ink.

1. lihat did you observe about the work citrate?
i. e. uork schedules, tempo of uork, relationship

uorkers to uorkers and workers to nanagemont,
types of jobs, advancements rithin firm.

2. Uhat did p.m notice about the physical envi.ronnentfi
1. e. layout of plant: uoragg conditions, heat,

noise, smells, light, health hazards.

3. !that machines and tools mere used?
1. e. complexity, sIdlis rartdred to operate, any

dangers, technological processes.

It. 'That did you untierstand about the fabrication of the
product?
i. e. organization of production, hou product

developed, offieiency of production, quality
testing uaod.

5. :hat can you relate from this trip to uhat you have
learned in clasa?

26
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(cont.)

6. Can you see yourself working here as a high school
graduate?
Why or why not?

(Do not mention compensation or the ease of the job.)

27
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Cr Acrirel. Field Trip Report

Name Date of trip

Trip Date of report

The first day back in class after going on a trip,

the following questions are to be answered. The

answers are to be written in whole sentences and in

ink.

1. Place:

2. Location:

3. Price of Entrance:

4. Field of Interest

5. Purpose of Trip:

6. Information Learned:

7. What Specific Relationship Can you See to any Schuol
Subject?

8. What did You Like or Dislike?

9. Uhat was Different?

10. Would You Go on Your Own to the Same Place or a
Simi liar Place: Why or Why Not?

11. Can you see yourself wcrking in this field?

28
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Poen Ole Industrial Prep Field Trips
New Jersey

Anheuser-Busch, Inc.,

American Can Company

Anken Chemical Film Corp

Continental Can Company

The Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company

ESS0 Research Center

Ford Motor Company

For t Dix

Fort Momnouth

Hampton Shops

Boffmn-LaRoche, Inc.,

National Biscuit Company

New Jersey Turnpike
Authority

Picatinny Arsenal

200 U.S. Highway 1,
Newark.

317 St, Paulo Ave,
Jersey City
Newton

297 Getty Ave,
Paterson

167 Wayne Street,
Jersey City

Route 1. CA Park Ave,
Linden

U.S. Route 17,
Mahwah

Fort Dix

Fort Monmouth

McLean Blvd,
Paterson

Route 30, Nutley

State Highway 208,
Fair Lawn

East Brunswick

Dover

Port Authority of New York- 111 Oth Ave.
New Jersey New

2v
York, NY

200

(Beverage)

(Sheet Metal)

(Photography)

(Sheet Metal)

(Pencils)

(Gasoline)

(Automobiles)

(Military-Bac ic
training)
(Military-Signal
corps)

(Furniture)

(Pharmaceuticals )

(Bakers)

(Transpor tation)

(Ammunition
Research)

(Transpor tation)



Newark Airport Newark

Port Newark

Princeton University

The Record

Shulton, Inc.,
Western
Center

Westingh

Electric Research

ouse Electric Corp

Port Newark

Princeton
150 River Street
Hackensack

Route 46, Clifton

Princeton

Metuchen

New York

American Museum of Natural History

Circle Line Tour of Manhattan

Con Edison - Energy Control Center

Nuclear Energy Plant
4.

Hall of Science

Hayden Planetarium

Lincoln Center for the Performing
Arts

Madison Square Garden

Metvopolitan Museum of Art

io
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(Air Transporta-
tion)
(Shipping)

(School)

(Newspaper)

(Toiletries)

(Scientific
Research)

(Television -
Radio)

Central Park West 6: 79th
Street

West 43rd Street & 12 th
Ave.,

178 West End Ave &
65th Street

Indian Point

Flushing Meadow Park,---
Queens

Central Park West &
79th.Street

62nd - 66th Street,
Colombus 'Amsterdam 'Aval,

7th & 8th Averig,
33rd Streets

5th Ave & 82nd

31st-

street



Museum of Modern Art

New York Stock Exchange

New York Times

New York University & Hall of Fame

Police Academy & Museum

Port Authority of New York-New Jersey
(Airports, Bridge, Bus Stations,

Rockefeller Center

St Patricks Ca ehedral

Technical Schools

United Nations

11 West 53rd Street

20 Broad Street
229 West 43rd Street

Sedgwick & University Ayes,
179th - 181 st Streets
235 E 20th Street

111 Oth Ave
Piers , Tunnels)

5th Ave & 6th Aves,
48th-52nd Streets
5th Ave at 50th Street
(Check with guidance departs
ment and students)

42nd - 48th Streets &
East River

United States Merchant Marine Academy Kings Point, New York

United States 1vIi1itary Academy

Connozticv.t

American Sivikespeare Festivel

Mystic Seaport

West Point, New York

Stratford
Mystic

Philaq2.12.

Franklin Institute & Fels Planetarium 20th Street & Benjamin
Franklin Parkway

Philadelphia Navy Yard

31
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OCCUPATIONS
_

During the 'sophomore year 'au introduction to a variety

of vocational patterns is presented in this program. The

occupations cicws exposes the student to a multitude of

vocations and attempts to have him obtain a realistic
appraisal of his potential. The class meets for one

semzstor and is a minor (lA credits) subject. The work

covered includes units on understanding one's self, an

introduction to occupations, and work-related topics.

The first area of material concerns itself with having

the student assess himself as to his needs, desires, special

skill, end aptitudes. This is done through the techniques

of group ,s,v.idance end personal inventories. Time is spent

on the development of understinding "self", witit discussion

on the role of personality in job success. Interest and

aptitude testing is done with the cooperation of the

Guidance Department: and the results are interpreted with

the students. The Conev....1. Aptitude Test Battery is ad-

ministered during the se7:nster and the pupil has the

oppottvnity of reviewing this indicator that can help

hita find realistic 61..rec:.-.:!,.on to his occupational career.

The Introductions to Occupations Unit takes .

advantage of community resources. Representatives of

various trades and professions are invited to participate

in 2 queation-and-answer interview staged by the students.
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Occupations (cont.)

This is done in an informal setting with the students taking

notv; and then transferring them to a prepared outline the

next day. Approximately two speakers per week are scheduled,

snd they represent areas of work selected by the students.

When an Industrial Prep project coincides with a vocational

field, a person from that field is invited in.

The service organizations in a community (Junior Chamber

of Commarce, Rotary, KtAnis, etc.) can be called on to

help provide man to come into the clasorcom for this

function. Thia is a method of investigating an occupation

that enables the students to hear "first-hand" about what

the work is all about. It brings a personal touch to the

explcratiaa of vocationn that often proves valuable to a

student. The speakers may be brought into the class

throvzhc=t the som7-1tar i17.1d scheduled in between the other

units.

The National Assecittion of Manufactureres issues an

"Industry Cn Parade" film series that can be shown weekly.

Thssa gams are 2i:nnute presentations on various

companies and thei adrces. Job analysis can be dis-

cussed fmn these and nay aid in the exposure of youngsters

to different working conditions.

Films depicting vocttional areas are also prasentad

eac..h week in.this couree avid *re selected from th.z many

sudie-visuel catalogues available. They are reviewed



Occupations (cont.)

and discussed and often used as the basis for work-related

topics.

Field trips to multi-occupational industries help

provide added insights into the work world. Larger organ-

izations ere usually selected for they can often offer

more opportunities of watching many different skills at work.

The work-related,material is presented all through the

master. The topics selected are those that can enrich

the work perspective of the people in the program. Some

current topical units (i.e. strickes, business negotions,

kc.) may be subplet that could be introduced to the class

tit the moment of hippening. To do this helps add

realism to the work, A .:,ompling of the work-related

discussion topics include the following:

a. rev incevtive programs
b. 3utc.tion
c. budtv
d. aw: work
e. p:=';..A11 ne:xids in wwk

f. analysis 02 Zamous people

g. social statun of various jobs

h. szran rt,zta for civil employees

L. sezyn:eity

Povi4ild in thi; oample elms lesson units,

They are included as a Oide to the program and do not

reprcsont a semestc:.?'s work. Often, segments of the

material in the 17.txt:lm -caquirc more in-depth exploration

dIctat..:le by CAI! n::Sa of d.;.:fferunt groups of .students.
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Occupations (cont.)

Additicaal time and work on certain weaknesses of particular

classes require the occupations teacher to pay heed to

portions of the introductory unit, thus spending less

time on other work. Timely topics can also modify the

program, substituting current, pertinent material at

hand for scheduled work.



OCCUPATIONS

Semester Outline (20 weeks)

I . Knowing Yourself

A. Importontle of Knowing Yourself

B. The Role of Personality In Job Success

C. Testing

II. Introduction to Occupations
A. Field Trips

B. Reptesantatives of Various Occupations

C. Films

III. Exploring Work-Related Topics

A. Personal peeds In The Work World

B. Labor ilanng9ment Relations

C. Job Status

D. Applying for Jobs

E. Pertinent Work Information



Knowing Yourself

Man must have a realisti'c self-:appraisal Of himself

to function successfully, in th.a work world. Contentment,

the need for security, ambition, initiative, etc., are
need's and traits that have to be understood for a person

to find the satisfactions he deserves from a job. Too

often youngsters graduate from high school with far too

little understanding of "self" end are ill prepared to

enter into vocational patterns that will exercise such
vital importance in their adult lives. An awareness of

what makes a person the way he is and what can he do to

c1evx31.op or improve some of his traits are topics that

form the basis for understanding in this area.
A fundamental unit on personality satisfies the

need for a realization of personal. "make-up". The

groundwork con be laid to motivate the student into

achieving insights into his own personal development

and, why he is the way he is. It is apparent that a
comprehensive psychological study is not desired but

rather a broad, general presentation :Aould be delivered

in this area. Opportunities for self-expression in group

work' provide the atmosphere for individual perception

of the material as the people relate to each other. This

brings oult in the students an awareness of how they per-

ceive others as well as how they are received by their

peers.
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Knowing Yourself (cont.)

With the aid c the Guidance Department, individual

aptitude and interest tests are suministered and evaluated
with the students. The General Aptitude Test Battery

provides an excellent applicnble indicator for the student
in helping him obtain a realistic direction to his
occupational. career. When interpreted with a vocational.

counselor and combined with experience from the occu-

pations class, the G.A.T.B. fulfills the need for a
scientific tool in the vocational exploration process.
It is not csed es the pr::me factor in decision making,
but us on aid in the search for self-development.



3

morn MIT PLAN

Knovinfi Yourself

I. Aims

A. To develop in the student an awnrene:6s
importance of self-realization for job

B. To have students realize the influence
sonslity in daily relations.

C. To have the students arrive at a basic
standing of personality deVelopment.

D. Have students analyse and develop fundamental
processes for improvement of specific person-
ality traits.

of the
success.
of per-

under?...

E. To aid the student in an honest self-realization
for selfdirection in occupational decision making..

Prrtsentatim
I. Methods and Techniques

A. Group discussions

1. Many topics can best be reasoned by students in
an atmosphere in whic-.4 they feel. fre.e to ex-
press their thoughts. Small groups can be
organized within the room that have chairmen
whose function is to ined the discussion ou
the material resented. View points and
opinions are offelt:ed end considered by the
students and conclusions or a consensus can
be made within the group. At the end of the
group discussion period, the variovs deter-
minations are opened to class consideration.
This mathod of dealing with related occupational
material brings good response from pupils and
is a factor in their emerging as individuals,
not afraid to speak their mind.

An intcrosting technique in starting this group
work is to have evaluators appointed within
each group, Their responsibilities nre to



Presentation (cont.)

judge the efficacy of the chairman as to howi
well he solicited responses and encouraged
discussion by ell of his members.

B. Lecture, class discussion, testing, fill-in sheets,
and the use of audio-visual materials are other
teaching mothods and techniques that are used in
this unit.
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piE DEVELOP-DENT 07 PERSONAVITY

I. Oil) gssives of. Lessen

A. Introduce importance o.e knowing yourself

B. To define personality
C. To develop insights into personality development

D. Relate personality to job success

II. Presentation Outline
A. Knowing Yourself

1. Importance of knowing yourself.

a. Statist:Les tell us that 90 tiler cent of
all of the workers dismissea from jobs axe
let go because of personality problems.

b. nzowing yourself makes you better ix:o-
pared to relate to others and to understand
others.

c. All young people have a deep desire to know
themselves better and become persons in
their own right.

d. WEen a valid understanding of one's self
has been developed, realistic occupational
decision making becomes easier.

B. Defining Personality

3.. Three definitions.
Personality '13 the average be ha via t ha t
a .person exhibL:s in his daily litfer
Personnlity is the cotnposite of all the
things a person is. It involves his
thoughts, actions, looks, feelings etc.

c . A person's personality it; the way that
others ne him. Other people's inter-
pretation of comma may determine what
his personality is.



Precentation Outline (cont.)
C. Factors that mold personalities

I. Home life

a. The people that raise a youngster have
tremendous influence over his personality
development.

2. Inherited physical. characteristics
a. The way a person often has a direct

bearing on the way he thinks and acts.

3. Peer i-ifluence

a. Friends' actions and standards can in-
spire personality changes,

4. Total environment

Ele C9n be direct or indirect CeLdOS
o infltlenco on personality development
thz.oughout a person's life.

In-Cless Assigamenta

A. Class discitssion

1. Exple.n hov cau .sffec t. your
succet!d the; or....upaticnal kieli you p3.an
to entkrr..

B. Group tolork

1, Discuss what affects your personality in
relation to Ola way you act with:

a , parents or guardians
b. krkInds
c. employers
d. teachers

(two objectives a: tLts assignwnt might be tO hav
u 1.1

e

students enaly %'64;0::s thH:f.r behav:tae and to
realize th..tt tbcir povJona.Iity aket on eifforent
postures L) day).
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FAVORABLE PERSONALITY TRAITS

Ob'ectives of Lesson
A. To identify parsona/ity characteristics.
B. Realize the effects of reputations on people.
C. Appreciate the necessity of developing favorable

personality traits.
II. Presentation Outline

A . Favorable traits
1. Personalities are composed of consistent

combinations of attitudes, habits, and
feelings. These develop into distinct
characteristics exhibited by people and are
known as traits. Some of these traits are
desirable and appreciated by others and are
called favorable personality traits.

2. Some favorable traits are:

a.
b.
c.
d.
0,

cooperation
courtesy
enthusilsm
honesty
foresight

. k. friend

f. industry
g. loyalty
h. nea tness
i. poise
j. self-control

liness
III. .In-CLass Assignments

A. Class discussion
I. Use proverbs and "old-sayings" as. 0,..guide

to behavior.

E. Class assignment
1. Use provided pocket dictionaries to arrive

at definitions of favornble personality traits.
C. Group work

1, Discuss these points:
a. What makes a good persona lity?
b. How can ono learn to take criticism

gracefully?
c, low do you know when to use your own

initiative end when to ask questions
W.: your oyer ?

d, Just how sociable and friendly should
one be at work?
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OCCUPATIONS HANDOUT SHEET

Favorable Personaligy Ttaits

Using the dictionary provided, dofine each of these traits:

a. induotry

b. poise

C. punctuality

d. foresight

e. neatness

f. ambition

g. enthusiasm

h. cooperativeness

i. tact

j. sense of humor

k. loyalty

1. dependability

honesty

You add one more favorable trait:

n.
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OCCUPATIONS HANDOUT SHEET

Personalitaltaita

What'personality traits are suggested by the following
proverbs and sayings?

1. Do unto others as you would have others do unto you.

a. C.

b. d.
e.

2. Laugh and the world laughs with you.

a. b.

3. The early bird gets the worm.

a.
b.

C.

C.
d.

4. A cbin is'anly as strong es its weakest link.

a.

5. Like a bull in a china shop.

a.

b.

b.

A. A rolling stone gathers no moss.

a. b.

7. Success is 10.1per cent inspiration and 90 per cent
perspiration.

c. b.

C.

8. A task well planned is a tank half done.

a.

Student Manual For Occupational Relations - University of
Minnesota.
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UNFAVORABLE PERSONALITY TRAITS

I. Oldective of Lesson

A. To identify those characteristics which tend to
offend others.

B. To examine the effect of unfavorable traits on
reputations.

C. To define personality types.

II. Presentation Outline

A. Unfavorable traits
1. These characteristics have been found to hove

a bad effect on people.
2. Other peoples' estimation of you may be heavily

influenced by one unfavorable trait.
3. These traits can often be controlled.
4. A sample listing of undesirable traits mdght

include:

a.
b.
c.

d,
e.

being argumentative f. careless
a tendency to delaybeing stubborn .

undesirable health
b
h. inability to accept.

habits criticism
indifference i. rudeness
being moody j conceited

k. forgetfulness

B. Personality types
1. Ah introvert is a

holding person.
2. An extrovert is a

feelings casually

III. jp-Closs Assimmull

A. Class assignment
I. Define traits using experience and dictionaries

provided.

shy, sensitive end with-

person who display3his
and without reserve.

B. Class discussion on relative importance of some
traits..
I. Pass out voting sheets and derive a frequency

chart on the basis of the tally of the vote.

C. Group work
1. Dincuns what ars the things that contribute

most to a bad reputation.

219
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OCCUPATIONS HANDOUT SHEET

Unfavorable Personality Traits
Using the dictionary provided, define each of these traits;
or offer your own definitions:

a . being argumentative

b. stubborn

c. wordy

d. careless

e . procrastination

f. inability to accept criticism

g. rudeness

h. aloofness

indifference

j. undesirable health habits

It. conceited

.M5 three more undesirable traits:

1.

2.
3.
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CHANGING PERSONALITY TRAITS

I. pbiectives of Lesson

A. To realize the potential of changing a personality
characteristic.

B. To arrive et a plan for modification.
E4-esentation Outline

A. Difficulty of personality change.
1. Through years of habit, people develop certain

traits that become imbedded in their personal
make-up,

2. Hereditary influences remain dominant in
personality development.

3. Being a part of a continuitgenvironmental
influence retards personality changes,

B. Possible methods of personality trait modification.
a. have a good reason for selection of a trait.
b, devise a method of implementing a change.
c. evaluate the results.

/II. 7:.n-Class Assipments

A. Class discasion
I. Solicit class for possible ways of keeping

aware of the display of particular undesirable
traits.

2. Arrive at -7:ounter habits for the displacing
of an unfava:able characteristics.

B. Group work
1. Have students offer personal situations end

have group members discuss and offer possible
solutions and advice. (A main objective is to
have students relate to each other).
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SAMPLE CASE STUDIES FOR DISCUSSION

ON

THE ROLE OF PERSONALITY IN JOB SUCCESS

These case studies can be used to stimulate discussion

and analysis of controlled behavior on the job and also

a development of acceptable end desirable work attitudes.

1. John Jenkins is a responsible, good worker for the

Diamond Brake Show Company. He is well liked by his

fellow workers rind is most cooperative with them. When-

ever one of them has a problem that requires the aid of

two men, John can be counted on to help out. His fore-

man says that he is one of the faster men in his section

in production and his work is always of good quality.

However, John has a problem of getting to work on time.

He seems to either wake up late or have to drive a

sister of his to school, or he gets caug,t.t: in traffic
thus making him late for work. These incidents are

occurririg oftcn an.1 ths boss of the plant doesn't like

them. He told the foreman to set John straight end put

an end to this coming in late.
a. What should John do to get him to work on time?
b. Is he really a responsible worker?
c. What should he do if he is late?

2, Mck worked text to n Ze llow in a shop who bad a thqd

222-19-



Sample Case Studies (cont.)

case of body odor. The guy was new to the shop end seemed

to be a nice enough person and was a very good worker.

Jack thought that by keeping away from the man, he would

give him the idea that something was wrong and for the

fellow to consider himself more carefully. This only

made the guy think that Jack was an unfriendly person,

and he never was aware of his problem that is, he

never thought it offended people the way Jack was offended.

The next step in this case could become serious. The

men might become real enemies, and the work might be affected.

a. Erm should Jack handle this situarion?
b. How should the man approach Jack to find

out what is wrong with him?

3. At the Globe Printing Company, there is a. conflict

between two workers. Ted Simpson and Gene Brown, who are

supervisors, just don't bet along. It seems that Ted once

said something tc Gene that really upset him and Gene

won't forget it. Ted tried to apologize but Gene didn't

want to accept: thn apology and the trouble continued.

They won't talk to each other except if absolutely riocessary

for business reasons. The trouble is starting to affect

work in the company because they won't ask each other

questions if a preblem arises and the other workers are

afraid to take sides. M.so, the workers often do too many

thi ng on*. t-hci own fc fair of of fend ing one of the



Sample Case Studies (cont.)

two men. The workers feel that by going to one of the
supervisors with the other around, they may be accused

of being too friendly to one of them. It's all ery

stupid, but nevertheless real.
a. What should
b. Whet should

situation?
c. What should

the owner of the company do?
the workers do about the
either Ted or Gene do?.



SUGGESTED FILM LIST

FOR

KNOWING YOURSELF UNIT

1. "Improve Your Personality", 11. min.

Coronet Films
Sales Department
Coronet Building
Chicago Illinois

2. "Personal Appenrance", 38 min.

Coronet Films

3. "Personal qualities For Job Success", 11 min.

Coronet Films

4. "Developing Yc:t.:: Che-i.acter", 11 min.

Coronet Films

5. "Don't Get Angry", 12 min.

Encyclopedia Britannica Films
202 44th Street
Neu Yor;A: 1.7, N.Y.

6. "Unde-i-standina; :tow Emotions", 14 min.

Coronet Films





ismcsjEalajaaNNPATIONS

Work information must be current. The requirements,

preparation, and work conditions of jobs keep changing and
the instructor of an occupations class has to keep his
information up-to-date and pertinent. Textbooks on occu-

rations are scarce arid rightly so, because out-of-date
material on the world of work is of little value. Work

information is obtained through cnly those sources that
provide the insights that have current and future values.

The heart of this course is the scheduling of repre-
sentatives from selected areas of work to come to the class
and discuss their expreiences with the students. This
metb.od of exploring occupations provides the people f.a the
class with meaningful information on jobs. The guests who
speak with the youngsters are local and know of the ismuediate
area's needs and working conditions. The representatives-
also provide the class with the personal aspect needed in
job irtgormation seeking that is lacking in films and
published material.

The visitations are conducted as an interview, with the
studlnts asking questions and taking notes on the anzuers.
The men who corie..to the class do not prepare any speech

but rather should come prepared to speak informally and
participate in the discussion in a relaned atmosphere.

Some time in class is spent preparing the students
for receiving visitors and in arranging the mechanics of
nterviewing. Students compose sample question and de-

velop an intervIew outline prior to the arrival of their
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Introduction to occupations (cont.)

first guest. The outline is filled in the day after the
interview and is followed by a personal evaluation. This

requires a atudent to exercis opinion in relation to his

own interests, needs, and aptitufles. Discussion is held
on the area of work and reactions to the interview are

reviewed and ana lyzed .

Additional introduction to occupations is achieved

throught: the use of motion picture films. Many companies

and associations sponsor films that provide on-the-job
pictures of people at work. Often a company will take the

viewer on a tour of its facilities and in so doing will show
workers engaged in activities that would be difficult to
describe. This is an aid in presenting more comprehensive

insights into exploring occupations.
Occupational literature published by professional and

trade associations and various industrial enterprises furnish
added information on occupations and careers. These publi-

cations are usually attractively designed, current, and also

sightly prejudiced. They offer the glamorous or favorable

aspects of the vocations they discuss, but nevertheless
contain valuable information. By accumulating a collection.t

of re^.ruiting and general information booklets, the class
can build a current resource library on occupations.

Exploring occupations assignemtns with free reading and
discussion periods utilizing this material. can be undertaken

throughout the year.
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Introduction to uccupations (cont.)

An occupational survey can be conducted in the class

using the Yellow rages of the phone directory as a source of

information. The survey is used as an indicator of job

potential in the immediate area. From this project, a

student becomes more familiar with the number and types of

industries and business concerns in and surrounding his

community. It also helps to identify and learn about unique

or unusual occupations. The telephone company can be counted

upon to readily supply the directories.

Field trips are an integral part of job exploration.

E2fort.1 should be made to schedule as many as possib :T. to

sites that will offer as comprehensive a picure of work

conditions as possible.

Another survey can be implemented esing alumni of tha

school as a swarce of information. Letter can be formulated

and sor:t to people who have been graduated five or more years

ago. Inquiries can be made of these former students as to:

the job they hold, what the work consists of, the manner in

wILit1::, they obto.iaed the job, what they like and dislike

about the position, etc. The replies can be discussed and

tebulv:ed and the students in the ciass.can add to their

knowle<igo of themPelven and .occupations.

-26-
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OCCUPATIONAL INTERVIEW

Occupational Analysis of Name

1. Nature of work:

2. Requirements of the job:

3, Preparation needed:

4. liorking condition3 (list at least 10):

a.

.4 3

414

0 44

4,

rn,

5 , Pay and pronorions:

g.
h.

L.

j.

k.

L.



Occupational interview (cont.) ,

6. Getting a job in this field:

The future:

8. Association of workers:

9, Personal observations:

-
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smsr.2.VESTIOLIS AND GUIDELINE

FOR

OCCUPATIONAL INTERVIEW

I. Nature of Work

A. What do you do on your job?

B. What is typical day. like?

C. !Is your work profitable?
D . Are there many satisfactions in your work?

E. Do you perform many different operations on your iob?

F. Do you come in cmtact with many people?

G. Are you allowed freedom of expression on your job?

r4. Does responsibility for many things come with your job?

I. Do many people depend on you?

II ItssIlk..ements of the Job

A. Age

B. Physical

C. Emotional and personality

D . Coordination

E . Tools needed

F. Special uniforms or protective devices

G. Talents

H. Licenses

I. Travel

J. Sex

K. Special experiences

-29- .
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Guideline for occupational interview (cont.)

VI.

VIL

VITA

Pay and Promotiong,

A , What is the range of pay for your work?

B. How long does it take to make top money?

C. Whrit does advancement depend upon?

D. Do people get paid by hour, day, week, month, or year?

E. How high can a person in this field rise?

F. Is it conceivable to go into business for yourself
in this field?

G. Are you asseosed any special amounts of money at work?

H. Does you: company provide benefits that would otherwise
cost you money?

Getting A J:,b In This Field

A. Where are the somrces that a person could find out
about openings in this field?

B. Is a :resume needed?

C. Is there any discrimination that you know of in hiting?

D. Are there special tests or exardmations given for
plccement?

Thz. Future

A. What is the immediate outlook for this occupation?

B. What is the long-range forecast for this fieldy

Associ t ions of Work

A. Union

B. Pr ofessiona I organization

F:latern4 ties
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OCCUPATIONS HAMOUT SHEET

FOLLOW-UP ON OCCUPATIONAL INTERVIEW

, .

a«rwrnar womftreenemft.el93,01t7,N01511%404ftit'

OMINN

STI3Zars1=ATE OCCUPATION

1. List bore all th3 things you would' have 'to d o in this
occupation that you think you could do well.

2. List here all th e. things you would have to do in this
occupation that you think you would enjoy doing..

3. What in job would you dislike dcing?

4. What couldn't you do well?

5. List the physical requirements demanded of the jobi

6. Which of these couldn't you meet?
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Follow-up on occupational. interview (ccnt.)

7. Your personal observation:

/1117WIMMIN.00111A 0110AMINO

Occupational. Ten or m tion Hoppock
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OCCtIPATIONT HMOUT SHEET

Check List of Job Demands

Job Title Date 1.0-sw.

1 Seeing 2. Running 28. Hot 29. Dry.

3 Wa lking 4. Pushing 30. Wet 31. ^474ty....

5. Jumping 32, Cold 33. lUty
0111111/WWINIIIM

6 . Ba lancing 34. Noisy 35. Odors

7. Climbing 36. Humid 37. Inside
8. Cradling 38. Outside 39. Overtime
9. Standing 40. Adequate Ventilat ion

10. Turning 41. Adequa te Light in

11. Stooping 42. Vibragion
12. Crouching 43. Mechanical Hazards
13. Knenling 44. Moving Objects
14. Sitting 45. Cramped quarters
15. Reaching

.111111 46. High Places
16. Lifting 47. Exposure to Burns
17. Carrying 48. Electrical Hazards
18. Throwing 49, Explos ives
19. Pulling 50. Radiant Energy
20. Handling 51. Toxic Conditions
21 Fee ling 52. Working with Others
22. Fingering 53. Working around Others
23 Ta lking 54. Working Alone

24. Hearing 55. Overtime =.
25. Color Vision 56. Seasonal
26. Depth terceiIt 57. Peak Loads
2.7. Working Speed 58. Use cr.E Tools

59. Nothod of Play
-33-
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IENTAL IrMANDS

General Requirements

60. Counting

61. Use of Ruler

62. ,Addition

63.

64t:

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

Subtract:.on

Multiplication

Division

Making Change

Higher Hathematics

Spelling

Vocabulary

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

82. Personal Cleanliness

83. Pe-sonal Neatness

84. Fashionable Dress

85. Special Dress

CHARAMEINRIREMENTS

86. Stability
87. Tolerance

88. Dependability

89. Self-reliance

90. Emotional Stress

91. Cooperation

Sociability

93. Need to deal with Un-
expected Situations

94. Reliability
PE._21C_W

95. Extroversion

96. Introversion

97, Ambiversion

98. Adaptability

99. Cogrtesy

100. Tact

Organization of Information. 92.

Abstract Thinking

Abstract Reasoning

Giving Instruction

yOICS REQUIREMOTS

74. Voice Enunciation

75. Voice Diction

STRESS REQUIREWNTS

76. Monotony

77. Repetition

78. Mental. Stress

79. AccutAcy

CO. Neatno".L:'

P Pr:ac :Lon

I II

-34-
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Check list (cont.)

EDUCATION RE0UIREYSNTS INTELLIPENCE REOUIRTIENTS

103. Elementary School 107.

104. High School
108..

105. Co11e3e

106. Technical Training 109,

110.

111.

112.

113.

Intelligence for work and
abstract ideas
Skill with the use of
one's hands

Social intelligence
ability to get alone with
one's fellows
Memory

Concentration

Alertness
Imagination

Suramnrv:

THE ANALYST IS TO USE THE SCALE 0 TO 5. TRH RATING IS PLACED

BEFORE EACH WORKING CONDITION OR ABILITY TO WHICH TIE WORKER IS

REQUIRED TO BE EXPOSED TO OR MST POSSESS. ALL ITEMS MUST BE

MARKED.

Eldean V. Kohrs - Rutgers University
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OCCUPATION/VI., SURVEY

I. Ob ectives
A. To have students became aware of the distribution of

occupations in their county.
B. To have students realize the multitude of occupationalopportunities in their locale.
C. To have students realize the range and variety of

occupational opportunities in their area.

II: Presentation
A. Have students think about and then list the number of

occupations that they have come in contact with (in-directly or directly) since they awoke that morning.
People take little notice of the many men and wcmen at
work as they move through their daily routines.

B. The Yellow Pages ok% a telephone directory provide aninteresting source for the exploration of the manyoccupations of a particular area.
C. The Occunational Outlook HandbRok includes the de-scriptions of many jobs and can be read with interest.

III. In-Class Assignments
A. Class assignment

1. Assign each student a portion of the telephone
directory and have him record all areas of workthat have seven or more listings and list anyoccupation that is unusual or unknown to him.

B. Class discussion
1. Talk about the findings of students using per-sonal experiences or the Dictionary of OccupationalTitles as resource material.

a

-36-
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OCCUPATIONS HANDOUT StET

Occuptiona1Surv ey

1. Using the Yelbow Pages of the phone directory, record the
. occupations and their numbers which have seven or more

listings. Work on your assigned letter.

2. List the unusual occupations you came across.

pt,Ade.»AVIL,
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SUGGESTED FILM LIST FOR INMCOUCTION

TO

OCCUPATIONS UNIT

.

1. The Clerk - 27 min, - $7.50

New York University Film Library

2.. The Department Manager - 27 min. - $7.50

New York University Film Library

3. The Yon on the Assembly Line - 27 min. - $7.50
(2roveative - a look at non and mass production)

New York University Film Library

4. The Wee President - 27 twin. 7.50 ccsecutive)

New York University Film Library

5. How A Commercial Artist Works 14 min. Free

Maern Talking Films
315 Springfield Avenue
Summit, New Jersey

6. The Telephone Man - 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

7. The Electrical Worker - 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

8. The Draftsman-Surveyor 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

9. The Metal Worker 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films
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Suggested film list (cont.)

10. The Electronics Technician - 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

11. The Construction Worker - 29min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

12. The Law Enforcement Officer - 29 rain. - Free

Modern Talking Films

13. The Motor Mechanic - 29 min. - Free

Modern Talking Films

14. Precision Tool Making end Machining - 25 min. - Free

Mbdern Talking Films

15, Industry On Parade - 13k min. - Free

National Assoctation of Manufacturers
(weekly series can be scheduled)

16. Admirals In The Making - 13k min. - Free U.S. Navy)

AssociaAen Films

17. CPA - 29 min. - Free (Certified Public Accountant)

Association Films

18. Summer of Decision - 20 min. Free Social Work)

.Association Films

19. Train We Mu.st - 20 min. - Free (Firemen)

Association Films
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Suggested film list (cont.)

20. Engineer: Man of Densiry - 30 min. - Free

Sterling

21. The General With The Cockeyed Id - 19 min. - Free

(general contractor)
oterling

22. I Am A Doctor - 30 min. - Free

Sterling

23. Meat On The Move - 30 min. - Free

(meat ind ustry)
Sterling

24. This Is Pharmacy. - 27 min. - Free

Ster1ing

25. Tommy Looks At Careers - Trucking - 20 min. Free

Sterling

26. Tommy Looks At Careers. - Chemistry - 26 min.

Sterling
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WORK 7: RELA TED TOP:CS



EXPLEIR ING WORK-RELA TED TOPICS

D is e emina ins occupational information to students

covers a wide field. Attetpts to present as comprehensive

a picture as possible of the individua3. in relation to his

occupational future should be the major goal of the class

instructor. Topics presented to thia class must be considered

in the light of the students' vocational decision-making

development and should add to his awareness of the world of

;cork and to the development of the realization of himcel:e 4.1i it.

The work selected for this unit is dependent upon the

needs of a particular group. Some material is univnrsal End

rany be covered in all occupations classes while other topics

may be local in nature and have importance only in certain

areas. The teacher muot make decisions on whet to coves.

The topics in this work-related unit should be presonted a.
through the semester and not scheduled to be given as a com-
pleted area of work. The range of matcriel is virtually
boundless. While the introduction to.this course included
only a small representative group of topics to explore, the
instructor should be alert to applicable items that will have
bearing on the objective of the program.



MODEL UNIT PLAN

Work-Related. T(....12.191

Aims

A. To better enable students to become aware of the depth
of the work world spectrum.

B. To have students objectively evaluate work-related
problems.

C. To prepare students for confrontation with isoues
that they will face as workers.

II. Presentation
A. Methods and Techniques

1. Added to the 1:3cture class discussion am! group
work methods a subject matter presentation, there
are included in this unit debate, panel discussioas,
and role playing.
a. Debates

1) Some material can be vividly demonstrated
using a student organized debate. Very
often strong opinions are held by young-
sters and they welcome the opportunity
of trying to persuade others in their
beliefs. This condition can be capital-
ized upon and put to use as a debate be-
tween two students or a team of students.
Sample topics for such a debate ;tight
include:
a) a right-to-work law

b) automation and its effect on the worker

c) teachers, postal employees, gsrbagemr.....
should they be permitted to strike?
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Panel discussions (cont.)

az=71411.7....14Y1.0.00`1111.191CMS11.4611.

b. Panel discussions

1) There are some topics that can lend to

panel discussion ork very handily. These

panels can be arranged and conducted by
students or may be composed of knowledgeable
people from the community. Panel dfscussions

offer advantages of gaining insight into

the problem at hand and also into human

relationships. Sample topics for panel

discutsions might include:

a) technical and trade school training

1. panel consisting of:

a. representative from schools

b. a guidance counselor

c. student chairman

b) advancement opportunities in industry

/. panel consisting of:

a. personnel man from large concern

b. representative of a small

business

c. student .chataman

c) role playing

1. human behavior in work settings can
be explored in an interesting and
provocative manner using role 0.6y-
ing in the classroom. Perceptions
of the results of interactions
between involved people in various
aituationn are often difficult to
present in the classroom.. Role

playing permits tho projection of
"self" into positions where indiwtd-
ual responses may be critical. Same
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Panel discussions (cont.)

0,1 -

1: (cont) Sample topics that might

be developed could be:

a. scene involving a boss con-

sidering firing an employee

b. situation involving a dis-

pute between two workers

c. interview of a candidate
for a job



SAMPLE LESSONS
FOR

WORXX-RELA TED UNIT



, ,

JOB STATUS

I. Objectives

A. To have students examine their prejudices in class-

ifying jobs.

B. To open up the possibillty of considering occupations
that previously had been unreasonably not well thought
of.

II. Presentntion Outline

A. Occupations are consciously and subconsciously class-
ified by people.

1. We tend to call some jobs menial or beneath our
status. Other types of work we place high
esteem to.

2. Some examples of the criteria people use to rate
jobs:

a. physical conditions of work

b. pay

d. preparation needed for job

d. the group of people who take the jobs

e. other peoples' influende

Comparison of Positions

1. Similarities can be found between the most
unlikely jobs.

a. Physicians, plumbers, and gprbagemen often
woek around oeors. These men are ail
essential for the health and sanitary con-
ditions of a community.

III. Xn-Class Ansimments

A. Class assignzent

I. Using the hand-outsheets, list jobs that you
consider low or monial, and those which you
think highly of -- give simF-Ie reasons Bd.:
selections.
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Job Status (cont.)

B. Class Discussion

1. Solicit examples of students' job evaluations
and discuss the logical merits of these.

C. Droup Work

1. Discuss why some ment take jobs others do no want,



ESTIMATING FINANCES

..arerwm. to.,,,Atvonuasown."...w......swaarwo AVIdelMIVIKVISCRIVIIMOUSWORThealtratM,A.40Y

I. Cljectives of Lesson

A. To have students become aware of their potential

earnings in relation to their needs and deoires.

B. To have students realize the cost of living

C. To develop habits of planning and foresight.

D. To hove students gain insights into the economic

conditions of today.

II. Presentation dutline

A.. Present domestic situation of a typical family of

four consisting of husband, wife, arAd two elementary

school-aged children. Problem: How much money must

a man earn to have his family enjoy an "average"

life. (they would reside in eithor a home or an

apartment, whichever is more popular in the area.)

B. Consider these points:

1. shelter
2. fodd
3. medical
4. incurance
5. transportation
6. savings
7. clothes
8. miscellaneous

a. entertainment
b. cleaning and laundry

c. hobbies
d. barber and beauty salon

e. etc.

In-Ciass

A. Claes and Group .)iscusdions

1. Discuss Cala analyze the need and cost of above

items. The ntudents mmst support their stementz

with 1:ersonal experiences ro the clessifed sntl

advertisement section oe local newcpapera. The

invtructor should take the average determina.ons

the oleos for a listing of the final estication,
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.
In-Class Assignment (cont.)

2. List jobs that can be expected to pay the
salary estimated by class in exercise.

B. Group Work

1. In each group, have students exchange personal
experiences, and develop bar graphs illustrating
the cost of various items.

C. Class Assignment

I. Use the estimating hand-out sheet to determine
annual, monthly, and weekly expenses.
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Shelter

Medical Expenses

Insurances

Transportation

Food

Clothing

Savings

Mincellaneous

OCCUPATIONS

Est ima t ing Finance s

Year Month ek

Total

This represerts avages for the expenses of a family, of

four (two young children).



y

.11...611641.104,-.

w

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS

Obing-tiMP-

A. To have students realistically appraise their
occupational direction.

To aid students in learning More about themselves.

To have students realize the importance of knowing
themselves better before selecting a vocation.

II. Presentation

A. Man's Universal Needs

1. Fodd,.water, shelter, etc. make up man's physical
needs, and fie also has spiritual and personality
needs.

B. Man's Occupational Needs

1. To be oatisfied at wcrk, a man must have 4 set c);:

needs met.

2. Because of the amount of time spent on a job, the
satisfadtion of work is vital to his outicok on
his entire life.

3. Examples of occupational needs:

4.

a. money e. indoors-outdoors
b. specific hours of work f, adventure
c, work alone - with others g. help others.

d, security h. etc.

The relationship of various occupations can be

app^rent even though they deal in different
matud.alr by examining the needs met by people
engc3ad 5.:1 the work. For example, a teacher,
minter, pernennel director, and funeral director
are involvod in different vocational areas of
work, but share a need to work with and guide
peo2le. Psychologists are considering whether
thi.74 aced is equally important to the men as are
the .:Ped:: of working with various materials as
a vo.::atic::A criteria.
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Occupa t ions 1 needs (cont .)

III. In-Class Ass imments

A Class Discussion

1. Ask tho class to cite examples of personal
experiences t:hore individuals bcd specific
work needs that had to be met.

B. Group Work

1. Rave pupils discuss their personal occupational
neatly end evaluate the Impcctance of each need.

CI Class Assignment

I. Hand out needs - rating sheet and have a bar
graph made cri the average results of the
survey.
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EMITIOLIS T

lagja_kz .ml_majage.9.

Use the scale of 0 to 5 to rate these needs es they apply
to you in relation to your occupational, goals.

1. Money

2. Need to help people

3. Work since - others
4. Work to produce

5. Work to fin or repair
6. Outdoors

7. ledoors

8. Crapotition

9. White collar job
10. Physical labor
11. Computational or clerical
12. Responsibility
13. Security
14. Leader

15. Prestige
16. V.A.ke decisions

17. ACiventero

18. Travel

19. Dependent

211. Work pith A purpOfte

Persuasive

-55-
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READT.Z.G. SECWSPAPER

I. iectivesof ao

A. To fa.diliarizo students with the abbreviated language

of tbe want ado.

B. To aid the Eptudents in the objective evaluation of
various advertisements.

C. To introduce students to the sources of job procurement.

II. Presentation Outline

A. The People Who Advertise

1. Employment Agencies

a Many jobs are 1:i.sted by professional employment

agencies. These agencies are in business to
find jobs for people or else to fill jobs for
companies. They can be a good aid in helping
place people, but their ads can also be mis-
leading, The advertisements often lead a
prospoctive candiciate to believe things which
are not true. Employment agencies make money

on the people they plat:a, and this must be a
fact known to job applicants.

2. Private Employers

a. Sass companies prefer not to shek job
candidates throu3h an agency. They advertise
in newspapers to reach many people that sow.
Their ads are usually quite honest but still
should be read with a critical eye.

3. Job Candidates

B.

a. People who are lookim for jobs can place
their own ads in a neuspaper stating their
desires and qualifications.

Readin3 The Classified Ms

1. Iniftginatiork and logic must be mixed to interpret
M° sections of advertisements. An abbreviated
ad saves the source money.



Reading the Classified Ads (cont.)

2. Exc....1p 1es of classified advertising:

a. opty onortunity
b. $5 - 10 :I $5,000 to $10,000 annually

c. lic - license

d. expe. - experienced

e. p/t - part time

f. tvl - travel

s. w/gd inventory - with gooe background

h. al: - clerk

$$ open - salary open to discussicrk

j. coil pH college training preferred

TU. TA-Cless Assizmentl

A. Class DisclAosion

1. Dlactws the me:rico of using the clnasified section
for ce.ing jobs. Tall: about the jobs that are
not tau:12411y lirted.

Grety Work

1. l!ce tha han'-out sheet on classfaed work.
Group men:Sera are to collaborzte and fill it in.
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OCCUPATIONS HANDOUT SHEET

I e

I. Interpret these ads:

A. MN
AStimbIrs, sen. 13:Tcr help. Perm. No Defense.
Emp. Len. '.;2.15 rr. shift wk.

Ridge Machine & :Cool Co.

L. Assmbre, ir
2. gen. fcty haip

3. perm.

.111111141111111=11011=11110111111.111INIMIN

1111111111 ONION 4011.111111111ImS10
110-

11111111104111111.4peramimm

4. No Defonse

5. Zia?. bcn.

111

41

011111111111011Me
1111111111Mil SaIMMIMIO111.0101MINP

4........11NOINOMM.1.1111111111

..411111111111.

~WOO pesmlesse iyesilimIllnOrgwramirevoimoovoomusem.e.ftimsememe

6. $2.15 h.r.

7. atdif: work i=ro
ZgAissszu;SK.Let

Ez:c. opty. for ynt.-; man whech bkgd. No exp nec.,
if. S. grad Pee pd, Sal $85 4.

Richnrdoon Agency
1. It:ge. opty, AMINIMMINMUM,
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The Classified Section (cont.)

2. yng man

dor Ail11444" ....0.1-

. INERIMMIP

3. w/tech bEgc;

4. No exp. nec.

5. U.S. grad

6. Fee pd.
1111MAIMI~

7. Sal. $85 +



OCCUPATIONAL JTAI4D OUT SHEET

On The Job

Circle the letter of your choice:

1. You work directly uncier a man who is lazy and unimaginative.
Would you:

a. Take over sore pfmyour boss's work, and then make

sure that everyone knows you're doing his work as
well an your own?

b. Offer to help your boss with the work he is neglecting,
but avoid saying anything to anyone else about this?

c. Concentrate on your oun work and pay no attention to
your boss's problems?

d. Some other solution?

2, You work for an energetic, intelligent man who is headed
for a top position in the company. Would you:

a. Resign your job to avoid being overshadowed?

b. Undorstvi your boss to learn his methods?

c. Wetrh tiocr's errors and spread tha word

aboc.: h.L.; mic7i::es7

SC.2.9 001:r.

Yo= berm ly17 ju tvrnirtzt oval: much of his work to you
wi).h Ito ;li3aort..,::, v7:14 :(.141 re:to. okna of this
fcr me?" py1 sa5.?

a. "Kay thw.13 Z g.vIs 9.,cfAc?"

b, "I'll do thin a lot bettor tiv.an he would just to
shv.)

C. '1'7.1 do ;:c good job on these things, and the boss
rorin:6er vhen I'm In line for prozoti.."

de Saw otter solution?

40-
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Problem solving on the job (cont.)

4; A very serious mistake has been made in your department.
You were not directly involved, but your entire department
is being held responsible. Would you:

a. ncsicn so this error won't blight your career?

b. Use the office grapevine to make it clear that you
were not responsible?

C. Take the lend in reducing the potential damage in
figuring out a way to rrevent future errors?

Some other solution?

5. You are exceptionally good at fairly routine work and
your boss recopizes this fact. To get a more responsible
nr:d better pooltion, Jould you:

Tell your scpervisor you s::o bored with your present
position and are thinking ci looking for another job?

b. Areangg to !met the top-level officer of your c 43 : ny
in CAI elev;.tor and offer suggestions for major im-
rovez..,:-.o your boss has never though of?

C. 4. t:U1 pr^ztictA to drop Zor
Box" ater. first

it;.scva- ',her; fGur 1:wacte."..-.2te tees:
J. Sme Iolutivn?

sams IbAsift .04
Oca:tpatitir.s1 itolatinns rni:ursity of ?Unnaseta
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